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Perfectly Still No More: Unionists in 
Confederate Northeast Florida 

by T. W. Upchurch 

After the war began + till I got away on the gunboat I 
remained at home perfectly still .. .. 

-Lewis C. Forrister, 18711 

J
ames William Allen's career as a Confederate soldier lasted 
only six months; he doubled over with a hernia and was 
discharged on the last day of 1861.2 His reaction to this medical 

condition is unknown since Allen left no letters,journal, or public 
pronouncement. Did he have dreams of military glory that were 
squashed by his rather inglorious medical condition? After all, 
Allen's unit, the St. Augustine Blues, had moved only 60 miles up 
the road to Fernandina. 3 He had not left his home state nor, we 

Tracy Upchurch is an Associate Professor and Director of the Law Program at 
Flagler College in St. Augustine, where he received the Dean's Award for Teaching 
in 2009. He received a Juris Doctorate from the University of Florida College of Law 
and an MA in History from the University of North Florida. 
1 Note: The use of plus signs ("+") occurs in the original documents and was 

presumably a form of shorthand; in that they do not interfere with either 
the readability or meaning, they have been retained. Southern Claims 
Commission, Claim #16162, Lewis C. Forrister, National Archives and Records 
Administration, Records Group 217, claimed on December 5, 1871. 

2 Compi!,ed Service Records of Soldiers Who Served in Organizations from the State 
of Rorida, John W. Allen, National Archives and Records Administration, 
Publication Number M 251, Record Group 360, 1861. 

3 The St. Augustine Blues, more formally known as the Florida Independent 
Blues, were enrolled in the Confederate army as Company B of the 3rd Florida 
infantry regiment in August 1861. David]. Coles, "Ancient City Defenders: The 
St. Augustine Blues," ElEscribano23(December1986): 65, 72. 

[ l] 
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assume, had he fired a weapon except to practice his marksmanship. 
However, judging by Allen's active role as a prominent Unionist 
during the remaining three years of the war, perhaps he saw his 
hernia as the equivalent of the "million dollar wound," a minor 
medical complication that earned him a discharge from the 
Confederate army and allowed him to return home. 

After his short Confederate military service, Allen- emerged 
as a leading Unionist in Northeast Florida. Federa1 authorities 
appointed him postmaster of St. Augustine during the Union 
occupation and he served with his father as a pilot for Union 
military vessels sailing in and out of St. Augustine's historically 
treacherous harbor. 4 Further, he was active in the failed efforts to 
reorganize Florida as a loyal Union state beginning in late 1863.5 

In the post war years, he was an unsuccessful Republican candidate 
for mayor and held a number of local offices.6 Calvin Robinson, a 
special commissioner for the Southern Claims Commission, and 
himself a prominent Florida Unionist, wrote in 1872 that 'james 
W. Allen is one of the best men in the city. Was perhaps the leading 
Unionist of the place during the war."7 

Allen is a classic example of those Southerners caught between 
two warring camps. Confronting them on one side were staunch 
Confederates; those who had supported secession, who had 
transferred their loyalty to the new Confederate state, and who 
remained loyal to the Confederacy throughout the war. Facing off 
against them were Southern Unionists who never waivered in their 

4 Southern Claims Commission, Claim# 18,339, Estate of Ann Hurlbut, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Record Group 217, claimed onJanuary 
17, 1871. John Grant Forbes, a native of the city, wrote in 1821 that ships 
drawing more than six feet of water could not enter the harbor safely because 
of the sandbars. He states that the harbor was dramatically impacted by the 
winds but he downplayed the breakers that surrounded the inlet, claiming 
they were "not as dangerous as they appear.' James Grant Forbes, Sketches 
Historical and Topographical of the Florida; More Particularly of East Florida (New 
York: C.S. Van Winkle, 1821), Quadricentennial Edition of the Floridiana 
Facsimile Reprint Series, (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1964), 88-89. 

5 Newspaper clipping from an unidentified New York City paper dated December 
23, 1863; Buckingham Smith Papers, New York Historical Society Library. 

6 Allen served as city treasurer, county collector of revenue, and clerk of the 
court. In 1873 he was appointed to the Board of Pilotag~. presumably an 
important local post, given the erratic nature of the sand bars that plagued the 
St. Augustine Inlet. Biographical File:James W. Allen. St. Augustine Historical 
Society, St. Augustine, FL; St. Augustine Press, May 27, 1875; The Florida Weekly 
Press, March 13, 1875; St. Augustine Examiner, October 4, 1873. 

7 Southern Claims Commission, Claim #16,178, Emily Southwick, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Records Group 217, claimed December 
13, 1878. 
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support of the "the old flag."8 Certainly there were Unionists in 
Northeast Florida included in this latter group; men like Andrew 
Anderson and Buckingham Smith, neighbors in St. Augustine, who 
left their homes and went to New York City to wait out the war only 
to return when it had run its course.9 

Scattered between these antagonists were those Southerners 
like Allen who were unable to unilaterally support either the 
Confederacy or the Union throughout the war. Union Naval 
Commander C . R. P. Rogers, discussing the mindset of citizens 
of St. Augustine immediately after its occupation in March 1862, 
stated "There are many citizens who are earnestly attached to the 
Union, a large number who are silently opposed to it, and a still 
larger number who care very little about the matter (emphasis added) ."10 

Out of this large group of Southerners boxed in by Confederates 
and Unionists, a group that to Commander Rogers appeared to 
"care very little about the matter," emerged individuals who, during 
the course of the war, ultimately declared themselves as Unionists. 

This article examines the experiences of self-proclaimed 
Unionists in Northeast Florida, clustered in Nassau, Duval, Clay, 
and St. Johns Counties. These Unionists stepped forward, often 
belatedly, generally reluctantly, and surely cautiously, from the 
larger group of ambivalent Southerners.11 The physical presence of 

8 William G. "Parson" Brownlow, a mid-nineteenth-century journalist, minister, 
and governor of Tennessee, offered a litmus test for a true Southern Unionist: 
"Three features were essential for Brownlow: 'uncompromising devotion' to 
the Union, 'unmitigated hostility' to the Confederates, and a willingness to 
risk life and property 'in defense of the glorious Stars and Stripes'." Forrest 
Conklin, "William Gannaway 'Parson' Brownlow (1805-1877)," in The Tennessee 
Encyclopedia of History and Culture, ed. Carroll Van West (Nashville: Tennessee 
Historical Society, 1998), available at http:/ I tennesseeencyclopedia.net/ entry. 
php?rec=l50 (accessed February 1, 2014);John C . Inscoe, "Introduction," in 
Enemies of the Country: New Perspectives on Unionists in the Civil War South, ed. John 
C. Inscoe and Robert C. Kenzer (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2001), 3. 

9 Thomas Graham, The Awakening of St. Augustine: The Anderson Family and the 
Oldest City, 1821-1924 (St. Augustine, FL: St. Augustine Historical Society, 
1978), 94; Sitiki and Patricia Griffin, The Odyssey of an African Slave (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2009) , 111. 

10 Comdr C.R.P. Rodgers to Flag Officer S. F. DuPont, March 12, 1862, Official 
Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion [hereinafter 
cited as ORN], I:l2, 595-597, quoted in George Buker, "St. Augustine and the 
Union Blockade," El Escribano 23 (1986): 4. 

11 David Brown uses the word "ambivalent" which is a useful descriptor for 
this group of Southerners. David Brown, "North Carolinian Ambivalence: 
Rethinking Loyalty and Disaffection in the Civil War Piedmont," in North 
Carolinians in the Era of the Civil War and Reconstruction, ed. Paul D. Escott 
(Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Carolina Press, 2008), 19, 31. 
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the Federal army and navy was crucial in animating these individuals 
to declare themselves loyal to the Union. Therefore, the physical 
space in which Unionists found themselves had a significant impact 
on when they declared and acted upon their loyalty.12 

This essay grows out of two separate but closely related strands 
of Civil War historiography. One strand is the effort to define and 
differentiate between Southerners who claimed to be "Unionists."13 

The other is to understand the motivations and experiences of those 
Southerners who grappled with the nature and extent of their own 
Unionist sentiments.14 This essay concerns Floridians in Northeast 

12 Brown speculates that if the piedmont had felt the "presence of the Federal 
army and its destructive force" that many ambivalent North Carolinians may 
have adopted a more staunch Confederate position. This paper argues the 
that the presence of the Federal army did in fact motivate some ambivalent 
Floridians to declare themselves Unionists. Brown, "North Carolinian 
Ambivalence," 30. 

13 As to the definitional struggle, in (1934), Georgia Lee Tatum recognized that 
there was an important distinction between Unionists, whom she described 
as being faithful advocates of the Union throughout the war, and those 
Southerners who were "disaffected." See Tatum, Disloyalty in the Confederacy 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013 [1934]). Inscoe, 
"Introduction," 4. Inscoe has noted that it is impossible to generalize about 
the motivations and experiences of "true Unionists" because of the highly 
diverse, "ever-changing" personal and local variables that influenced these 
individuals during the war. Inscoe, "Introduction," 6, 3, 13. Margaret M. Storey 
argues Alabama's unconditional Unionists made their decisions about loyalty 
based on "kinship ties, neighborhood business and friendship relations," 
among other factors . Storey also notes that the Federal army's presence in 
Alabama created the opportunity for Unionists to move inside Federal lines 
for protection and other forms of material support; a similar experience to 
that of Unionists in Florida. Margaret M. Storey, Loyalty and Loss: Alabama's 
Unionists in the Civil War and Reconstruction (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 2004), 5, 11. 

14 Robert Tracy McKenzie remarks that Knoxville residents, regardless of whether 
they ultimately declared themselves Unionists or Confederates, shared much 
in common: "Above all, both groups hoped to keep war from their homes." He 
contends many chose sides "begrudgingly and more or less privately, keeping 
their sympathies to themselves and hoping to pursue business as usual. .. for 
as long as possible." Robert Tracy McKenzie, Lincolnites and Rebels: A Divided 
Town in the American Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 226-
227. David Brown finds an "ambivalent majority" of Southerners wandering 
between "enthusiastic (Confederate) volunteers" and "defiant Unionists ." He 
argues that scholars have generally overlooked th~e "neutral" Southerners. 
"A more sophisticated understanding of loyalty and dissent should recognize 
the wide spectrum of opinion that was ambivalent, ambiguous, and subject 
to rapid and frequent change." Brown, "North Carolinian Ambivalence," 8-9, 
30, 19. Judk.in Browning notes that for Eastern North Carolinians "[l]oyalty, 
however, was often quite fluid and driven by practicalities ... For these confused 
people, the strength of their convictions rested on a sliding scale-liable to be 
more pro-Union or pro-Confederate at any given time, depending on their 
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Florida who ultimately described themselves as Unionists. It does 
not attempt to challenge their definition of themselves but rather 
allows these Southerners to define themselves. 15 These Floridians 
shared with Unionists elsewhere in the South the desire to "keep 
the war from their homes" that Robert Tracy McKenzie finds, the 
"ambivalence" David Brown suggests, and the "confusion" and 
"shifting loyalties" Judkin Browning identifies. 

In the mid-nineteenth ce!!..tyry, Northeast Florida was defined 
as Nassau, Duval, Clay, and- St. Johns Counties. Nassau County 
occupies the northeast corner of the state and is bounded on the 
north by the St. Marys River, a 130-mile long river separating Florida 
from Georgia. Union forces used the St. Marys to penetrate into 
the interior of the state. Fernandina, its primary town, was growing 
in 1860 with a population of approximately 1,360. It served as the 
eastern terminus of the recently completed Florida Railroad, the 
first railroad to connect the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the state.16 

Duval County, with an 1860 population of 5,075, is bisected 
by the St. Johns River, which was believed in the early nineteenth
century to be navigable at least 150 miles into the interior of Florida. 
The ability of the Union navy to use this river to penetrate far into 
the peninsula of Florida had important impacts on military strategy 
and in motivating some Southerners to pronounce themselves as 
Unionists. Jacksonville, the county seat and largest city, is located 
some twenty miles up the St. Johns River from the coast. Clay 
County, further up the St. Johns River, had been created out of the 
western portion of Duval County in 1858.17 

St. Johns County is located south of Duval on the Atlantic 
Coast; the only town of significance was St. Augustine with a 
population of 1,940. While almost 300 years old at the start of the 
war, the constantly shifting sandbars that guarded its inlet had 

individual circumstances." Judkin Browning, Shifting Loyalties: The Union 
Occupation of Eastern North Carolina (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2011), 4. 

15 While not concerned with definitional issues, the Floridians discussed in 
this essay are most closely associated with Tatum's disaffected Southerners as 
opposed to her definition of "Unionist." 

16 T.W. Higginson, "Up the St. Mary's," Atlantic Monthly, XV (September 1865) : 
433. This publication is the annual edition containing each of the monthly 
issues published in 1865. Daniel L. Schafer, "U.S. Territory and State," in The 
New History of Florida, ed. Michael Gannon (Gainesville: University Press of 
Flo.rida, 1996), 219, 225. 

17 James Grant Forbes, Sketches Historical and Topographical of the Florida, 54; 
Schafer, "U.S. Territory and State," 219. 
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already restrained the town's commercial growth. In contrast to 
Fernandina, St. Augustine had witnessed an economic decline 
during the 1840s and 1850s.18 

Much of the economic growth of the region was attributed to 
the timber industry. In 1842 there had been three steam sawmills 
on the St. Johns; twelve years later there were twenty. Mills were 
also located on the St. Marys and along the Amelia River in Nassau 
County and the Black Creek in Clay County. Slaves constituted 
some thirty percent of the population of the region. Daniel Schafer 
argues that eastern Florida enjoyed more moderate race relations 
than the rest of the state, perhaps influenced by the large number 
of Northerners who had settled in Fernandina, Jacksonville, and 
St. Augustine. However, John Bell, the Constitutional Unionists 
presidential candidate in 1860, polled only two percent better in 
the region than his statewide results of thirty-six percent.19 

Stephen V. Ash provides a framework to understand the war as 
it impacted civilians. He argues that throughout the South there 
were garrisoned towns held as strong points by the Federal army. 
Surrounding these towns was an area he describes as "no-man's
land," an area subject to Federal military control, but at the same 
time, "unpacified territory, seething with hostility and guerrilla 
violence: Federal authority prevailed only when and where 
Union troops were actually present." Beyond no-man's-land was 
the "Confederate frontier," territory that, while not occupied by 
Federal forces, was subject to Union military forays: "Periodically, 
Federal raiding parties would sweep through the frontier regions 
on missions of seizure and destruction." Beyond the frontier was 
the Confederate interior, country that was generally under the 
control of Confederate military and political leaders. These areas, 
garrisoned towns, the Confederate frontier, and no-man's-land, 
constantly shifted as military leaders made strategic and tactical 
decisions to win the war or to not lose it. 20 

18 Eric Paul Totten, "The Ancient City Occupied: St. Augustine as a Test Case for 
Stephen Ash 's Civil War Occupation Model" (MA thesis, U niversity of Central 
Florida, 2011) , 63-64, 22. 

19 Schafer, "U.S. Territory and State," 219, 224. Totten, "The Ancient City 
Occupied," 23. "1860 Presidential General Election Results-Florida," Dave 
Leip's Atlas of U.S. Presidentia/Elections, http: / / uselectionatlas.org/ RESULTS/ 
state.php?year=l860&fips=l2&f=O&off=O&elect=O (accessed May 23, 2013). 

20 Stephen V. Ash , When the Yankees Came: Conflict and Chaos in the Occupied South, 
1861-1865 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995), 92, 99 . 
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Ash's model applies to Northeast Florida with the establishment 
of Federal garrisons at Fernandina, Jacksonville, and St. Augustine 
in March 1862. Fernandina and St. Augustine were held 
throughout the remainder of the war and, for many Unionists, 
became havens from Confederates. However, Jacksonville was 
abandoned by Union forces shortly after its capture. This decision 
had dramatic implications for the city's Unionists who believed 
themselves redeemed by the Union gunboats. The city would be 
reoccupied twice more before its final occupation by Federal forces 
in February 1864.21 

Unionists lobbied for the Federal army to establish additional 
garrisons to protect them and their property. In 1864, Federal 
army units took lumber from Robert Germond's sawmill on the 
Confederate frontier of Nassau County. Germond feared, correctly 
as events ultimately unfolded, that Confederates would destroy 
his remaining property without a continuing Federal military 
presence. 22 

Unless he [referring to the commanding Federal officer] 
left a force there to protect me + my property I had then it 
would be destroyed by the rebels. He then+ there assured 
me that [the Federal military] had already decided to build 
a fort there + establish a post there which was not done. 
Hence all the lumber that I had left there was burned by 
the rebels . ... 23 

The Federal garrison at St. Augustine played an important 
role in the story of James W. Allen, who was first a twenty-seven 
year old Confederate private and later a leader among Unionists 
in East Florida. St. Augustine witnessed the rage militaire that ran 
wild throughout the country in the years leading up to the war. 
Thomas Graham described local sentiment when the local militia, 

21 The second occupation of Jacksonville occurred in October 1862 and the third 
in March 1863. Daniel L. Schafer, Thunder on the River: The Civil War in Northeast 
Florida (Gainesville : University Press of Florida, 2010), 118, 143, 179. 

22 Southern Claims Commission, Claim #18,354, Robert Germond. National 
Archives and Records Administration, Records Group 217, claimed December 
4, 1876. 

23 Ibid. Had Federal forces established a garrison at Kings Ferry (the location of 
Germond's sawmill), it would have changed the physical space of Northeast 
FloFida by creating a new garrison in what had been the frontier. Therefore, 
the physical dimensions of the surrounding no-man's land (if any), the frontier 
and the interior would have shifted accordingly. 
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the St. Augustine Blues, was organized in May 1860.24 Spoiling for a 
fight, "Some said jokingly that Yankees would not fight since every 
Northern traveler they had ever seen was too busy coughing to 
hold a rifle!" After Lincoln's election, homemade secession flags 
flew from roofs around the little town and citizens wore "secession 
cockades" on their lapels. 25 

Francis Fleming, a Civil War veteran and later governor of 
Florida, described the early months of the war in St. Augustine in 
his 1881 account of his deceased brother's Civil War service. He 
paid tribute to the "ladies of St. Augustine," who had not only sewed 
a simple uniform for each member of the company, but shared the 
company of young soldiers including "an evening entertainment, 
or a moonlight promenade ... (this) was indeed the poetry of war; 
and the only wounds received by the company were from the 
arrows of Cupid, who at that time was the successful rival of Mars." 
Allen's company, the St. Augustine Blues, escorted Fleming's 
company from town as "quantities of flowers were showered upon 
the command as they filed through the streets." Fleming further 
described the "grand ovation" that occurred as the company made 
its way to Virginia: "Flowers were showered upon the soldiers by 
fair hands at many points along the route, and banners waved, 
while cheer upon cheer rent the air with every demonstration of 
enthusiasm as the crowded cars rolled on." 26 

Perhaps the bestexplanationfor Allen'sseeminglycontradictory 
actions is that in 1860-1861 he was swept up in the excitement of 

24 David Coles suggests the military company was organized in response to 
the growing sectional crisis that had been accelerated by the failure of the 
Democratic Party to nominate a candidate acceptable to both Northern and 
Southern Democrats at the convention in Charleston, held April 23-May 3, 
1860. Coles, "Ancient City Defenders," 65. However, the regimental flag, now 
in the custody of the Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond, Virginia, 
states the unit was organized on July 15, 1854. 

25 Graham, The Awakening of St. Augustine, 88-89. 
26 Francis P. Fleming, Memoir of Capt. C. Seton Fleming of the Second Florida Infantry, 

C.S.A. (Jacksonville, FL: Times-Union Publishing House , 1881), 26, 30. 
Yael A. Sternhell describes how communities all over the South held public 
demonstrations and ceremonies as Confederate troops left their homes for the 
front. She also describes the overwhelming reception troops received along 
the way; quoting Thomas Goree: "At every depot the ptatform was crowded 
with men, women & children & Negroes to welcome the troops. Every lady 
almost had a bouquet for a soldier. I received several. In the country, as we 
passed houses, the men would hurrah, and wave their hats, the Ladies their 
handkerchiefs, and the children their flags ." Yael A. Sternhell, Routes of War: 
The World of Movement in the Confederate South (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2012), 18-21. 
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the war. However, at some point he set aside his passions and 
embraced Unionist sentiments. This shift was made easier in that 
his parents were avowed Unionists. His father, Darius, was a Rhode 
Islander and had lived in St. Augustine since 1830, when he was 
27 years of age. Variously listed as a carpenter and a ship's captain, 
he professed to have voted against the secession candidate to the 
Florida Convention and to have couvinced his employees to do the 
same. He also piloted Union __ Il).ilitary ships between St. Augustine 
and Hilton Head and carried dispatches for the military. 27 

It is certainly a plausible explanation to view James Allen as a 
nineteenth- century prodigal son, returning to his Unionist family 
roots after a dalliance at playing soldier. Yet it is also conceivable 
that he struggled with issues of loyalty throughout the war, despite 
his public declaration as a Unionist. The Federal navy's capture of 
St. Augustine in March 1862, less than three months after James' 
discharge, allowed him to step forward and act upon his Unionist 
sentiment in an essentially risk-free environment. St. Augustine 
remained a Unio~ garrison for the remainder of the war and 
thus, as a Unionist, James Allen and his parents lived under the 
protection of that army. 

Darius Allen had another son, Daniel, whose story complicates 
our understanding of the Allen family. At the age of eighteen, in 
May 1862, he joined Company A of the Second Florida Cavalry 
and brought with him his own- horse and "horse equipment."28 

His enlistment occurred a full five months after James had been 
discharged and two months after the Federal army occupied St. 
Augustine. His unit was the primary Confederate presence in East 
Florida during the war and at times operated on the outskirts of St. 
Augustine.29 

27 Claim of Estate of Ann .Hurlbut. 
28 The first Confederate Conscription Act was passed on April 16, 1862 and 

thereby forced young men and their families to face their ambivalence about 
the war. However, in that Darius presumably resided with his parents in 
the Federal garrison town of St. Augustine, it would seem he was immune 
to the impact of this new law. A more compelling explanation for Daniel's 
decision to join the Confederate army may stem from his quest for "honor," 
"martial glory," "personal ambition," and "an opportunity to grow up." Peter 
S. Carmichael, The Last Generation: Young Virginians in Peace, War, and Reunion 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 121-122, 128, 145. 

29 Compiled Service Records of Soldiers Who Served in Organizations from the State 
of Florida, Daniel Allen, National Archives and Records Administration, 
Publication Number M 251, Record Group 360, 1862. David W. Hartman and 
David Coles, comp., Biographical Roster of Florida's Confederate and Union Soldiers, 
1861-65 (Wilmington, NC: Broadfort Publishing Company, 1995), 1407. 
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Confederate army officials listed Daniel as a deserter within 
a month of his enlistment, although he "returned to duty from 
desertion" in August. Later he served as the colonel's orderly 
before being listed as "absent without leave" and later as having 
"deserted to the enemy" in late January 1864. By November 1864, 
he had taken the Oath of Allegiance to the United States. 30 

It is difficult to describe Daniel as either a committed 
Confederate or Unionist. His eighteen-month service in the 
Confederate cavalry, punctuated by a three month unauthorized 
absence from his unit and ending with a final desertion and an 
oath to the United States, compellingly illustrates this young 
man's personal conflict.31 He renounced the Confederacy but his 
Unionist sentiments differed from those of his parents and older 
brother. It is not known if Daniel ever declared himself a Union 
man in the overt sense his parents and older brother did; like 
James, Daniel left no written record to speak for him. Taking the 
Oath of Allegiance to the United States could be tantamount to 
being a Unionist or it could also simply signify surrender, the end 
of active opposition. The oath did provide the practical benefit of 
making Daniel eligible for the protection of the Union army, and 
perhaps, opportunities for jobs and food rations. 

In 1878, Daniel's parents were compelled to explain his military 
service to the Southern Claims Commission. Congress created the 
Commission in 1871 to provide a mechanism for Unionists in 

30 Daniel Allen compiled service record. His status as a deserter is also noted in 
the Census of the Department of the South conducted in November 1864. This 
census implies Daniel Allen was living with his parents and younger siblings 
and contains this note after his name: "Deserted from 2nd Florida Cavalry, 
Feb 3rct, 1864." The differences in dates between the Confederate and Union 
records could indicate that it took him some two weeks after he left his unit 
to present himself to the Union military authorities in St. Augustine. "Florida 
State Genealogical Society, "Census" Department of the South, November, 1864: For 
Jacksonville, Fernandina and St. Augustine, Florida: Ordered by the Department of the 
South, Hilton Head, South Carolina (Bowie, MD: Heritage Books, 2001), 171. 

31 Many Confederate troops would "desert" their units to assist with plantings and 
harvests, however this does not appear to be a motivation for Daniel's absence 
from his unit; his family does not seem to have farmed. Due to the continuous 
physical proximity of his unit to his home in St. Augustine, he would have 
been vulnerable to "conflicting demands of nation and community that forced 
Confederate soldiers to make tough choices" about whether to desert, either 
temporarily or permanently. Peter S. Carmichael, "So Far From God, So Close 
to Stonewall Jackson: The Execution of Three Shenandoah Valley Soldiers," 
The Virginia Magazine of History and Biographyl ll, no. 1 (2003): 33-66, 39. 
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the South to seek compensation when either the commissary or 
quartermaster departments of the Union army had taken their 
property. A successful claimant had to prove that his property had 
been seized and demonstrate his loyalty to the Union throughout 
the war. When the bill creating the Commission was making its way 
through Congress, "by far the largest part of the debate revolved 
around the question of determining what constituted loyalty. "32 

The Commission's first annu~l report to Congress in 1871 stated, 
"Voluntary residence in a [sic] insurrectionary State during the 
war is prima facie' evidence of disloyalty, and must be rebutted 
by satisfactory evidence .... "33 Yet, by its fifth annual report, the 
Commission acknowledged that "the kinds and degrees of duress 
and insecurity" under which loyalists lived "would determine the 
extent to which individuals could demonstrate 'loyalty by word or 
act"' to the Union. 34 It was arguably easier to demonstrate Unionism 
inside the sifety of a garrisoned town like St. Augustine than it 
would have been on the Confederate frontier of Northeast Florida. 

Margaret Storey used Southern Claims Commission records 
extensively in writing about Unionists in Alabama. She suggests 
that the Commission considered certain acts as strong evidence 
of Union sentiment, including lending assistance to men seeking 
to avoid conscription, refusing to accept Confederate money, 
suffering violent harassment fr_9m home guard units, or being 
arrested by Confederate authorities. Such actions represented 
positive evidence of active resistance to the rebel government. On 
the other hand, providing "a gun to a son in the Confederate army . .. 
holding Confederate office, voluntarily aiding the Confederate 
military," or "exhibiting any 'cooperationist' behavior in an effort 
to appease locaI secessionists and avoid violent retribution," could 
be detrimental to a successful claim. 35 

The .i:'Jlens had filed a claim on behalf of Daniel 's maternal 
grandmother's estate in which Daniel's mother recalled her 
younger son's military service: 

32 Frank W. Klingberg, The Southern Claims Commission (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1955) , 45. 

33 First General Report of the Commission of Claims, House Miscellaneous 
Documents, 42nd Congress, Second Session, No. 16, page 2, quoted in Klingberg, 
The Southern Claims Commission, 89. 

34 Fifth General Report of the Commission of Claims, House Miscellaneous 
Documents, 46'11 Congress, Second Session, Vol. 2, No. 30, page 2, quoted in 
Storey, Loyalty and Loss, 239. 

35 Storey, Loyalty and Loss, 239-240. 
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I had one son Daniel, who was captured by a rebel captain 
Stevens, and forcibly detained in his company for a short 
time, but did not voluntarily perform any service for them 
and escaped as soon as it was possible. He was about 
17 years of age then, lives at St. Augustine. I never did 
anything for his outfit or support while away. 36 

While this statement does not match neatly with his_military record, 
it is more accurate than her husband's testimony. In responding 
to the standard interrogatory that asked whether he had any "near 
relatives" in the Confederate army or navy, Darius Allen replied: 
"None of my relatives were in the Confederate Service that I know 
of."37 

While a family member's service in the Confederate army 
would not automatically disqualify a claim, it was an issue of great 
interest to the Commissioners. James Allen was twenty-seven when 
he joined the Confederate army. For that reason, it was far easier 
for the Allens to distance themselves from James' enlistment than 
from Daniel's military service. It is difficult to understand how 
Daniel could go off to war with a horse and tack, and valuable 
property without his family's tacit support or, at least, acquiescence. 
He joined the Confederate army a full year into the conflict when 
the initial excitement of the war had faded. It seems likely that his 
enlistment represented a deeper motivation than the "excitement" 
of war. 

The Allen family's experience during the war illustrates two 
themes that run through the stories of other Unionists. The 
presence of a permanent Federal garrison gave individuals 
protection to act on their Unionist sentiments. Further, perhaps 
the best predictor of a person's loyalty during the war was his 

36 They sought compensation on behalf of the estate for two houses she had 
owned, which Federal troops had dismantled to salvage the lumber. The 
lumber was used to construct barracks for troops stationed in the town. Claim 
of Estate of Ann Hurlbut. 

37 Ibid. There are at least three plausible explanations for Darius' complete 
denial of his sons' military service: he lied, he was losing his memory at age 
seventy-four, or there was a gross mistake in the transcr"ption of his testimony. 
There were at least four civil court judgments recorded against Darius Allen in 
the public records of St. Johns County, Florida, during the period 1868-1891, 
with three of the four dated prior to 1880. Darius Allen gave his testimony in 
1878. The judgments are evidence of the Allen family's economic distress in 
the post war years and thus could provide motivation for perjury. See Chancery 
Order Book B, Pages 295-296, 432, 471 and Book D, Page 36, Public Records 
of St.Johns County, Florida. 
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family's loyalty; in other words, families tended to stay together. 38 

However, many families witnessed divided loyalties with some 
family members siding with the Confederacy and others remaining 
Unionists. Certainly, the Allen family's experience demonstrated 
this tension, but it illustrates once again how very difficult the issue 
of loyalty was for many Southerners. Questions of loyalty were 
much more than political questions. They were questions about 
physical safety, economic preservation, and family ties. 

The experiences of a group of elite Unionists in Jacksonville were 
very different than those of Darius Allen and his sons. Calvin Robinson 
was a Unionist, who wrote a memoir of his experiences living in a 
Confederate town, focusing primarily on the period between John 
Brown's raid in 1859 and the first occupation of Jacksonville in 1862. 
Robinson, a merchant from Vermont, claimed to be "doing a larger 
business than had been carried on by any of the merchants then 
trading" inJacksonville. He employed twelve clerks, owned two large, 
two-story, brick stores, a 200-foot long warehouse, and a wharf on 
Bay Street abutting the river. In his memoir, written shortly after the 
war's conclusion, Robinson describes being harassed by Confederate 
sympathizers, referred to as the Vigilance Committee, prior to the 
arrival of Federal forces, and the steps he took to physically protect 
himself, his property, and his young family. 39 

Robinson indicates the treatment he received was typical of the 
harassment other Unionists in Jacksonville endured, particularly 
those born in the North. His memoir clearly indicates both the 
shared intimidation and shared camaraderie of these Unionists, 
a group he called the "Friends of the Old Flag." For example, 
he describes Sunday afternoon squirrel hunts during the winter 
of 1861and1862, when he and his Unionist friends would engage 
in "'Union talk' freely with no one to molest or make us afraid."40 

Further, on the night before the arrival of Union forces, after being 
alerted by slaves from a nearby plantation, Robinson and his friend 
Phillip Fraser worked together to protect and hide their young 
families from the wrath of the Vigilance Committee.41 

38 "Another factor that emerges as central in the cases of divided loyalties 
presented here is the dynamics of family. One is struck by the extent to which 
men often acted in concert with other family members in expressing their 
opposition to the Confederacy and to the war." Inscoe, "Introduction," 8. 

39 Anne Robinson Clancy, ed., A Yankee in a Confederate Town: The journal of Calvin 
L.. Robinson (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple Press, Inc., 2002), 6-7, 13, 27. 

40 Clancy, A Yankee in a Confederate Town, 11-14. 
41 Ibid., 41-43. 
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The experiences of these Jacksonville Unionists were very 
similar to those of Unionists studied by Storey in North Alabama. 
She describes the Alabamians' efforts at building "strategies of 
resistance" to shield "themselves from secessionist abuse and 
intimidation." These strategies included building support networks 
among like-minded family and neighbors. One particular practice 
she noted was secret neighbor gatherings, in homes or businesses, 
similar to the squirrel hunting of the Jacksonville Unionists. Storey 
recorded evidence of collaboration between white Unionists and 
slaves, which was also seen inJacksonville.42 

When U.S. gunboats anchored in the St. Johns River off 
Jacksonville on March 12, 1862, a delegation of jubilantJacks~mville 
Unionists quickly made contact with the Federal officers and began 
lobbying the military to permanently occupy the city.43 Within a 
week, local Unionists held a meeting to organize themselves 
and, according to Robinson, eighty-two persons registered their 
attendance within two hours. The assembly formed a committee to 
prepare appropriate resolutions; they soon produced a resolution 
declaring their loyalty to the Union.44 

Members of the committee included John W. Price; Philip 
Fraser, a lawyer originally from Pennsylvania and a slaveholder; 
and Paran Moody, a slaveholder and lumberman from Maine. 45 

42 Storey, Loyalty and Loss, 37, 47, and 51. William Warren Rogers, Jr. also 
notes secret gatherings of Unionists in Montgomery both at Israel Robert's 
hardware store and the dry goods establishment of George Cowles. William 
Warren Rogers, Jr., "Safety Lies Only in Silence: Secrecy and Subversion in 
Montgomery's Unionist Community," in Enemies of the Country, ed. John C . 
Inscoe and Robert C. Kenzer (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2001), 175. 

43 Richard A. Martin, "Defeat in Victory: Yankee Experiences in Early Civil War 
Jacksonville," Florida Historical Quarterly, 53, no. 1(July1974): 19. 

44 New York Times, March 31, 1862. 
45 Background information on John W. Priceis inconclusive.Judge Phillip Fraser, 

originally from Pennsylvania, had lived in Florida at least since November 1843 
when he married a Floridian. He served as mayor of Jacksonville in 1855. 
In 1860, he owned six slaves . 1860 U .S. Census, Duval County, Florida, Free 
Inhabitants, Jacksonville District, enumeratedJune 4, 1860, National Archives 
and Records Administration, Record Group 29; T. Frederick Davis, History 
of Jacksonville and Vicinity (St. Augustine: Florida Historical Society, 1925), 
293; 1860 U .S Census, Duval County, Florida, Slave Inhabitants, Jacksonville 
Enumeration District, enumerated June 1, 1860, National Archives and 
Records Administration, Record Group 29. Paran Moody was born in Maine 
about 1808. A lumberman, he lived in Florida at least by 1850 and owned 19 
slaves. Ten years later he owned 8 slaves . Retreating Confederates burned his 
sawmill in advance of the first occupation of Jacksonville. 1850 U. S. Census, 
Duval County, Florida, Free Inhabitants, Jacksonville Enumeration District, 
enumerated October 26, 1850, National Archives and Records Administration, 
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Also on the committee was John Sammis, a New Yorker who had 
married the mulatto daughter of Zephaniah and Anna Kingsley. As 
the patriarch of one of the four wealthiest families in Duval County, 
Sammis owned over 65 slaves in 1850; although by 1860 he had 
divested himself of most, if not all, of them. 46 These four men, 
together with Robinson and Buckingham Smith, served as Florida 
delegates to the 1864 National Union (Republican) Convention.47 

The committee intended the proclamation to be a "solemn 
protest" against the abrogatfon of their rights: "We hold that 
government is a contract, in which protection is the price of 
allegiance; that when protection is denied, through weakness or 
design, allegiance is not longer due." They concluded that with 
the arrival of Federal forces, they had been saved "from such a 
despotism and from such dangers and indignities .... The reign of 
terror is past. Law and order prevail in our midst."48 

A secona meeting of Unionists, including individuals from 
other parts of Northeast Florida, was held injacksonville on March 
24t11 , at which time a third meeting was scheduled for April 10t11

• 

However, despite repeated reassurances from the Union army that 
they intended to occupy the city indefinitely, the military abruptly 
announced on April 7tJ1 that their forces would abandon the city the 
next day. These Unionists, who had been harassed and threatened 
by Confederates, and during the Federal occupation had so publicly 
declared their opposition to the_Confederacy, had no real choice 
but to evacuate with the troops. They risked the wrath of returning 
Confederates if they elected to remain in Jacksonville after the 
Union forces left. As a consequence, approximately four hundred 
men, women, and children left with the army; some embarked for 

Record Group 29; 1850 U.S. Census, Duval County, Florida, Slave Inhabitants, 
Jacksonville Enumeration District, enumerated October 17, 1850, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Record Group 29; 1860 U. S. Census, 
Duval County, Florida, Slave Inhabitants, Jacksonville Enumeration District, 
date of enumeration not given, National Archives and Records Administration, 
Record Group 29; Schafer, Thunder on the River, 64. 

46 "By the time the 1860 census was taken, Sammis had apparently sold his slave 
property and invested the proceeds in other ventures. Perhaps he feared the 
secessionist talk that was so common in Jacksonville by the late 1850s. His 
real estate holdings in 1860 were valued at $50,000 and his personal estate 
at $70,000, representing the sale of his human property." Daniel L. Schafer, 
Anna Madgigine ]ai Kingsley: African Princess, Florida Slave, J>.lantation Slaveowner 
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003), 93. 

47 Schafer, Thunder on the River, 240. 
48 New York Times, March 31, 1862. 
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St. Augustine, others sailed for Fernandina and ultimately for the 
North.49 

Robinson, and his small cadre of friends , these "friends of the 
old flag," as he called them, represent another type of Unionist 
in Northeast Florida, a better educated and more prosperous 
individual. Like other wealthy Unionists, they elected to remain 
in Confederate Florida to protect their property. As demonstrated 
in the proclamation of the loyal citizens, they-articulated their 
loyalty using legal, philosophical, and historical allusions. Further, 
several were able to parlay their Unionist status into government 
appointments, both during and after the war. For example, 
Robinson served as a special commissioner to the Southern Claims 
Commission and as clerk of court to the Federal Court for the 
Northern District of Florida, where his friend Philip Fraser sat as 
judge. Many were influential in Reconstruction politics. However, 
they shared with other Unionists in Northeast Florida the longing 
for the protection of the Federal army. The arrival of the Federal 
gunboats allowed them to act on their loyalty while the ships' 
abrupt departure forced them to sail with the military for their own 
personal safety. 50 

The presence of Union forces had motivated many Jacksonville 
Unionists to act; for other Unionists, however, the presence of 
Confederate conscription officers provided a more significant 
motivator. It was possible for Unionists to remain "perfectly 
still" during the first year of the war. But with the adoption of the 
Conscription Act in April 1862, the demands of the war increased 
dramatically for Unionists in Florida. James McPherson, describing 
conscription as the "the most unpopular act of the Confederate 
government," noted, "yeoman farmers who could not buy their way 
out of the army voted with their feet and escaped to the woods or 
swamps."51 

In marked contrast to the Allens and the Jacksonville 
Unionists, Jessie Townsend lived on the Confederate frontier near 

49 Martin, "Defeat in Victory," 27-28. 
50 In the 1870's Robinson served as a Special Commissioner for numerous 

claims before the Southern Claims Commission, as noted throughout this 
article. Schafer, Thunder on the River, 248. Fraser served as Federal judge for 
the Northern District of Florida from 1862-1876. "Biographical Directory of 
Federal Judges, History of the Federal Judiciary," Federal judicial Center, www. 
fjc .gov (accessed June 28, 2012) . 

51 James McPherson, Battle Cry of Freedom (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1988), 430, 432. 
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Lake Harney, in Orange County. He was old, blind, illiterate, and a 
Unionist. A friend offered this description of Townsend's politics: 

The old man was a strong advocate of the Union. He was a 
strong Gen Jackson man, said if Old Jackson was in power 
then he would put the South back in thirty days. He was 
from South Carolina+ had to leave there on account of his 
opposition to nullification-he was a soldier of the war of 
1812-he hates South Carglina most heartily.52 

At sixty-six and disabled, Townsend was not worried about being 
forced into the Confederate army, but he was worried for his son, 
Charles. "I recommended him [Charles] to take to the bushes + 
dropout of the service,+ I promised to feed him there ifhe would."53 

Charles lived in Duval County with his wife and two small 
children. However, as the war progressed, he joined his father in 
Orange Cou-n ty. 

I had moved up into the woods with him to get out the way 
of the service; .after 5 or 6 week the Confederate conscript 
officer came along + picked me up. My father advised me 
not to go, would me to lie out in the woods, said he could 
feed me during the whole war . ... I studied over the matter 
a good deal, + finally conclude it would be better for me to 
go into the service than be Q.odging about in the weather 
+anything that might come,+ so I went into the service.54 

Charles enlisted in the 2nd Florida Cavalry in March 1863 and was 
either captured or deserted sometime early in 1864.55 Charles' 
vacillations were typical of ambivalent Southerners; he "studied 
over the matter a good deal," presumably weighing the risk of 
enlistment against the cost of avoiding the conscription officers. 

52 This is a rare explanation for the continued loyalty of a poor Florida Unionist. 
The only other example of a definitive Unionist position is the Jacksonville 
Unionists' proclamation of the loyal citizens. A key distinction is that 
the group that drafted that document included prominent businessmen 
and professionals; Price and Fraser were both lawyers. Southern Claims 
Commission, Claim #22,292: Jesse Townsend, National Archives and Records 
Administration, Records Group 217, claimed December 4 , 1876. 

53 1860 Federal Census; Townsend claim. 
54 Townsend claim. 
55 Townsend claim. Compiled Seroice Records of Soldiers Who Served in Organizations 

from the State of Florida, Charles Townsend, National Archives and Records 
Administration, Pub1ication Number M 251, Record Group 360, 1863. 
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The presence of Federal gunboats adds a distinctive element to 
the application of Ash's theory in Northeast Florida. Union naval 
ships patrolled the St.Johns River from March 1862 until the end of 
the war. This riverine warfare configured the Confederate frontier in 
Clay, Putnam, and Volusia counties. Arguably, the Federal gunboats 
served a similar function to land based garrisons; they acted as a 
mechanism to launch raids into no-man's land and the Confederate 
frontier, but also as a safe haven for would-be Unionists. George E. 
Buker argues that these ships represented a "backdoor" blockade 
that allowed the small garrison in St. Augustine to pacify the central 
part of St.Johns County and made the east side of the river safer for 
Unionists.56 Although Eric Totten argues the interior of St. Johns 
County was far from pacified, he concurs that the Federal gunboats' 
control of the river allowed Union forces to raid deep into Northeast 
Florida, inhibited the ability of Confederates to cross into the county, 
and strangled trade.57 

In April 1862, Confederate Captain]. W. Pearson complained 
"At least three-fourths of the people on the St. Johns River and 
east of it are aiding and abetting the enemy; we could see them at 
all times through the day communicating with the vessel [a Union 
gunboat] in their small boats .... It is not safe for a small force to 
be on the east side of the river .... "58 In response, the Confederates 
ordered suspected Unionists to move to the west side of the river 
and inland ten miles. Moreover, they sought to destroy all small 
boats along the river in order to hamper communication between 
the Federal ships and Unionists. 59 While Confederate forces, 
primarily elements of the Second Cavalry under ~he command 
of Captain JJ. Dickison, periodically scouted and raided east of 
the river, Confederate forces ultimately conceded the territory to 
Union control.60 

56 Buker, "St. Augustine and the Union Blockade," 6. 
57 Totten, "The Ancient City Occupied," 34, 63, 45 . 
58 Totten, "The Ancient City Occupied," 9; quoting Capt. J.W. Pearson to Brig. 

Gen R.F. Floyd, April 8, 1862, ORA I: 53, 233-234. 
59 Totten, "The Ancient City Occupied," 6; quoting Lt.J. W . A. Nicholson to Flag 

Officer S. F. DuPont, July 1-14, 1862, ORN I: 13, 163-164. 
60 "He [Maj. General Patton Anderson, commanding the District of Confederate 

Florida] commented that the parallelogram boun-ded by St. Augustine, 
Picolata [in western St. Johns County on the St. Johns River], Jacksonville, 
and the mouth of the St.Johns River was wholly within the enemy's possession 
and .. . it was impossible to keep ourselves well advised of all his movements on 
that side of the river." Totten, "The Ancient City Occupied," 13; quoting Maj . 
Gen. Patton Anderson to Capt. H. W. Feilden, May 14, 1864, ORA I: 35, Part 1, 
371. 
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Emily Southwick, an English widow in St.Johns County, argued 
she was forced into the Federal lines by the Confederate cavalry 
operating under Dickison's command. Her husband, a Rhode 
Islander, had died before the war leaving her with four children. 
She owned approximately thirty acres on the west bank of the San 
Sebastian River immediately outside the Federal army garrison at 
St. Augustine. She raised cattle and cultivated a peach orchard and 
orange trees. Her family lived in a two-story house and there were 
other outbuildings on her little farm. 61 

Her oldest child, Decatur,joined the St. Augustine Blues in 1861 
when he was seventeen. In 1872,John Canova, in his affidavit to the 
Southern Claims Commission, testified that Decatur was pressured 
into volunteering, that the boy was a reluctant Confederate soldier. 
His mother agreed: "My oldest son Decatur was pressed into the 
rebel service; he did not want to go + I did not wish him to go. 
He died soon after at Richmond, Va." In addition to having been 
pressured, she implies Decatur was misled into joining: "He was 
decoyed away I am satisfied. "62 

Amos Corbett testified that Dickison 's men captured him 
two miles outside St. Augustine, but the rebel captain concluded 
Corbett would be of little value as a soldier in that he was an 
"invalid." Dickison gave him a note for Emily Southwick instructing 
her to either move inside the Union garrison at St. Augustine or 
"or he should [sic] carry her back into the country, beyond the St. 
Johns," into the Confederate interior. The Southwicks, particularly 
the youngest children, two boys, ten and twelve years old at the start 
of the war, regularly crossed in and out of the Union lines, entering 
and leaving St. Augustine. The implication is that the boys were 
passing information to Union officers on Confederate activities. 

61 1860 Federal Census; Southwick claim. 
62 Southwick claim. Amelia Southwick testified that her brother Decatur died 

from illness without ever having fought and without reaching the front. 
Southwick claim. However, military records indicate he enlisted in Company 
D, 8th Florida Infantry Regiment on January 21, 1862. He was captured at the 
battle of Antietam on September 17th. He was exchanged and died of disease 
at Chimborazo Hospital #4 in Richmond on October 24, 1862. His military 
career lasted nine months. Hartman and Coles, Biographical Roster, 814. 
Benjamin Southwick, the third child, said his mother "fretted" about his older 
brother. Apparently, Mrs. Southwick traveled to Richmond to get Decatur but 
it is unclear as to whether she hoped to somehow earn · his discharge from 
the army or if she went to retrieve his body. Regardless, she did not find him. 
Southwick claim. 
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The Widow Southwick explained: "The rebels were threatening me 
+I was afraid to stay there."63 

James W. Allen, who testified as to Southwick's Unionist 
sentiments, stated that many families were required to move either 
into the Union lines or out to the Confederate interior. The fact 
that Southwick chose to come into the Union lines was, for Allen, 
evidence of her Unionist leanings. In the autumn of 1863, she 
moved into St. Augustine with the assistance of Union troops. 64 

While the gunboats helped pacify the east side of the St.Johns, 
the ships provided an avenue of escape for Unionists on the west 
side of the river. The Forrister family, a multi-generational family 
of free blacks, lived in Clay County, near Black Creek, farming and 
tending their cattle on land the family's patriarch had purchased 
from the U. S. Government. Lewis Forrister stated he and his 
family had lived "perfectly still" and had never been "disturbed or 
molested in anyway" (with one exception) until the end of 1862. 
At that time he received word Confederate forces were poised to 
seize his "good large crop. "65 Fearing for the safety of himself and 
his family, Forrister made contact with the Union gunboat Uncas; 
the crew took the extended family on board and transported them 
inside Union lines. 66 

The Forristers had been reasonably successful living on the 
Confederate frontier through the period of rising tensions leading 
up to the war and then for approximately a year and a half during 
the conflict. Once threatened not only with the loss of their crop 
but also their freedom, the presence of Union gunboats gave them 
a mechanism to act upon their Unionist sentiment. 

Direct Confederate actions forced Emily Southwick and Lewis 
Forrister to act. As it had motivated Jesse and Charles Townsend, 
the implementation of the Confederate Conscription Act forced 
Southerners along the St. Johns River to declare their Unionist 
sentiments and move into Union lines. Federal gunboats and the 
proximity of federal garrisons made moving into the Federal lines 
a realistic option. 

63 Southwick claim. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Forrister described this one incidence: "I was never disturbed or injured in any 

way during the war except that ... rebel ruffians stol~ my sister in law+ 3 of her 
children and 1 of my daughters and carried them up into Georgia intending 
to carry them off to sell as slaves but my sister in law told on them + found 
someone to take her part+ they had the men arrested+ our guardians went up 
+ got them back." Forrister claim. 

66 Ibid. 
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Calvin Robinson, in his capacity as a special commissioner for 
the Southern Claims Commission, acknowledged that living on the 
St. Johns River was difficult during the Civil War. Commenting on 
a claim from Clay County, he stated: 

His location in the war was a trying one, - being on the bank 
of a River opposite a union military post (1 Y2 or 2 miles 
wide) where the rebel pickets were in the habit of locating 
themselves to watch the movement of the force opposite, 
+ where the union raiding parties landed in making their 
expeditions over the rebel territory for cattle, etc.67 

Robinson's astute observation describes this dynamic fault line 
between garrisons, no-man's land, and the Confederate frontier in 
Northeast Florida. 

A netwo_!k of Unionists, including the Moses Prescott, James 
Taylor and Bird Knowles families, lived near Magnolia on the St. 
Johns River in Clay County, in the general vicinity of the Lewis 
Forrister homestead. 68 These families had migrated from Georgia 
prior to the war and at least the principal members of the families 
were illiterate. 69 They were a part of an extended network of 
Unionists who supported one another and gave active assistance 
to Union forces . 

67 Southern Claims Commission, Claim #11,831, William A. D. Roberts, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Publication #Ml407, claimed February 
23, 1872. 

68 The Prescott extended family in the Magnolia area consisted of four 
generations. Mila Prescott's father and sister remained in Clay County when 
the rest of the family left for St. Augustine. Her brothers, Royal and William 
Roberts, lived in the vicinity as did a cousin, Joseph Booker. Mila anO. her 
husband Moses had at least two married daughters and two draft age sons. 
Both sons-in-law had deserted from the Confederate army. One Prescott son 
had died during the war years, but Moses and his remaining son hid until 
they could separately make their escape to the east side of the St. Johns River. 
Mila later made her way across the St.Johns with six children, some of whom 
appear to have been her grandchildren. Her married daughters and sons-in
law had preceded her in crossing to the east side of the river. James Taylor 
was the son-in-law of Bird Knowles. Southern Claims Commission, Claim 
#10,137, Moses Prescott and Claim #11,089, James Taylor, National Archives 
and Records Administration, Records Group 217, claimed November 18, 1871 
and December 5, 1877 respectively; Claim of William A. D. Roberts . Daniel L. 
Schafer has also identified this small cadre of Unionists in Magnolia. Schafer, 
Thunder on the River, 35. 

69 Miiia Prescott, James Taylor, and Bird Knowles all signed documents in their 
respective files before the Southern Claims Commission with their mark, as 
did substantially all of their witnesses . Prescott, Taylor, and Knowles claims. 
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Their claims before the Southern Claims Commission describe 
the conscription (or perceived threatened conscription) of their 
men into the Confederate army. The claims also describe the 
men's subsequent desertion from the army, the deserters' "laying 
out" and "dodging about" in their efforts to hide in the swamps, 
and the active material support of their families to hide and protect 
them. Further, the claims describe the famili~s' -escapes across the 
St. Johns River to the sanctuary of the Union lines. Subsequently, 
several family ;.ill.embers actively supported the Union army as 
scouts and in other occupations. 70 

Bird Knowles' testimony before the Southern Claims 
Commission described a common experience for these families: 

Two of my sons were conscripted into the Confederate 
Army + did not stay longer than they could get a chance 
to get away. Then I harbored them in the woods + fed 
them eleven months before the union troops came near 
enough to venture to get to them+ then they went to the 
union troops + were with them the rest of the time acting 
as guides.71 

Historian Storey, as discussed above, describes resistance 
strategies developed by Unionists based upon support networks of 
like-minded individuals. These networks included neighborhood 
networks as seen inJacksonville, but also family networks as clearly 
seen among these Magnolia Unionists. While freely admitting that 
Unionists were not unique in relying upon family in times of trouble 
and further that Confederates relied upon family just as Unionists, 
Storey argues that for Unionists, family was "the primary buffer 
between their principles and the corrosive effect of intimidation 

70 Ibid. 
71 Bird Knowles' claim file provides small glimpses of Unionist life in Clay County. 

He loaned an oxen to the wife of a Confederate deserter so she could "make 
a little corn." Rebel troops threatened to kill the ox in retaliation although 
Knowles claimed not to have been deterred. Throughout the war, rebels stole 
his cattle and hogs . He describes one incident: "some three or four weeks 
before the surrender" while he was in the field , "rebels drove my wife from 
the house + took many things from the heuse -.: His son described another 
event: "At one time early in the war we were up at Middleburg + the secech 
wanted we should help them fill up Black Creek with brush so the gunboats 
could not come up there. He [Bird Knowles] told them he was not going to 
have anything to do with it." Bird Knowles Claim. Richard Germond testified 
that the Confederates took his "haul out" chain, a heavy chain used to pull logs 
from the river and into his sawmill, in order to anchor obstructions in the St. 
Marys River to impede Federal gunboats. Germond Claim. 
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by a hostile majority."72 The Prescotts, Taylors and Knowles used 
their family network to facilitate either their desertion from the 
Confederate army or their avoidance of conscription officers, to be 
materially supported while they hid waiting for an opportunity to 
cross over the St. Johns to the protection of the Union army, and 
for the physical support in crossing the river. 

Other Florida Unionists, not subject to the draft due to age, 
helped young men avoid the Conscription Act or helped deserters 
come in to the Federal lines. Claimants before the Southern Claims 
Commission pointed to such actions as strong evidence of their 
Unionist sentiments. As noted by Storey, the Commission looked 
favorably on such evidence. Richard Germond and David Jackson 
owned and operated a sawmill at Kings Ferry, Florida, on the St. 
Marys River in Nassau County. Kings Ferry, for much of the war, was 
situated on the Confederate frontier. While neither man was subject 
to conscription due to their age, they were keenly aware of the risk 
the war imposed on young men. Both were Northerners; Germond 
was a New Yorker and his partner was originally from Maine. 

John Fraser testified thatJackson had both advised and actively 
assisted two young men, Mainers like Jackson, to leave the Sou th and 
go home. Fraser said 'Jackson advised him to get within the Union 
lines and to go North and in that way avoid being conscripted into 
the Confederate Army+ did all he could to facilitate his escape."73 

George Peoples testified that he had enlisted in the 
Confederate army out of fear of being conscripted. "I was a soldier 
in the Confederate army. I volunteered for the purpose of joining 
a regiment stationed in my neighborhood in preference to being 
conscripted and sent to some distant point." Peoples deserted in 
the summer of 1863; Germond provided him a boat to float down 
the St. Marys to the Federal garrison at Fernandina.74 

Southerners trying to live between Union forces and 
Confederates, with all of their myriad differences, perhaps shared 
one trait in common: a desire to be left alone. Caught in the 
middle, sometimes without clear political leanings or tied down by 
conflicting personal and geographic demands, they could either 
not decide where to go or were hindered in their ability to move. 
The war put them in this bind, and yet, the war ultimately required 
them to act. For many the possibility of conscription of their men, 

72 Storey, Loyalty and Loss, 37-38. 
73 Germond Claim. 
74 In like fashion, he helpedjohn B.Jones desert injanuary 1865. Ibid. 
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whether their sons, husbands, fathers, or brothers, forced them 
to decide. For others the imperative of protecting themselves, 
their family, and their property motivated them to decide . For 
Southern Unionists in Northeast Florida , the presence of Federal 
garrisons and Union gunboats on the St. Johns River gave them 
a physical place to move towards where, perhaps, they could find 
the sanctuary they needed to protect themseh~es; their family, and 
maybe their property. Despite their best efforts to lie perfectly still, 
the war forced them to act. 



A Perfect Storm: The Ocoee Riot of 1920 

by Carlee Hoffmann and Claire Strom 

O n the morning of November 2, 1920, Moses Norman 
went to the polls in his hometown of Ocoee, 
Florida, to cast his ballot. Norman was a prominent 

black man in the small community, owning property that 
included a productive citrus grove. When he tried to vote, 
the poll workers turned him away and told him to go home, 
claiming that he had not properly registered or paid his 
poll tax. Norman then drove the thirteen miles to Orlando, 
where he met with John M. Cheney, a prominent Orlando 
lawyer, Republican candidate for the United States Senate, 
and trustee of Rollins College. Cheney counseled Norman 
to return to Ocoee and demand to vote because it was his 
constitutional right. When he tried this later in the day, 
an altercation ensued between Norman and some of the 
workers. Accounts vary. Some say Norman brought his gun 
with him when he confronted the workers; others claim that 
white citizens of Ocoee searched Norman's car and found 
the gun. Regardless, Norman was again denied his vote and 
told to go home, after which he instead left for the home 

Carlee Hoffman is a graduate of Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida. This is 
her first contribution to the Florida Historical Quarterly. Claire Strom is the Rapetti
Trunzo Professor of History at Rollins College. She is the editor of Agricultural 
History and the author of two monographs, Making Caifish Bait out of Government Boys: 
The Fight Against Cattle Ticks and the Transformation of the Yeoman South (2009, 2010) 
and Profiting from the Plains: The Great Northern R.ailway and Corporate Development of the 
American West (2003, 2007). 
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of his friend July Perry. Perry was another prosperous black 
man in Ocoee, employed as boss of a labor gang. 

In the meantime, a white lynch mob formed, led by Colonel 
Sam Salisbury, a well-known white Ocoeean and member of the 
Ku Klux Klan (KKK). The mob resolved to find Norman and 
inform him such behavior at the polls would not be tolerated. 
When the men arrived at Perry's home, those-inside had already 
armed themselves in anticipation of trouble. Though it is disputed 
who fired the first shot (some sources argue it could have even 
been Perry's daughter), a gunfight broke out at the home. In the 
end, the confrontation left two white men dead and Perry severely 
injured. Norman fled the scene and was never seen again. 

News of the altercation spread throughout the night, and a 
growing mob of more than two hundred and fifty whites, many of 
whom were Klan members, began to set fire to the black sections 
of Ocoee known as the Baptist and Methodist Quarters. In total 
they incinerated twenty-two homes, two churches, and a lodge. 
The next day, several of the mob members came for Perry, who 
had been taken to the county jail, and hung him from a tree in 
Orlando. To this day, the total number of blacks killed in the riot 
remains unknown. It is clear, however, that within days of the riot, 
nearly all blacks had left the town. For years, blacks went out of 
their way to avoid Ocoee and did not return to live in there until 
the 1980s.1 

1 The authors would like to thank the John Hauck Foundation and the Michael 
& Michelle Fannon Fund for support of this research. 
This version of the riot is compiled from the following sources: Zora Neale 
Hurston, "The Ocoee Riot," Essence 19 (1989): 130-132; Walter White, 
"Election by Terror in Florida," The New Republic 25:319 (1921) : 195; Walter 
White, "Election Day in Florida" Crisis 21:3 (1921): 106-109;James R. Fleming, 
Sr., "Orange County's Race Riot, November 2-3, 1920, Ocoee, Florida," 2002, 
Orange County Historical Society Library and Archives, Orange County 
Regional History Center, Orlando, Florida (hereafter OCRHC); Lester Dabbs, 
"A Report of the Circumstances and Events of the Race Riot on November 2, 
1920 in Ocoee, Florida" (MA thesis, Stetson University, 1969); Dorothy Parrish, 
"A Guide to Local Historical Research" (Research project, Florida Technical 
University, 1979); Katherine Parry, "Constructing African American Histories in 
Central Florida" (MA thesis, University of Central Florida, 2008) ; Walter White, 
"Report of the Secretary to the Anti-Lynching Committee," Box C205, NAACP 
Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, DC (hereafter NAACP Papers); 
Walter White, "Lynching Ocoee, Florida," Box C353, NAACP Papers; State of 
Florida Federal Writers' Project of the Work Projects Administration, "Slave 
Narrative of The Ocoee Riot from the Federal Writers' Project (1936-1938)" 
( 1936), Paper 24, Digital Collection-Florida Studies Center Publications, 
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The Ocoee Riot was a shameful and controversial event that 
the community elided for many years in an attempt to erase it 
from communal memory and move forward. As such, the sources 
available on the subject are scarce and contradictory. Two distinct 
narratives of the riot exist: from the white and black perspectives. 
This makes it difficult to present an objective account of the story; 
indeed, the task proves to be nearly impossible. Additionally, the 
incendiary nature of the riot may have resulted in document 
tampering. For example, the extant voter registration ledgers for 
Orange County do not show that Norman was registered to vote, 
though many other sources claim that he had registered and paid 
the poll tax. The Orlando Morning Sentinel reported on October 
20, 1920 that seventy-eight blacks were registered to vote, whereas 
the ledgers list only three. Walter White, the assistant secretary of 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) who travelled to Ocoee to investigate the incident shortly 
afterward, surmised that someone had purposely tampered with the 
election records. Additionally, the reported number of casualties 
varies widely, ranging from three to three hundred. The number 
of black people killed in the racial violence of the early twentieth 
century has always been notoriously difficult to ascertain. Blacks, 
fleeing the violence and intimidation, often left the scene and 
tried to remain disassociated from the event in the public mind. 
White perpetrators had good reason to minimize the body count, 
playing down the terror while reasserting racial control. The riot in 
Ocoee was no different. White's NAACP report recorded around 
thirty dead. White's report is certainly more objective and accurate 
than the memories of either black or white participants in the riot, 
but the ultimate goal of the NAACP in collecting data on racial 
violence, to forward the mission of racial equality, has to be kept 
in mind. Ultimately, therefore, the contemporary contentiousness 

University of South Florida, Scholar Commons; articles from Orlando Morning 
Sentinel, Orlando Evening Reporter- Star, Florida Metropolis, Savannah Press, Orlando 
Weekly Magazine, Tampa Morning Tribune, New York Times, Bianca White and 
Sandra Krasa, Ocoee: Legacy of the Election Day Massacre (Webster, TX: Wise Eye 
Media, Inc., 2008); author interview with Joy Wallace Dickinson, August 8, 
2012, Orlando, tape in possession of author; Nancy Greenleaf interview with 
Mrs. Vernon Parrish, Vertical Files-Ocoee Race Riot, OCRHC;John Cheney 
file, Box 11, Trustee Records, Department of Archives and Special Collections, 
Olin Library, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida (hereafter Trustee 
Records). 
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of the riot has important repercussions for those trying to limn its 
history.2 

The riot in Ocoee was part of a spate of racial conflicts 
throughout the nation in the immediate post-World War I era. All of 
these riots were characterized by underlying factors, which fueled 
racial tensions, and by sparks that ignited the violence. Underlying 
factors included economic, political, or social phenomena of the 
postwar world. Ocoee is no exception in that the social, economic, 
and political circumstances preceding the event resembled those 
of other race riots of the time. The impetus for violence in most 
race riots, on the other hand, was typically allegations of a crime 
committed by a black person against a white person. In this 
respect, Ocoee was unique, as its spark was largely political: blacks 
attempting to vote, a precursor to violence that is most readily 
associated with the America of the 1960s.3 

The year 1920 was full of change. As the nation attempted 
to recover from World War I, more Americans than ever before 
believed that they had a right to participate in the political 
process; after all, women had won the right to vote. Returning 
black soldiers thought they earned a spot as first-class citizens 
once and for all. The economy slumped, and yet some blacks still 
managed to thrive, presenting a threat to the traditional structure 
of white dominance. At the same time, racial attitudes towards 
blacks in the South and across the nation remained as hateful 
and discriminatory as they had been under slavery, ushering in an 
unprecedented era of violence and intimidation made evident by 
the expansion of the KKK and unprecedented numbers of race 
riots. Ocoee represented a microcosm of all of these elements; a 
perfect storm of racial violence was brewing in this small Florida 
town in the years and months preceding the riot that forced out its 
entire black population.4 

Social structures and methods of social control contributed 
in large part to race riots of this era, such as the one in Ocoee. 
Perhaps the most important of these structures was the Jim Crow 

2 Orlando Morning Sentine~ October 20, 1~20; White, "Report of the Secretary." 
For information on determining deaths in a race riot, see, for example, Nan 
Woodruff, American Congo: The African American Freedom Struggle in the Delta 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003), 101-103. 

3 Allen D. Grimshaw, A Social History of Racial Violence (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Transaction, 1969), 368, 355-359. 

4 Cameron Mc Whirter, Red Summer: The Summer of 1919 and the Awakening of Black 
America (New York: Henry Holt, 2011), 13-14. 
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system of racial segregation and subjugation. By 1895, Jim Crow 
was in full force. This system included a series of de jure and de facto 
codes that blacks were either legally or socially bound to follow. 
Based on white supremacy-the idea that anyone not of Caucasian 
decent was inferior-these laws discriminated against blacks in all 
areas of life. Laws prohibited blacks from inhabiting many public 
places used by whites, and frequently separate places and services 
were created for blacks. Other rules were based on societal norms; 
for example, whites often required blacks to use only the back door 
when entering their homes. 5 

Whites also used Jim Crow to restrict black political and 
economic rights. In the years following the Civil War, the South had 
cemented into a one-party system dominated by white southern 
Democrats, known as the "Solid South." Whites defended this 
Democratic bloc and restricted the black vote though methods such 
as poll taxes, separate ballot boxes for blacks and whites, and an 
all-white Democratic primary. Until the late 1960s, the Democratic 
Party dominated southern politics and seldom lost an election. 
Additionally, Jim Crow limited black economic rights, as it created 
a segregated labor force. "White work," such as textile production, 
trade, banking, insurance, and brokerage, was off limits to blacks, 
and often times, even traditional "Negro jobs," such as carpentry 
and painting, were taken over by whites. By 1930, only 7 percent of 
black males were employed in professional positions. 6 

When blacks threatened white control over all areas of their 
life, whites frequently reestablished their dominance with violence 
or the threat of violence. Southerners grew accustomed to news 
of lynchings. In the seventy-nine years between 1882 and 1951, 
nearly four thousand blacks were lynched in the United States. In 
Florida alone, at least one hundred seventy-six blacks were lynched 
between 1890 and 1920, putting the state ahead of the per capita 
lynching rates for Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and Louisiana 
during those years. Whites also used riots-"generalized responses 
in which there is a categorical assault on persons and property by 
virtue of their racial membership"-to maintain their hegemony. 
Thus, riots often took place when whites perceived that blacks had 

5 William J. Cooper and Thomas E. Terrill, The American South: A History 
(Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2009), 570. 

6 Michael Gannon, The New History of Florida (Gainesville: University Press of 
Florida, 1996), 374, 346; George Brown Tindall, The Emergence of the New South, 
1913-1945 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1967), 161. 
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left their "place" in the established system. Between 1913 and 1963, 
the United States witnessed seventy-two race riots that affected 
entire communities and killed an unknowable number of African 
Americans. 7 

Whites in Orange County, Florida, home to the small town of 
Ocoee, shared southern racial attitudes . Newspapers frequently 
headlined articles about blacks who had committed or were 
involved in crimes and never carried positive stories or detailed 
black accomplishments. For example, in 1920, the Orlando Evening 
Reporter Star reported: "NEGRO BEING HELD FOR ASSAULT ON 
ORLANDO WOMAN." The article refers to the black man as "a 
brute" who "inflicted a nasty wound" on the white woman. Another 
article discussed the murder of a black man who was "known 
about town as a bad character" and "was shot and instantly killed" 
when making a "false move" for a gun. Blacks also suffered from 
denigration and harsh criticism from whites. An Orlando Morning 
Sentinel article on August 27, 1919 accused blacks of too much 
"loafing" and claimed that "if the local Negroes do not benefit 
from the extraordinary times it is their own fault."8 

Racial attitudes in Orange County did not just play out in the 
pages of the press. Although the Ocoee Riot represented the first 
instance of racial violence on a massive scale in the town, blacks and 
whites had clashed before. In one instance, two months before the 
November riot, many whites had left the town to attend a dance in 
Clarcona, a small town just north of Ocoee. During their absence, a 
"gang of roving Negroes" reportedly traveled to white residences to 
intimidate those left at home. Sam Salisbury, leader of the mob on 
Election Day, threatened the gang with a pistol, but according to 
his own account, decided not to take any decisive action. Another 
story claimed that a young black man named Ronnie Petsey forced 
a white man off the road on two occasions; as punishment, he 
received a bullet to the leg. Additionally, white Ocoeeans reported 
that blacks frequently congregated at the local grocery stores and 
"precluded whites entering these establishments." Salisbury also 
claimed that, "groups of Negro men would go to the homes of 

7 Cooper and Terrill, The American South, 571; Michael Newton, The lnvisibl,e 
Empire: The Ku Klux Klan in Florida (Gainesville : University Press of Florida, 
2001), 33; Grimshaw, A Social History, 368, 354; Bernard Robinson, "The 
Sociology of Race Riots," Phylon 2, no. 2 (1941): 167. 

8 Orlando Evening Reporter Star, April 27, 1920, June 15, 1919; Orlando Morning 
Sentinel, August 27, 1919. 
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European [white] farmers to promote their labor broker services 
through intimidation." Rumors circulated throughout the town 
of a black plot to store ammunition and take control of the city. 
Though full-scale violence only erupted in 1920, Ocoee was clearly 
rife with racial tension preceding the event.9 

Ocoee was certainly not the only town where segregation and 
discriminatory attitudes led to racial violence;Jim Crow contributed 
to racial violence across the country in the early twentieth century. 
Other examples of riots in which segregation and discrimination 
played a large role were the Chicago Riot of 1919 and the Tulsa 
Riot of 1921. Chicago's residential neighborhoods were rigidly 
segregated. Consequently, whites and blacks rarely made contact 
with one another, leading to the establishment of two separate 
worlds that misunderstood and stereotyped one another. In the 
months prece ding the riot, overcrowding in black neighborhoods 
forced many to encroach on white-only areas, which often 
provoked small-scale violence in the public places that did not have 
delineated racial boundaries. When a massive riot broke out on 
July 27, 1919, many were not surprised. 10 

In Tulsa, Oklahoma, too, Jim Crow produced racial tensions 
that eventually exploded in a deadly riot. Okalhoman lawmakers 
had passed legislation in the early 1900s that required separate 
facilities for blacks and whites. Miscegenation was a felony and 
black suffrage was severely restricted through grandfather clauses 
and literacy tests. In 1916, the city of Tulsa deemed it illegal for 
"people of either race to reside on any block where three quarters 
or more of the residents were of the other race." Though the 
ordinance did nothing more than institutionalize the status quo, 
many blacks were outraged and protested the law. Thus Tulsa was, 
by the time of the riot in June 1921, a deeply segregated city in 
which racial tensions had been mounting for years .11 

9 Interview with Sam Salisbury in Nancy Lillian Maguire, A History of Ocoee and 
Its Pioneers (Ocoee, FL: Ocoee Historical Commission, n.d.), 71, 72; Dabbs, "A 
Report," 20-21; Fleming, "Orange County's," 2. It is unclear why Fleming used 
the term "European" here; he was referring to whites, but perhaps it was to 
avoid accusations of racism. 

10 William M. Tuttle, Jr., Race Riot: Chicago in the Red Summer of 1919 (Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 1996), 103; Lee E. Williams and ~ee E. Williams II, 
A nqtomy of Four Race Riots: Racial Conflict in Knoxville, Elaine, Tulsa, and Chicago, 
1920-1921 (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1972), 74. 

11 James S. Hirsch, Riot and Remembrance: America'.s Worst Race Riot and Its Legacy 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2002), 36, 41. 
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In addition to the virulent influence of Jim Crow, the economy 
also played a major role in the Ocoee Riot, as it had in riots across 
the country. Immediately after World War I, America experienced 
a small economic boom as a result of easy credit and international 
demand for American goods. However, this prosperity did not 
last; inflation ballooned and wages shot downward. Poor working 
conditions had been patriotically endured during the conflict, 
but laborers resented that they did not improve once it ended. 
Returning soldiers flooded a job market already contracting with 
end of war production. Unions mobilized the pervasive discontent. 
The year 1919 saw strikes involving four million workers, including 
a general strike in Seattle, where sixty thousand workers completely 
closed down the city for five days and a strike by Boston's police 
force that resulted in the whole force being fired and replaced. 
The strikes and labor unrest fueled an extant Red Scare born from 
the Russian Revolution of 1917. Many Americans, terrified by the 
specter of communism, saw it manifested in society's multiple 
disorders. 12 

Racial tensions exacerbated an already fraught labor situation. 
Black workers had been in demand in northern factories during 
the war because of the shortage of labor. The effects of Jim Crow 
on southern blacks made a move north attractive. Thus, when 
northern labor agents traveled south trying to recruit workers, 
they found African Americans hoping to gain better wages and 
a brighter future. The first wave of black migrants discovered 
somewhat better economic and social conditions in northern cities, 
and thus encouraged their friends and families to join them. This 
"great migration" continued well into the 1920s. In Florida alone, 
over forty thousand blacks left the South for northern promises of 
more opportunities for economic success and several degrees less 
inequality. 13 

Despite African-American patriotic productivity during the 
war, the enormous influx of blacks to northern cities produced 
racial tensions. These increased after the conflict when returning 
white soldiers found themselves competing with blacks for ever
scarcer jobs. Sadly, most blacks confronted the same hatred and 

12 David Joseph Goldberg, Discontented America: The United States in the 1920s 
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 67; Nathan Miller, 
New World Coming: The 1920s and the Making of Modern America (Cambridge, 
MA: Da Capo, 2004), 38-39, 41, 43. 

13 Goldberg, Discontented America, 90, 89; Gannon, The New History, 352. 
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violence in the North that they had known so well in the South. 
Many large-scale race riots that occurred in the North during 
the summer of 1919, such as the Chicago, Washington, D.C., and 
Omaha riots, were partly a result of this economic competition. 
Across the country in that bloody year there were twenty-five major 
riots; in some cities like Chicago, riots went on for days. Hundreds 
of blacks were killed, thousands were displaced from their homes, 
and whole communities were destroyed. The summer of 1919 
became known as the Red Summer because of the unprecedented 
amount of racial violence that took place across the country. 14 

In the South, a slightly different economic situation arose. 
World War I had a profound effect on the South. Nearly a million 
Southerners left home to fight the war across the globe. Meanwhile, 
war industries expanded the South's domestic production. Business 
boomed as lumber, textiles, coal, iron, and steel were produced 
in unprecedented amounts. People of all backgrounds, including 
African Americans for the first time in their history, experienced 
marked prosperity. However, this · newfound affluence bred a 
high level of economic expectation that imploded when the war 
no longer provided an impetus for growth. By 1920 the average 
prices of the southern staple crops, tobacco and cotton, had fallen 
by more than 50 percent. Additionally, the migration of blacks 
northward left a labor shortage in the South, and white employers 
grew desperate for the cheap black labor that northern industry 
had taken away. In Orange County, the black population declined 
from 7,604 in: 1910 to 5,464 in 1920, while the total population 
increased by about seven hundred. Overall, the economic status 
of the average white southern farmer or business owner drastically 
declined after the war due to falling crop revenues and labor 
shortages, leaving discontented citizens searching for someone to 
blame. 15 

Though most of the American economy was suffering, certain 
sectors of the southern economy were flourishing. One sector was 
the real estate market; some areas of the South experienced a land 
boom as wealthy white Northerners migrated in search of a winter 
playground. Florida saw the apex of this land boom. Between 1919 

14 McWhirter, Red Summer, 19, 13. 
15 Tindall, The Emergence, 53-60, 111-112; McWhirter, Red Summer, 93-94; U.S. 
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and 1920, the number of real estate transfers and conveyances 
more than doubled in Orlando. In Jacksonville and Miami, the 
numbers were even more impressive. By 1920, Orange County's 
population had grown to fifty thousand, more than double that of 
1925. In addition to the land boom, Florida had another economic 
advantage: the citrus industry. In 1919, Florida orange growers 
made more money from their crops than ever before; the fruit 
crop in the state was worth a record twenty million dollars. One 
Winter Garden man sold his orange crop from fifteen acres of 
land for over $50,000, and a black man from DeLand reportedly 
sold his orange grove for $18,000, impressive sums for the time. 
One orange grove could yield over $2,000/ acre. In the midst of 
a darkening economy, the citrus industry seemed to be thriving. 16 

The town of Ocoee embodies the disparities that existed in 
the southern economy at the time. While many whites struggled 
to get by, several blacks seemed to be prospering; this bred tension 
between the races. Ocoee in 1920 was a small, unincorporated 
town of eight hundred fifteen people, including two hundred 
fifty-seven blacks. Most Ocoeeans participated in agriculture, 
and the majority of labor revolved around farms, particularly 
citrus groves. Unusually, more than one-third of black Ocoeeans 
owned their homes, and upward of 20 percent owned farms . The 
most notable black men in the Ocoee Riot, July Perry and Mose 
Norman, both held title to citrus groves and were prominent in 
the community. Norman's grove alone was valued at $10,000, and 
he owned a car. Another well-known black man in the community, 
Valentine Armstrong, reportedly owned over sixty acres of property 
and had several citrus groves. Records show that he and Norman 
owned property together and that he bought land from Perry 
in 1912. Additionally, Perry also reportedly ran his own labor 
brokerage business in the town and con trolled the black labor 
market in Ocoee. There is some debate over Perry's position in the 
community regarding whether he was simply the boss of a grove 
gang or a foreman of a grove, the latter being a more prominent 
position typically afforded to whites, but all accounts agree that 
Perry was in charge of a large portion of the black farm labor force 

16 Tindall, The Emergence, 103; Homer Vanderblue, "The Florida Land Boom," 
journal of Land & Public Utility Economics 3, no. 2 (May 1927): 113-131; Joy 
Wallace Dickenson, Orlando: City of Dreams (Charleston, SC: Arcadia, 2003), 50; 
Orlando Evening Reporter-Star, January 29, February 27, December 29, January 
13, 1919. 
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in Ocoee. Some people referred to Perry as a "straw boss"-a sort 
of assistant foreman. 17 

Many whites in Ocoee considered Perry and Norman to be 
"too prosperous 'for nigger(s). "' Whites in the town "grew weary 
of the power and influence" that these two black men had in the 
community and resented their control over black labor. In fact, 
one black Ocoee woman speculated after the fact that the entire 
riot was "a pre-arranged affair to kill and drive the colored people 
from their homes as they were more prosperous than the white 
folks ." It was certainly not acceptable to most southern whites that 
blacks should fare well financially, which both placed them beyond 
white economic control and in direct competition with white 
interests. Thus, African-American economic prosperity in Ocoee 
led to growing racial tensions, which largely contributed to the riot 
on Election Day. 18 

As in Ocoee, economic problems exacerbated race relations 
and led to violence in many places across the United States after 
the Great War. One such outbreak of violence took place in East St. 
Louis, Illinois, in 1917. Overcrowding due to increased migration 
of southern blacks, coupled with poor living conditions in black 
neighborhoods of the heavily industrialized town, meant that 
blacks began to "infringe" upon white neighborhoods after the war. 
Additionally, industrialists exacerbated the already tense economic 
situation by hiring black workers in place of white union members 
and as strikebreakers. A massive riot broke out in July 1917 when 
white workers of the Aluminum Ore Company "lost a strike that 
began when union sympathizers were replaced by Negroes."19 

In Elaine, Arkansas, white economic exploitation of blacks and 
the consequent black struggle against this oppression helped spur a . 
riot in Octoberofl919. Elai~ewas an agricultural town where cotton 
sharecropping was the dominant practice. In the aftermath of World 

17 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Fourteenth Census of the United States: 1920-Population; 
Parry, "Constructing," 13; Property Records for July Perry and Mose Norman, 
1890-1923, Orange County Courthouse, Orlando, Florida; Dabbs, "A Report," 
21-22; White, "Election by Terror in Florida," 196; Fleming, "Orange County's," 
2; Anon. to Huntington, January 14, 1921, Box C353, NAACP Papers; Walter 
White to Huntington, January 21, 1921, Box C353, NAACP Papers; Allan 
Breed, "Riot Survivor, 93, Returns to Ocoee for the First Time," The Lakeland 
Ledger, February 18, 2001. 

18 White, "Election by Terror in Florida," 196; Dabbs, "A Report," 21-22; Mrs.]. H. 
Hamiter to Mrs. Huston, Ocoee file, NAACP Papers. 

19 Elliot Rudwick, Race Riot at East St. Louis, July 2, 1917 (Carbondale: Southern 
Illinois Univer ity Press, 1982), 218. 
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War I, cotton prices rose sharply and, despite the best efforts of white 
landlords, black sharecroppers shared in the newfound prosperity. 
Additionally, northward migration meant that there were smaller 
numbers of black farmers in Arkansas and that their cotton was in 
greater demand. In 1919, these farmers formed the Organization 
of the Progressive Farmers' and Household Union of America to 
protest the exploitative system of the white landlords and protect 
their hard-earned profits. Whites were threatened by this alliance 
and spread rumors that the farmers meant to start an "uprising" 
and kill whites in the area. The situation became violent when, at a 
gathering of the union members, gunfire broke out between armed 
black guards at the meeting and white passersby, sparking the riot. 20 

In Ocoee, as in other locations across the United States, 
political concerns compounded racial attitudes and economic 
competition. With the election of 1920, the United States 
experienced the first major national political contest since the 
end of World War I. In August of 1920, women gained the right 
to vote under the 19th amendment. While most southern whites 
were reluctant to endorse women's suffrage, they ultimately saw 
it as an opportunity to turn out more white than black voters. On 
August 1, 1919, the Orlando Evening Reporter-Star boasted that there 
were, "MORE WHITE WOMEN IN THE SOUTH THAN ENTIRE 
NEGRO POPULATION." It explicitly praised state measures in 
the South that restricted the black vote and reasoned that giving 
women the right to vote would in fact help to overpower black 
voters. They continued to adamantly reject black ~uffrage and 
opposed it by any means necessary. Blacks, however, had gained a 
renewed desire to break free from their subordinate role and were 
determined to assert their constitutional right to vote. The "war 
for democracy" that the United States had fought abroad caused 
many of its citizens to question the integrity of democracy at home 
and call for improvements to their own democratic system. The 
attitudes of blacks in Florida were the same. Over half of Florida's 
soldiers in the Great War were black, and they thought that their 
war service merited rights at home. It was these attitudes that drove 
blacks across Florida to begin a proactive voter registration drive. 21 

20 McWhirter, Red Summer, 210-211; Williams and Williams, Anatomy, 39-40. 
21 Goldberg, Discontented America, 52, 10; Orlando Evening Reporter-Star, August 1, 
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Beginninginjacksonville on January 1, 1919, blacks throughout 
Florida started to hold secret educational meetings, staged marches 
to demand their right, registered blacks to vote, and prepared to 
make a difference once and for all on Election Day. Prominent 
African Americans around the state led the fight. Women activists 
such as Eartha White, who directed the Negro Republican Women 
Voters in Jacksonville in 1920, and M9-ry McLeod Bethune, teacher 
and president of the Florida chapter of the National Association 
of Colored Women, were actively involved. The popular black 
fraternal order, the Knights of Pythias, played an instrumental role 
in forging a statewide movement by issuing a resolution in which 
members vowed to pay their poll taxes and register to vote. Joseph 
E. Lee, Jacksonville's first black lawyer and a Republican politician, 
sought to transform the Republican Party into a "party of human 
rights" that would forever alter the Solid South. The movement was 
relatively successful; as early as April of 1920, an Orlando newspaper 
warned white Democrats that, "over 25 per cent of [registrations] 
are negroes." Later in the year, however, the same paper told of 
1,341 blacks registered to vote, but boasted: "In some precincts in 
Orange, there is not one single negro voter."22 

Amidst the context of the black voter registration drive, the · 
re-emerging Republican Party also provided a threat to white 
Democratic supremacy. White Democrat fears were evident in the 
Orlando newspapers: onjune 19, 1919, the Orlando Morning Sentinel 
reported: "the E..epublicans will ... conduct a campaign which ... will 
eclipse all prior efforts in that direction." Indeed, the two white 
politicians from Orlando involved in the Ocoee Riot,John M. Cheney 
and William Russell O'Neal, the latter also a Republican and fellow 
trustee at Rollins College, held meetings and conducted speaking 
campaigns for the Republican Party throughout 1920. This activism 
combined in many white Democrats·' minds with the growing fear 
that blacks would turn out in large numbers to vote for Republicans. 
Such an event, if it was allowed to occur, would break the Solid South 
and reduce white hegemony. In 1920, one newspaper told whites 
that, "The Republican party, with which negroes have been affiliated 
since their emancipation is using every power at its command to pile 
up a great vote among the colored people. "23 

22 Ortiz, Emancipation Betrayed, xiv, 177, 179; Orlando Evening Reporter Star, April 
13, October 20, 1920. 

23 OrlandoMorningSentinel,June 19, 1919,January 27, September 4, 1920; Orlando 
Evening Reporter-Star, October 6, 1920; William O'Neal file, Box 39, Trustee 
Records. 
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The voter registration numbers and election results largely 
confirmed white fears of black and Republican activism. On 
September 14, 1920, the Orlando Evening Reporter Star reported: 
"TEN NEGRO WOMEN REGISTER HERE TO EVERY WHITE 
WOMAN." It warned: "If white women of the county continue to 
keep their names off the registration books, the negro votes in 
this county will more than hold the balance of power in Orange 
County." On October 20, 1920,just days before the election, black 
voters made up nearly 23 percent of the registrations in Orange 
County and 38 percent in Ocoee. Clearly, whites in Florida were 
concerned about the growing possibility that blacks would turn out 
to the polls, and they had reason to be concerned.24 

On the national stage, the Democrats lost out on Election Day 
when Republican Warren G. Harding won the presidential election. 
More worrisome to the Solid South was that Republican votes 
increased in every southern state, and the Republicans even gained 
a majority in Tennessee and Oklahoma. In Orange County, too, 
the Republicans had a good showing. By the end of the election, 
Cheney had gained nearly 40 percent of the county vote. He noted 
that Republicans had "showed a gain of 160 percent over four years 
ago to a corresponding gain of 48 percent of Democratic votes." 
To the white Democrats in the area, these black and Republican 
successe were a shock. 25 

In Ocoee, the new, unstable political climate was also evident. 
Before Election Day, rumors spread that Cheney, along with 0 'Neal, 
was registering blacks to vote at several secret meetings at b lack 
churches in the town. Historians have debated these allegations., 
but it i not so unbelievable that Cheney would have engaged in 
this type of activity. In fact, as an attorney, Cheney already had 
represented a black man in a murder trial, a.job most white lawyers 
would have avoided for fear of tarnishing their reputations. Many 
tories of the riot also allege that, after ~being turned away from the 

polls in Ocoee, Perry and Norman drove to Orlando to consult with 
Cheney, who reassured them and sent them back to the polls with a 
personally signed note~ Lastly, it has been rumored that the Ocoee 

24 Orlando Evening Reporter- tar, September 14, October 20, 1920. 
25 Dewey W. Grantham, The Life & Death of the SoZid S@uth: a P@litical History 
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lynch mob hung July Perry from a tree directly across the lake 
from Cheney's family home, perhaps as a warning sign for him to 
stop his work amongst blacks. Though some ambiguity surrounds 
Cheney's involvement, accounts agree that whether Cheney had 
been present or not, Perry and Norman had helped register blacks 
to vote on their own accord. Perry encouraged black Ocoeeans, 
telling them "If you want to be a first-class citizen, it's time for you 
to get registered and vote. "26 

Whites in Ocoee became concerned about what their future 
might hold if all seventy-eight blacks who were registered turned 
out to vote, and voted Republican, on Election Day. They did 
everything possible to discourage black voters. For example, some 
white Ocoeeans decided to send Robert Bigelow, the supervisor 
of the election in Ocoee, on a fishing trip on Election Day so that 
he would not be present should any black desire to register or pay 
a poll tax that day. In the political context of a highly contested 
election, a growing black voter registration movement, and 
increased Republican activism, tension continued to mount in 
Ocoee.27 

Political tension was a contributing factor in nearly all 
outbursts of racial violence in the United States in the post-war 
period. One example of this was the Washington, D.C. riot of 
1919. Blacks in Washington, D.C. were -more politically active than 
their counterparts in the rest of the South. Political groups such 
as the National Race Congress and the NAACP sought to mobilize 
blacks and fought for equality. By 1916, the Washington Branch 
of the NAACP was the largest in the country and was contesting 
legislation, such as a ban on interracial marriage, which aimed to 
limit black freedoms. Many whites felt that the NAACP was "urging 
the colored people to insist upon equality with white people and 
to resort to force, if necessary, in order to establish their rights." 
This political tension eventually boiled over into a full-scale riot on 
July 19, 1919, after rumors had spread of two black men attacking 
a white woman. 28 

The riot in East St. Louis was also largely precipitated by political 
tensions. East St. Louis in the early twentieth century witnessed a 

26 Dabbs, "A Report," 18; Orlando Evening &porter-Star, May 22, 1919; Interview 
with Richard A. Franks in Maguire, A History of Ocoee, 75; Interview with Joy 
Wallace Dickinson; Parrish, A Guide, 9, 10. 

27 Interview with Sam Salisbury in Maguire, A History of Ocoee, 72. 
28 McWhirter, R.ed Summer, 97, 160, 98-99. 
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great amount of black political activity; blacks exercised their right 
to vote, petitioned white politicians for patronage, and even ran 
for office. Black political clubs advocated for social reforms and 
organized their communities around activism. White political 
bosses in the town, who controlled all business and real estate 
interests, grew increasingly hostile to black success, as they believed 
it to be a threat to their own power. Thus, the riot that erupted in 
1917 was largely a result of the white struggle to eliminate black 
political activity and subsequently gain control of East St. Louis 
permanently. 29 

Yet another factor in Ocoee's "perfect storm" was the newly 
formed KKK branch of West Orange, including Winter Garden, 
Ocoee, and Orlando. In 1915, D. W. Griffith's movie, The Birth of 
a Nation, glorified the Civil War-era KKK and portrayed blacks as 
pernicious and unintelligent. The movie represented the attitude 
held by many Southerners of the time, and historians credit it 
with the growth of the "new" Klan, a similar version of the old 
organization that had terrorized blacks during Reconstruction. 
Initially the new KKK grew slowly, but the fears and concerns of 
Americans in the post-war era were fertile ground for hate. Many 
Americans were already suspicious of foreigners, and the poor 
economic conditions led many to blame "inferior" races for their 
problems, encouraging the growth of the Klan, whose slogan was 
"One-Hundred Percent Americanism." Prior to 1920, the Klan had 
only been active in Alabama and Georgia but the spring of 1920 saw 
a huge increase in publicity and membership due to a large-scale 
propaganda effort that tapped into Southerners' deepest fears and 
racial prejudices. By 1921 the Klan's membership numbered more 
than 90,000 nationwide. It routinely began practicing lynching and 
other forms of racial violence as a means of protecting white female 
purity and as a white defense against the black race as a whole.30 

In Florida, the KKK grew as a result of the budding black 
voter registration movement. Its sole purpose was terrorizing and 
discouraging black voters. Though Jacksonville and Tampa were 
the main hubs of Klan activity, the third branch of the Florida 

29 Charles L. Lumpkins, American Pogrom: The East St. Louis R.ace Riot and Black 
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KKK was founded in Orange County in 1920. Many prominent 
members of Ocoee and the Orlando area became members of 
this new branch. According to Sam Salisbury, nearly 90 percent of 
law enforcement personnel in West Orange County joined. In the 
days preceding the election, the Klan held several parades around 
the state in Jacksonville, Daytona, and Orlando. Winter Garden, 
a small town immediately to the west of Ocoee, also witnessed a 
smaller parade. Most blacks heeded these warnings for fear of their 
lives. The Grand Master of the KKK in Florida also took note of 
the voter registration campaign that was taking place in Orange 
County, sending a threatening note to John Cheney and William 
O'Neal that read: "I was informed that you are in the habit of 
going out among the negroes of Orlando and delivering lectures, 
explaining to them just how to become citizens, and how to assert 
their rights .... We shall always enjoy WHITE SUPREMACY in this 
country and he who interferes must face the consequences." More 
evidence of the Klan in Orange County surfaced in 1921 when, on 
the eve of a city election almost a year after the Ocoee Riot, the 
KKK held a demonstration in Sanford, in response to the threat of a 
"large negro vote." Clearly, then, Klan action was in direct response 
to the threat oflarge numbers of blacks at the polls. In 1920, white 
citizens of Ocoee and the surrounding area had made it clear that, 
were blacks to vote, they might face severe consequences. Although 
Ocoee had managed for many years to avoid widespread violence, 
all of the elements necessary for a riot were looming, simply waiting 
for the Election Day spark to set them off. 31 

Ocoee was certainly not the only town where the KKK had 
significant influence; another riot in which the KKK played a large 
role was the Rosewood Massacre of 1923. Rosewood, Florida, was 
a small community almost entirely populated with black citizens. 
In the nearby town of Cedar· Key, the Klan had a strong presence. 
On the day before the riot, the Klan had conducted a parade in 
neighboring Gainesville, burning a cross and carrying a sign that 
read: "First and Always Protect Womanhood." Thus, when rumors 
began to spread that a black man had raped a white woman named 

31 Newton, The Invisible Empire, 36; Ortiz, Emancipation Betrayed, 207; Jackson, 
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Fannie Taylor in her home, and that blacks in Rosewood were 
harboring the man, the white lynch mob that formed contained 
numerous Klan members and was eager to find the alleged 
assailant. On January 4, 1923, a full-scale riot erupted when 
the original vigilante mob of twenty to thirty whites grew to two 
hundred and eventually killed up to twenty-seven blacks, burning 
down the entire town of Rosewood in the process. 32 

Tulsa was another town where the prevalence of the Klan played 
a role in rioting. By 1919, Klan membership in Tulsa numbered in 
the thousands, and attracted white men from all professions and 
classes. The KKK.frequently held rallies in public places such as the 
local courthouse. Post-war job competition and economic decline, 
coupled with newfound black prosperity, fueled Klan participation 
in Tulsa, just as it had in Orange County, Florida. Additionally, 
crime in Tulsa, including gambling, robbery, and prostitution, 
grew to unmanageable amounts, causing many white men to take 
up the vigilante cause of the KKK to "protect" their families from 
the supposed black enemy. The pervasiveness of the Klan in Tulsa 
undoubtedly played a major part in the precipitation of the riot 
that occurred there in 1921. 33 

The riot that took place in the small town of Ocoee, Florida, 
on November 2, 1920 was unlike any racial violence Central 
Florida had ever experienced. In the aftermath of World War I, 
blacks, having served their country faithfully, felt a growing sense 
of citizenship that entitled them to equal rights in the social and 
political arenas. This, coupled with increasing economic prosperity 
among blacks, caused racial tension to mount across the country. 
In many northern cities, black southern migrants competed with 
whites for scarce jobs, and race riots seemed to spread like wildfire 
in the summer of 1919. In the South, black activism confronted the 
entrenched Jim Crow system of submission and segregation; white 
Democrats used all the tools in their power to prevent blacks from 
voting in the 1920 election. However, with the hope of electing 
Republican officials to once and for all overthrow the Democratic 
"Solid South," blacks gained valuable ground in the voter 
registration movement. In the midst of this turbulent atmosphere, 
the KKK was quickly gaining popularity, using violence and 

32 R. Thomas Dye, "Rosewood, Florida: The Destruction of an African American 
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intimidation in the hopes of keeping blacks away from the polls on 
Election Day. 

Ocoee became a microcosm of the mounting nationwide racial 
tension. Though blacks remained the minority in the small town, 
many were prosperous and prominent in the community, and whites 
were threatened by their affluent status. Additionally, approaching 
the 1920 national election, blacks in Ocoee collaborated with local 
Republican candidates to register unprecedented numbers of 
black voters. Lastly, in early 1920, many white public officials had 
formed a new branch of the KKK in West Orange County; these 
men made it their personal mission to ensure blacks would not 
cast their ballots on Election Day. And so the scene was set for the 
bloody battle that became known as the Ocoee Riot. When Mose 
Norman turned out to vote on November 2nd, only this small spark 
was needed to ignite the fire that had been brewing in Ocoee for 
many months. Like nearly every other race riot of the time, the 
Ocoee Riot was caused by a combination of underlying social, 
economic, and political factors that eventually led to the death 
of unknown numbers of people and the destruction of a thriving 
black community. 



Bootlegging Aliens: Unsanctioned 
Immigration and the Underground Economy 
of Smuggling from Cuba during Prohibition 

by Lisa Lindquist Dorr 

Adolinae Marcinskas seems an unlikely candidate to be derided 
as an illegal immigrant. She had lived in New Jersey from 1907 
to 1921, married there and had two children who were American 
citizens. But for some reason, her husband convinced her that life 
would be better back in their native Lithuania, and in 1921 he sent 
her and her children there, promising that he would soon follow. 
He never did, and in December 1922, she decided to return to the 
United States on her own, hoping to reunite with her husband. As 
a woman traveling alone, however, entering the United States was 
no easy task. In 1921, Congress had passed the first immigration 
restriction laws seeking to limit the influx of Eastern European 
immigrants through a system of quotas. She also faced another 
obstacle under the law prohibiting the entry of persons likely to 
become a public charge. A woman with no visible male provider 
caring for two children could be barred from entry because she 
lacked an identifiable means of support. Rather than taking 
her chances at a legal port of entry, where she would be subject 
to questioning by an immigration inspector who might send her 
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away, Adolinae Marcinskas elected to bypass U.S. immigration laws 
entirely. Instead, she and her children traveled to Havana, Cuba 
and arranged to be smuggled to the Florida coast. After several 
days sick at sea-she could not remember exactly how many
and after being transferred from a "big" boat to a smaller boat, 
eventually she, her children and the other six illegal immigrants 
on board were landed on a deserted, wooded shore in the middle 
of the night. With no other transportation in sight, Adolinae and 
her children began to walk. She estimated that they walked three 
or four miles until her children grew too tired to continue. In 
desperation, she flagged down a passing automobile. It turned out 
to be a police car. 1 

Adolinae Marcinskas was arrested, as were the other 
undocumented immigrants who came to shore with her, and they 
were taken to jail in Tarpon Springs. Two years later in 1925, 
Adolinae and her daughter Helen testified for the prosecution 
against Sotiros Targakis, a Greek immigrant who was charged with 
smuggling immigrants into Florida. Targarkis, like many other 
Greek men in Tarpon Springs, worked as a sponge diver off the 
Tarpon Springs coast; and like more than a few, he participated 
in what United States officials termed an alien smuggling network 
that operated between Cuba and the United States during 
Prohibition. Marcinskas's attempt to- enter the country outside 
the formal immigration process was replicated numerous times in 
the 1920s, when a confluence of factors made the smuggling of 
immigrants from Cuba into the United States both possible and 
profitable. While she was caught, and presumably returned to 
Cuba after her testimony, countless other would-be immigrants 
successfully made their way from Cuba to the shores of Florida, 
navigated north through Florida's growing railroad and highway 
network, and disappeared into the interior of the nation. 

Indeed, from the moment Congress passed laws restricting 
immigration, thereby creating the category of "illegal immigrant," 
profit hungry smugglers and would-be immigrants took advantage 
of Cuba's international connections, close proximity to Florida 
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and other advantageous factors to evade immigration laws. 2 They 
were largely able to do so because the framework of a smuggling 
network already existed, created by Prohibition laws that banned 
the manufacture, sale, and importation of alcoholic beverages into 
the United States. The 18th Amendment fostered the development 
of a smuggling industry whose purpose was to transport high-end 
distilled spirits to the United States from islands in the Caribbean 
to Florida beaches, where they traveled by new land routes to 
thirsty Americans to the north. When profits from booze became 
risky and the passage of the most stringent immigration restriction 
law in 1924 increased the number of desperate immigrants who 
could not enter the United States under the law's provis10ns, 
"bootlegging aliens" or "smuggling illegal immigrants" quickly 
expanded as an alternative source of profit for smugglers. Cuba's 
independence, long-standing international connections, lax 
immigration laws, and appetite for official corruption allowed the 
two illicit contraband cargoes to coexist, often on the same boats. 
"The smuggling of aliens is second only to the smuggling of liquor 
in this vicinity," one Florida Customs official reported, "and the 
two are so closely aligned that the inspection of aliens forms an 
appreciable part of the activities of Customs officers in the Florida 
district."3 The U.S. Coast Guard, the U .S. Customs Service, the 
Immigration Service and the Prohibition Bureau sought to stem 

2 A note on terminology: Records that provide the basis for this article routinely 
refer to immigrants who entered the United States without appropriate 
documentation or without inspection as "illegal immigrants" or "illegal aliens." 
They refer to the process by which such immigrants were brought into the 
country as "immigrant smuggling" or "alien smuggling." Contemporary 
readers would avoid such derogatory terms, noting that while actions can be 
labeled illegal, people cannot. Also, terms like "alien" in and of themselves 
imply that these migrants were strange, unfamiliar, disturbing and distasteful, 
and thus unassimilable or undesirable as citizens. I will avoid using their 
terminology where possible. I also do not use the term "trafficking" or its 
variants in this article because the evidence only occasionally suggests 
that smugglers exploited migrants, rather than merely providing them a 
service. Nevertheless, it is important to note that many officials tasked with 
enforcing American immigration laws in this period, and who created the 
sources documenting the legal and official interaction with undocumented 
immigrants, might very well have embraced the negative associations created 
by the term "illegal alien ." 

3 From Thomas J. Dublin, Customs Agent in Charge, Tampa, Florida, to the 
Director, Special Agency Service, U.S. Customs Service, undated but probably 
1925, Miscellaneous Data 1923-1925, Box 46, Records of the Intelligence 
Division, 1922-41, Records of the U.S. Coast Guard, RG 26, NARADC (Herein 
after USCG ID). 
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both forms of contraband smuggled in from the islands with 
varying degrees of success. 

The duration of an organized smuggling network through 
Cuba was ultimately short-lived, and would largely disappear with 
the arrival of the Great Depression and the end of Prohibition. 
Nevertheless, it expands our understanding of the period in several 
ways. It illuminates the ability of smugglers to take advantage of 
the state's development to further their own interests, making 
the same improvements that facilitated Florida's tourist industry 
into the means of an underground economy in smuggling. It 
also places the historic ties of Cuba and Florida at the center 
of one of the earliest iterations of the category of the "illegal 
immigrant," well before it became racially encoded by association 
with Mexican migrants. 4 In the 1920s, these so-called illegal 
immigrants came from countries such as Greece, England or Syria, 
as well as from countries whose citizens were barred by law from 
American citizenship. These would-be immigr~nts were barred 
for largely bureaucratic reasons-they were excluded by previous 
disqualifications (such as moral turpitude) or because they could 
not be accommodated under a nation's immigrant quota. Many 
Americans, however, considered them intruders, breaking into the 
nation through the "back door." From around the world, these 

4 Mae M. Ngai's work provides a sophisticated analysis of the process by which 
immigration policy created new categories of persons according to race and 
legal status. See Mae M. Ngai, Impossibl,e Subjects: fllegal Aliens and the Making 
of Modern America (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003). Claudia 
Sadowski-Smith examines what she calls the "Illegality Spiral" that helped 
associate certain immigrant groups with illegal status. Claudia Sadowski-Smith, 
"Unskilled Labor Migration and the Illegality Spiral: Chinese, European, and 
Mexican lndocumentados in the United States, 1882-2007," American Quarterly 
60, no. 3 (September 2008): 779-803. Erika Lee explores the smuggling 
of Chinese, though only gives brief mention of Cuba as a smuggling route. 
Ngai also mentions, but does not examine in any sustained way, smuggling 
from Cuba, though both Lee and Ngai explore the creation of categories of 
illegality in immigration. See Erika Lee, At Americas Gates: Chinese Immigration 
during the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2003), 162, 193, 194 and Ngai, Impossibl,e Subjects, 62. There are several 
articles that examine the smuggling of illegal immigrants more specifically. 
See Lawrence Douglas Taylor Hansen, "The Chinese Six Companies of San 
Francisco and the Smuggling of Chinese Immigrants across the U.S.-Mexico 
Border," Journal of the Southwest 48, no. 1 (Spring 2006): 37-61; Emily Ryo, 
"Through the Back Door: Applying Theories of Legal Compliance to Illegal 
Immigration During the Chinese Exclusion Era," Law & Social Inquiry 31, no. 
1 (January 2006) : 109-146; and Robert Chao Romaro, "Transnational Chinese 
Immigrant Smuggling to the United States via Mexico and Cuba," Amerasia 
Journal 30, no. 3 (2004): 3-36. · 
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migrants converged in Havana, and participated in a market that 
offered passage to Florida, and thus the Promised Land. At the same 
time, this underground economy in immigrant smuggling revealed 
the fluidity of the nation's boundaries. Immigration restrictions, 
according to Ngai, helped to solidify state sovereignty by giving 
the federal government authority to determine who could enter 
the nation's borders. While she argues that this power extended 
the border metaphorically into the interior of the country, it 
simultaneously extended the border outwards from the coastline 
of Florida, across the Florida straits and into the capital of Cuba. 
While the sea boundary between Cuba and Florida was seemingly 
more tangible than the arbitrary geographic line that represented 
the land borders between the United States and its neighbors to 
the north and south, the coastal boundary's length and width made 
it virtually impossible to patrol completely. The U.S. government 
sought the help of the Cuban government to enforce American 
laws and prevent would-be immigrants' departure from Havana, 
miles away from the border itself. Thus the ninety miles of water 
between Cuba and Florida as well as areas within the city of Havana 
became a quasi-border on which the U. S. government, through 
the powers extended to the Coast Guard, sought to intercept 
would-be immigrants, well before they encountered the nation's 
actual borders on Florida's shores. 5 

While the Prohibition amendment that created a vast smuggling 
network was enacted after a lengthy temperance movement 
targeting demon rum, its passage did not mean that alcohol 
became unwanted by or unavailable to Americans. West Coast 
drinkers bought booze smuggled in from Mexico to the south and 
British Columbia to the north. Hundreds of boats brought liquor 
across the Detroit River from Canada, where distilleries dotted the 
riverbank across from Detroit. The ports of St. Pierre and Miquelon 
and Halifax in the Canadian maritimes provided ready supplies of 
liquor shipped from Europe for transport to the northeastern coast 
of the United States. In the South, the islands of the Caribbean 
served as the home port of numerous ships supplying alcohol to 

5 Andrew Wender Cohen argues that efforts by the United States to prevent 
smuggling represented a state that was strongest at the margins, facing 
outward. This article extends that understanding into the 1920s. See Andrew 
Wender Cohen, "Smuggling, Globalization and America's Outward State, 
1870-1909," Journal of American History, 97, no. 2 (September 2010) : 371-398. 
See also Peter Andreas, Smuggler Nation: How fllicit Trade Made America (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2013). 
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the Gulf Coast from Galveston to Key West and even as far north 
as New York. European makers of cognac, whiskey, scotch, gin, 
vodka, wine and champagne shipped thousands of cases of liquor 
to ports like Havana, knowing that they would eventually end up as 
contraband in the United States. Smuggling liquor was a profitable 
business. Cases of liquor selling for four to eight dollars in Havana 
could be bought from a smuggling ship (or rum-runner) by what 
were known as "contact boats" for as much as $65 per case, to be 
sold again on-shore for as much as two hundred dollars a case; and 
the contents of the bottles were often watered down to extend the 
supply and increase profits further. A full cargo of booze could be 
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. 6 

Prohibition agents sought to enforce prohibitions on 
manufacturing, transporting and selling booze within the 
United States, aided by the efforts of local law enforcement and 
the nation's courts, who were charged with apprehending and 
prosecuting violators of the law. The U.S. Coast Guard, with 
the help of U.S. Customs Bureau, was charged with preventing 
the importation of alcohol on the high seas, a vast expansion of 
their respective duties. The Coast Guard sought to prevent and 
arrest ships and crews conspiring to transport illegal booze into 
the United States. According to the weekly "Notes on the General 
Situation" compiled by the chief Coast-Guard Intelligence officer, 
the Coast Guard kept track of, on average, 240 ships suspected of 
engaging in the smuggling trade. Enforcing American laws on 
the high seas, however, proved no easy task. Shipping liquor from 
Canadian, Cuban, and Bahamian ports was perfectly legal. As long 

6 Everett S. Allen, The Black Ships: Rumrunners of Prohibition (Boston, MA: Little, 
Brown, and Co: 1965), 31. fy.[ost of the literature on smuggling during 
Prohibition focuses on the lore of smuggling, rather than scholarly assessments 
of the trade. There is surprisingly little scholarly attention paid to Prohibition 
enforcement and its consequences for international relations. There are a 
few books that explore smuggling on the high seas, but these tend to focus on 
the Northeast. There is also a short historiography on the role of the federal 
courts in Prohibition enforcement, and on diplomacy with Great Britain. See 
Allen, The Black Ships; Harold Waters, Smugglers of Spirits: Prohibition and the 
Coast Guard Patrol (New York: Hasting House Publishers, 1971); and Malcolm 
Willoughby, Rum War at Sea (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
1964). On Prohibition enforcement, see John J. Guthrie, Jr., Keepers of the 
Spirits: The Judicial Response to Prohibition Enforcement in Florida, .1885-1935 
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1998). On diplomacy, see Lawrence Spinelli, 
Dry Diplomacy: The United States, Great Britain, and Prohibition (Wilmington, 
DE: Scholarly Resources, 1989). For the role of smuggling, or "clandestine 
commerce" over the course of American history, see Andreas, Smuggler Nation. 
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as a legal destination (someplace other than the United States) 
was listed on the cargo manifest, foreign port authorities claimed 
they could do little to discourage the illegal export of liquor to the 
United States. With the ships available, the routes well-known, and 
the strategies for evading law enforcement already well-established, 
adding undocumented immigrants as cargo was merely a logical 
extension of this trade. 

And demand for entry into the United States away from the 
eyes of immigration inspectors was increasing. Federal efforts to 
limit immigration created a growing population of foreigners 
who found themselves barred from entering the United States. 
Beginning in 1882, the Chinese Exclusion Act generally prohibited 
the Chinese from entering the United States, and the infamous 1907 
"Gentlemen's Agreement" effectively halted Japanese immigration. 
Specific classes of "undesirable" immigrants, such as paupers, 
prostitutes, the mentally unfit, and those convicted of crimes of 
moral turpitude had been excluded from immigrating through 
a patchwork of restrictions since the 1890s, enforced through 
inspections by immigration officers at U.S. ports of entry. Finding 
piecemeal restrictions ineffective, however, worried nativists sought 
a more comprehensive solution. The immigration laws in the 
1920s, rather than targeting "unfit" individual immigrants, sought 
to staunch the flow of immigration through increasingly strict 
quota systems based on national origins, decreasing the overall 
number of immigrants from countries considered undesirable. 
The net effect of the acts passed in 1921 and 1924 was to require 
foreigners desiring to enter the United States to obtain a visa 
from American consulates abroad (who would presumably review 
and reject immigrants who failed to meet entry requirements) 
provided that country had not met its yearly quota.7 While the 
primary task of preventing undesirables from arriving in the United 
States occurred at American consulates abroad, their efforts were 
supported by the Immigration and Naturalization Service. With the 
laws in place, immigration agents around the nation's periphery, 
with the help of state and local law enforcement, pursued and 

7 The literature on immigration and immigration restriction is extensive. For 
an overview, see Roger Daniels, Guarding the Golden Door: American Immigration 
Policy and Immigrants since 1882 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2005); Vincent 
]. Cannato, American Passage: The History of Ellis Island (New York: Harper, 
2009) . Ngai's work provides a sophisticated analysis of the process by which 
immigration policy created new categories of persons according to race and 
legal status. See Ngai, Impossible Subjects, passim. 
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apprehended suspected would-be immigrants who attempted to 
enter the country without presenting proper documentation to 
or answering the questions of an immigrant inspector. Just as the 
Volstead Act sought to reduce the flow of "undesirable" beverages 
to a trickle, so too the 1924 Act sought to staunch the flow of 
undesirable immigrants. As the Washington Post noted in 1924, "a 
cargo of rum in the wrong hands can do a lot of damage. But a 
cargo of undesirable aliens can easily become a national calamity. "8 

As with the inability of Prohibition to end Americans' thirst for 
strong drink, the laws restricting immigration did not necessarily 
reduce the numbers of immigrants who desired to come to the 
so-called Promised Land. Soon after the passage of the 1882 
Chinese Exclusion Act, smugglers devised methods for bringing 
Chinese in to the United States. European immigrants utilized 
the services of padrones, who arranged entry into the country and 
employment in the nation's expanding industrial economy. Other 
immigrants crossed the land borders with Canada and Mexico 
alongside Canadian whiskey and Mexican tequila. 9 Legal efforts 
to staunch immigration almost invariably led to increases in what 
Patrick Ettinger calls "unsanctioned immigration" by excluded 
groups whose resourcefulness and determination astounded and 
vexed authorities. 10 Thousands of them, like Adolinae Marcinskas, 
made their way to Havana in the hopes that they could be 
successfully smuggled into the United States by boat. Thus the 
simultaneous effort by the government to restrict booze and to 
restrict immigration created the conditions for an expanded and 
organized black market fueled by smugglers who dealt in one or 
both commodities. Would-be immigrants became commodities in 

8 "Smuggling Aliens into the U.S.A.," Washington Post, September 14, 1924, p. 
MS3. 

9 See Lee, At America's Gates, and "Enforcing the Borders: Chinese Exclusion 
along the U.S. Borders with Canada and Mexico, 1882-1924," Journal of 
American History 89, no . 1 (June 2002): 54-86; Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free 
Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West, 1880-1930 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000); William H . Siener, "Through 
the Back Door: Evading the Chinese Exclusion Act along the Niagara Frontier, 
1900 to 1924," journal of American Ethnic History 27, no . 4 (Summer 2008): 34-
70; Ngai, Impossible Subjects, 127-166; Ngai, "The Strange Career of the Illegal 
Alien: Immigration Restriction and Deportation Policy in the United States, 
1921-1965," Law and History Review 21, no. 1 (Spring 2003): 69-107. 

10 Patrick Ettinger, '"We Sometimes Wonder What They Will Spring on Us Next' : 
Immigrants and Border Enforcement in the American West, 1882-1930," 
Western Historical Quarterly 37, no. 2 (Summer 2006): 159-181. 
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a new market; and in precisely the same way Prohibition created 
a black market for booze, immigration restrictions spurred the 
development of an underground economy that sought to provide 
services to meet would-be immigrants' needs-provided they could 
pay for them. And Florida became tied to a transnational black 
market in the flow of people and liquor. 

Florida seemed an especially logical landing point. It bad 
approximately 1,000 miles of coastline, much of it undeveloped. 
Reports on smuggling in the state frequently noted that nature itself 
had made Florida uniquely suited to handle contraband.11 Its inlets 
and waterways were often shallow near the shoreline, facilitating the 
navigation of small, shallow-draft boats, while preventing deeper
keeled Coast Guard crafts from pursuing them. Its mangroves and 
foliage near shore created hiding places for trucks and automobiles 
sent to unload cargo. Its economic development created the 
means to move cargo northward. The effort by hotel and railroad 
magnates like Henry Morrison Flagler and Henry Bradley Plant to 
build glamorous tourist resorts for the wealthy, as ~ell as the rail lines 
to transport guests, not only fueled the development of tourism, it 
created the transportation infrastructure for smuggling as well. By 
the turn of the twentieth century, Flagler's railroad extended to 
Miami on the east coast of Florida. Plant created thousands of miles 
of track of his own, including a line running from Jacksonville to 
Tampa.12 The decade before the passage of Prohibition also saw 
a steady increase in the state's network of highways to bring less 
wealthy travelers to the beaches by car. Highways connected the east 
coast of Florida to states to the North. The completion of the Dixie 
Highway linking Florida to Chicago opened in 1915. And according 
to Tracy]. Revels, by 1930 Florida could boast of"3,800 miles of roads 
surfaced with clay, grouted brick, macadam, concrete, or asphalt."13 

In short, the same roads and railroads that brought northern tourists 
to Florida also transported liquor and unauthorized immigrants 
north to the rest of the country. 

A smuggling route between Cuba and Florida was itself a logical 
choice for what authorities called "alien smugglers." Only ninety 
miles south of Florida, and exempted from quota restrictions, 

11 Frank Buckley, Survey of Prohibition Enforcement in Florida (Washington, DC: 
Government Printing Office, 1931), 4: 101. 

12 Tracy J. Revels, Sunshine Paradise: A His_tory of Florida Tourism (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2011), 50-55. -

13 Ibid., 67-68. 
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Cuban citizens were free to travel without passport to the United 
States and remain there for as long as six months. Tourists from the 
United States traveled to Cuba for vacations, arriving aboard ferries 
that operated regularly from several points in Florida, New Orleans 
and New York, while Cubans traveled back and forth to the United 
States. And while Cubans migrated to the United States to live, 
Americans also relocated and made Cuba their home. Cuba also 
was well-integrated into the flow of goods around the world. The 
island had long-standing economic and trade relationships ·with 
the United States; one of the most prominent liquor wholesalers to 
rum-runners, for example, got his start brokering sales of Cuban
grown onions and potatoes to markets in the United States.14 More 
important, Cuba was itself a common destination for immigrants 
from around the world. Cuba had one of the largest communities 
of Chinese immigrants in the Americas, and absorbed numerous 
emigres from Spain. It also attracted a substantial stream of Jewish 
immigrants from both Europe and the Middle East.15 Cuba's 
ties to liquor production also facilitated its role as a smuggling 
center. A significant contributor to Caribbean rum production, 
Cuba became a primary location for smuggling illicit high end 
spirits into the United States. Cuba's smuggling industry operated 
aboard schooners and motor boats (as ·well as the ferry system and 
even some aircraft) and easily absorbed a new form of human 
contraband created by changes in American immigration laws. 
Indeed, the agencies charged with interdiction of both kinds of 
contraband speculated that smuggling aliens provided a potentially 
lucrative addition to the bottom line. 

Cuban immigration policies facilitated the country's 
establishment as a depot for immigrants hoping to land in the 
United States illicitly- without going through the standard 
inspection process atan immigration center- on Florida's coastline. 
After American intervention in the war for Cuba's independence 
from Spain, Cuba adopted immigration codes similar to those in 

14 Letter from Charles S. Root to lU Anslinger, Division of Foreign Control, 
Bureau of Prohibition, April 30, 1928. Correspondence relating to Individuals, 
Rum-Running Era, 1927-30, Box 56, USCGID. 

15 Eduardo Saenz Rovner, The Cuban Connection: Drug Trafficking, Smuggling and 
Gambling in Cuba from the 1920s to the Revolution (Chapel Hill : University of 
North Carolina Press, 2009), 2-4. See also Robert M. Levine, Tropical Diaspora: 
The Jewish Experience in Cuba (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993) 
and Kathleen Lopez, Chinese Cubans: A Transnational History (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2013). 
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the United States. 16 Foreigners arnvmg in Cuba were subject to 
inspection upon arrival, and potential incarceration at Triscornia, 
Cuba's immigrant detention facility located across the harbor from 
Old Havana. American officials noted, however, the common 
practice of immigrants bribing officials for release from detention, 
or to escape inspection entirely, allowing virtually unimpeded access 
to the country for those who could pay. 17 Propaganda in European 
countries targeted those who desired to go to America by touting 
Cuba as an alternate destination with fewer quota restrictions 
than the United States. 18 Intercepted European immigrants 
admitted a variety of origins and destinations, indicating the far 
reach of Cuba's attraction as a smuggling staging point.19 Chinese 
nationals, though subject to similar restrictions to entry as in the 
United States, nonetheless requested legal entry as students and 
merchants, and joined an established Chinese community in Cuba. 
Other immigrants testified that they hailed from Russia, Greece, 
Lithuania, Portugal, Spain, Italy, and the Middle East, as well as 
throughout Asia. Cuba's own immigration reports suggested that 
the adoption of quotas in the United States in 1924 increased the 
number foreigners arriving in Cuba, ostensibly seeking it as a way
station before attempting travel to Florida. Comparisons between 
immigration by country in 1923 and 1924 showed a substantial 
increase in immigration from Germany, "Austria-Hungary," Greece, 
Japan, "Checo-Slovak," Lithuania, ''Yugo-Slavia," Syria, Turkey, and 
Palestine, in many cases more than doubling, and some cases even 
tripling, the number of migrants in the span of a single year. In 
1924 more than 60,000 of the 85,000 people entering Cuba came 
from countries subject to quota allotments in the United States.20 

16 Duvon C. Corbitt, "Immigration in Cuba," Hispanic American Historical Review 
22, no. 2 (May 1942): 304; Alejandro de la Fuente, "Two Dangers, One 
Solution: Immigration, Race, and Labor in Cuba, 1900-1930," International 
Labor and Working-Class History 51 (Spring 1997): 30-49. 

1 7 Secret Report of Captain P. A. del Valle to General L. C. Andrews, Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury, September 21, 1925, p. 3-5, Folder "Cuba Report, 
1925," Box 64, USCGID. 

18 Marcin Kula, "Those Who Failed to Reach the United States: Polish Proletarians 
in Cuba during the Interwar Period," Polish American Studies 46, no. 1 (Spring 
1989): 19. See also Levine, TropicalDisapora, 33. 

19 U. S. v. Frank Parker et al., Case No. 1526, Box 15, Tampa Cases, 1918-, U. S. 
District Court, Southern District of Florida, RG 21, NARASE. Statements of 
residence appear on pages 26, 2, 14, and 20 of the transcript. 

20 Report of Inspector Feri F. Weiss and Inspector Joseph D. Mitchell In re: 
Cuban Smugglers, April 14, 1925, p. 1-2, Folder "Habana Counsel," Box 68, 
USCGID. 
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To American officials, these numbers suggested a growing industry. 
In December of 1924,just after the enactment of the most stringent 
quota law, Carleton Bailey Hurst, American Consul-General in 
Havana wrote to the Secretary of State in Washington, D.C. about 
the growing problem of immigrant smuggling in Havana. "It is 
well known that Habana is probably the most important center of 
the smuggling of immigrants and rum into the United States."21 By 
1926, the smuggling of would-be immigrants was a well-established 
business. 22 

Bootlegging aliens and rum-running were easily combined 
as smuggling ventures. Some of the most well-known Cuban 
smugglers, such as Facundo Sardinas and Miguel Sastre, dealt 
not only in smuggling immigrants and booze, but occasionally 
dabbled in the smuggling of narcotics as well. 23 Testimony and 
intelligence information occasionally placed both illegal booze 
and undocumented immigrants on the same boats that came 
surreptitiously to Florida shores. The schooner Parkir took on 
3,500 cases of liquor in Havana, then sailed to Cojimar where it 
loaded an additional cargo of immigrants before it proceeded to 
the east C_?ast of Florida. 24 Immigrants confided to . authorities 
that they were forced to unload liquor on southern beaches, as 
smugglers used one commodity to move another. 25 And stateside 
distributors who wanted only to deal with one commodity could 
be forced to deal with both. One bootlegger in Florida, interested 

21 Carleton Bailey Hurst to Secretary of State, December 26, 1924, Vol. 519 
(1924), 624.4, Records of Foreign Service Posts, Consular Posts, Havana 
Cuba, RG 84, National Archives and Records Administration-College Park 
(hereinafter NARACP). 

22 See for example, "Alien Smuggling Adds to Profits of Rum Row Ships," Atlanta 
Constitution, July 25, 1924; "Smuggling Aliens into U .S.A.," Washington Post, 
September 14, 1924; "Describes War on Alien Smuggling," New York Times, 
June 30, 19.25. See Letter from William A. Whalen, Inspector in Charge to 
Immigration Service, Jacksonville, FL, July 7, 1921, Case File No. 55166-31, 
Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, RG 85, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Washington DC (hereinafter INS); 
Report to Commissioner-General of Immigration, Department of Labor, 
Washington DC from Thomas Kirk, District Director of Jacksonville, Florida, 
January 16, 1926, Case No. 55396/10, INS. 

23 Memorandum to division of Foreign Control, September 4, 1928, Folder 
''.John Amoros Bastre" Box 63, USCGID. 

24 Report by Agent 1001, p. 3, p. 1 respectively, Cuba Report, 1925, Reference D. 
Box 64. USCGID. 

25 Letter from G.H. Hilldreth, Jr., Collector, U. S. Customs Service, Tampa, FL, 
to W.W. Gober, U.S. Attorney, Jacksonville, FL, March 2, 1925, Miscellaneous 
Data 1923-1925, Box 46, USCGID. 
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only in alcohol, testified that he was forced to bring immigrants to 
shore before he was allowed to offload cases of booze from a rum
running boat. 26 That these two smuggling enterprises might join 
caused little surprise among officials tasked with staunching the 
flow of both commodities to American shores. 

Government officials in Havana, Florida and Washington 
located and followed intricate immigrant and alcohol smuggling 
networks, and identified several preferred strategies for smuggling 
people. Reports of smuggling attempts, both foiled and successful, 
abound in the Immigration and Naturalization Service papers, as 
welf as in the U. S . Coast Guard Intelligence files. Spanning the 
period from 1921 into the 1930s, these reports present a picture 
of an extensive network of smugglers who freely exchanged one 
commodity for the other. Operating out of Havana with contacts 
along the Gulf Coast from Texas as far north as New York, most 
sought to land their contraband along the Florida coast. Disrupting 
smuggling was a complex operation that combined the efforts of 
local law enforcement officials in southern states, Coast Guard 
crews and officials, state department officials in Washington, and 
consular officials and employees in Cuba and elsewhere, all aided 
by immigration agents and informants on the ground.27 By 1925, 
officials had amassed a working knowledge of the most common 
methods of smuggling immigrants. 28 

Authorities estimated that approximately 200 immigrants per 
week were successfully smuggled into the United States from Cuba, 
an influx of more than 10,000 immigrants per year, each paying on 
average between $200 and $250 per trip, though costs could vary.29 

26 Testimony ofJ.W. Fredericy, in U . S. v. Danton Claramunt andJ.W. Fredericy, 
U.S. District Court, Southern District of Florida, Tampa, Case No. 1664, Box 
17, NARASE. 

27 The sources that provide information on the smuggling of undocumented 
immigrants into the United States are located in the following archival 
collections: The U. S. Coast Guard Intelligence Files, and Records of the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (housed at the National Archives in 
Washington DC), Consular and Embassy records of the U.S. State Department 
(housed at the National Archives facility in College Park, MD), records of the U. 
S. District Courts in the states of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Alabama 
(housed at the NARA Southeastern Regional Facility in Morrow, GA). 

28 The following description of smuggling operations is taken from the report 
of Feri F. Weiss and Inspector Joseph D. Mitchell to the Hon. W.W. Husband, 
Commissioner General oflmmigration, Washington DC, April 4, 1925. Folder 
"Habana Counsel," Box 68, USCGID . 

29 It is of course impossible to assess the accuracy of these numbers, as officials 
had no way to gauge the exact number of successful entries into the United 
States. The relative success of immigrant smuggling likely varied over time 
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Some would-be immigrants entered the United States as stowaways 
on board the ferries or steamer ships that regularly ran between 
Cuban ports and Florida, the source of much small-scale liquor 
smuggling as well. Customs officials, for example, reported in 1927 
the discovery of 19 immigrant stowaways and ll5 quarts of alcohol 
being smuggled aboard the SS Munleon ferry on one trip between 
Havana and Tampa.30 Immigrant stowaways were brought on board 
by complicit crew members. Passage to the United States was rarely 
pleasant as a stowaway-they were reportedly hidden in the ship's 
coal bin, in the coal pipes, in tunnels and holds, wedged among 
the cargo, in the water tanks wearing life preservers, the airshafts, 
or if they were lucky, the crew quarters or anchor compartments. 
Women occasionally traveled to the United States posing as the 
wife of a crewmember or passenger, paying a substantial sum for 
the comfort of a cabih, but also running the risk of unwelcome 
attentions from their "husband" while in transit. Other men and 
women traveled as regular passengers, carrying falsified Cuban 
citizenship papers or birth certificates. Those without documents 
were smuggled off the ship on rope ladders as the ship waited 
in quarantine before docking or impersonated crew members 
helping passengers unload their baggage. Immigrants posing as 
passengers or crew, holding fraudulent papers and traveling in 
relative comfort, paid the highest price for passage, around $300 
to $400 per passenger. 

A far larger number of immigrants sought entry to the United 
States aboard smuggling ships that plied the waters between Cuba 
and the Florida coast. As early as 1921 Southern newspapers 
reported that smuggling immigrants was a growing sideline of rum 
smugglers. One Florida newspaper described "an infant industry 
which bids fair to become secondary only to bootlegging ... and it 
is said the two operations are carried on in conjunction in many 
cases."31 Ships bringing in booze or immigrants might be sailing 

in response to law enforcement efforts to stop the trade. Officials, for 
example, were becoming increasingly confident that they had shut down 
many operations in 1926, only to note in 1929 that the industry was once again 
thriving. They also acknowledged that ending operations in one area, either 
in Cuba or along Florida's coast, often merely pushed the activity to another 
area. 

30 Memorandum from Treasury Department, Bureau of Customs, Tampa, 
September 1, 1927, Folder "Alien Smuggling Information" Box 50 USCGID. 

31 New Smyrna Daily News, "Frustrate Attempt to Bring in Chinese'', August 19, 
1921, p . 1. 
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schooners that spent several days at sea, or high-speed motor 
launches that could make the trip to the Florida coast in a matter 
of hours. Schooner smuggling represented the most dangerous 
method of travel "owing to uncertainty of the weather, the leaky 
condition of the average smuggling craft, and the unscrupulous 
character of the schooner captains and crew;" and was also, 
unsurprisingly, the cheapest, averaging $100 per person. 32 High 
speed gas launches offered a speedier trip and could take anywhere 
from fifteen to thirty immigrants per trip, clearing an estimated 
$3,000 to $5,000. Most times they were able to outrun Coast Guard 
vessels or lose them in the shallow waters off the Florida Keys and 
along the coastline. Operators made easy money, charging about 
$180 per passenger. Whether in a sailing schooner or motorized 
launch, this nautical method commanded most of the attention of 
authorities, and resulted in the largest numbers of apprehensions 
and prosecutions in U.S. courts. One such ship was the Reemplazo, 
seized by the Coast Guard in May 1920 as it lay at anchor off 
Clearwater, Florida. It was held for illegally landing 17 Chinese 
nationals as well as carrying 3,000 quarts of whiskey and 15 demi
johns of alcohol. Its captain and crew were charged in separate 
cases of violating the Prohibition laws and the immigration laws. 
They were acquitted of smuggling immigrants, but convicted on 
the liquor charge and sentenced to a year in prison. 33 

To government officials in the United States, immigrant 
smugglers were frustratingly successful at their trade. One 
Tampa smuggler, Mario Pelli, well known for smuggling liquor 
and immigrants, boasted that in 1923 alone, he single-handedly 
landed over 1,400 immigrants on Florida's shores. By all accounts, 
Pelli ran an efficient, successful, and profitable operation. With 
two boats under his command in 1923, he allegedly ran four full 
cargoes of immigrants to the United States per month. In 1924, he 
added four additional boats to his fleet. In 1925, he consolidated 
his operation by opening a hotel and restaurant "The Genova" that 
also served as his Havana headquarters. Like all good businessmen, 
Mario Pelli succeeded because he provided a reliable service. 
He virtually guaranteed his customers safe landing on American 
shores, assuring them he had purchased the protection of officials 

32 Report of Inspector Feri F. Weiss and Inspector Jospeh D. Mitchell, In re: 
Cuban Smugglers, April 4, 1925, p. 12. Habana Counsel, Box 68, USCGID. 

33 U.S. Magil Estevez et al., Case. No. 519, 580, and 581, US District Court, 
Tampa, NARASE. 
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in both Cuba and the United States.34 According to an undercover 
American agent in Havana, by 1926, Pelli had a widespread and 
well-deserved reputation in Florida, Cuba and Europe: "He has 
many hundreds of recommendations and references of Italian 
families. His fame is great and reaches Italy and even France. 
He never cheated an alien and when his attempts of contraband 
failed, he always very honestly _r~turned the money aliens paid 
him in advance and suffered all the losses himself. "35 To drum up 
additional business, Pelli traveled to Europe to recruit potential 
immigrants and arrange for their transport to Havana. 

Pelli's operation was unusual in its comprehensive business 
model. Most smuggling outfits allowed European steamship lines' 
emphasis on Cuba's openness to immigration and its cosmopolitan 
reputation to do their marketing for them. One advertisement 
pointed out "you will clearly see that Cuba is a logical and ideal 
New·World destination for those Old World Immigrants who are 
eager to avail themselves of the wide opportunities and advantages 
and the broad equality of America, but who are, because of 
filled quotas or other misfortunes, denied admittance to the 
United States." This 1922 advertisement for the French Line that 
appeared in Europe was forwarded to the Department of State. 
Embassy officials also learned that s~amship companies frequently 
provided the names of well-known smugglers in Cuba to their 
passengers. 36 Once in Cuba, foreigners from countries with small 
immigration quotas for entry into the United States recounted 
being approached by recruiters in Havana's parks or seeing flyers 
around the tourist areas of the cities. Locating a smuggler then 
was quite easy. Two Jewish men who were captured on a train in 
Florida told authorities that they had traveled to Cuba after having 
attempted to obtain visas legally in Russia, Germany, and France. 
While sitting in Central Park in Havana, they overheard two other 
Jewish men talking about a smuggling operation and were able to 
get the business card of the leader. 37 Other would-be immigrants 

34 Letter to Commander on situation in Florida from Bill (William Kelly, 
Prohibition Agent in Miami to Commander Root), undated (probably 
December 1928), Folder "William Kelly's Reports," Box 66, USCGID. 

35 Report from agent 1002 in Havana to Coast Guard Intelligence Division, 
Folder "Special Agent William Kelly's Reports, 1925-27," Box 67, USCGID. 

36 Letter from Williamson S. Howell, Jr., Charge d'Affaires, Havana, Cuba to the 
Secretary of State, January 8, 1923, Case File 55166 31-B, INS. 

37 Report "Smuggling of Aliens and Narcotics through Cuba: Bureau File No. 
39-48," p. 2, unsigned and undated, Case File 55166/ 31-A, INS. 
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spoke of being approached by fellow countrymen who offered their 
services. Jim Glico, a Greek man who was traveling from Greece to 
Mexico with a stopover in Havana, recalled being approached by 
another Greek man who asked if he would like to go to the United 
States. After an initial reluctance, he decided he did. 38 

Concerned officials in Cuba and the United States noted the 
flood of foreigners entering Cuba, alarmed that many of these so
called tourists ultimately made their way illegally into the United 
States, since they seemingly disappeared from the population 
in Cuba. 39 Eliminating the underground economy surrounding 
immigrants intending to enter the United States illegally, however, 
required that officials be able to distinguish between potential 
immigrants and legitimate tourists to Cuba. It was a murky 
distinction, as many future immigrants "passed" as legitimate 
tourists until they could secure passage to the United States. 
Complicating things, organizations focused on the smuggling of 
both alcohol and immigrants were intertwined with the larger 
tourism industry in Havana. Smugglers utilized familiar cafes 
and hotels to conduct their business, and took advantage of area 
roads and beaches. Some, like Mario Pelli, began businesses-his 
Hotel Genova-to house his illegal activities. Other smuggling 
outfits became associated with particular Havana merchants. 
Immigration officials in the United States listed the Hotel 
Aurora, the Hotel Domenico, the Centro Gallego, and the Grand 
Continental as businesses associated with smuggling syndicates.40 

Liquor smugglers were regularly in their lodgings so they could 
be easily located-George Schwartz who owned several well-known 
smuggling ships typically stayed at the Lafayette Hotel when he 
was in Havana. Other smugglers operated out of Neptuno Bar 
on Neptuno Street, the Sazarac on San Rafael, and Del Barrios 
American Bar.41 Coast Guard Intelligence officers estimated that 

38 Affidavit of Jim' Glico, November 23, 1926, taken in Attorney General's 
Chamber, Nassau, Bahamas, Folder "Alien Smuggling Information, 1928-41," 
Box 50, USCGID. 

39 See for example, Letter to Commissioner-General oflmmigration , Department 
of Labor from Thomas Kirk, DistrictDirector,June 7, 1924, Case File 55396/ 10, 
INS. 

40 Report from Immigrant Inspector of New Orleans (Thomas Worden? 
Signature unclear) to Commissioner of Immigration, New Orleans, February 
27, 1923, p. 2, Case No. 55166/ 31-B, INS. 

41 List of smugglers and information about hangouts apparently drawn from Weiss 
investigation, untitled and undated, Folder "Cuba Smuggling Information, 
Box 58, USCGID. 
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the "California Hotel Gang" had smuggled approximately 800 
immigrants from Havana's Hotel California.42 

Like their established business locations, smugglers utilized 
established financial procedures to conduct their business. Large 
scale liquor wholesalers who sold booze to smuggling ships 
generally only accepted cash, but they financed their own liquor 
purchases from European distributors at regular banks because 
selling liquor was a legitimate business in Cuba. Financing the 
smuggling of undocumented immigrants involved a different 
process, though it too was largely a cash business. Would-be 
imm,igrants paid varying rates for transport to the United States 
depending on their perceived risk as cargo. By 1925 or so, the 
market was established enough to charge largely standardized 
prices. Cost, however, varied by race. Invariably, Chinese nationals 
attempting to enter and stay in the United States paid the highest 
prices, usually between $800 and $1000, probably because they 
were so readily identifiable, and thus a risky cargo, though simple 
discrimination likely also played a role. Europeans paid an average 
of about $200 per person. To finance their trip, passengers usually 
paid smugglers a portion of the transport fee in Havana before they 
left, and then deposited the rest with specific Havana businessmen. 
A report to the embassy in Havana detailed the arrangements. 
Noting that two establishments, a - grocery store and a cafe in 
Havana, handled deposits for immigrants, authorities traced the 
financial transactions: "The proprietors of these stores are given 
in deposit the amount of $200 for each alien and they charge $20 
for their services. The officer of the crew taking charge of the alien 
receives $50 in advance payment. If the alien lands safely upon the 
return of the vessel he [the officer] receives the balance $150, if 
the alien is caught and deported to Habana he [the "alien"] gets 
back the amount of $150."43 The Bureau of Immigration outlined 
the general practice with more detail: "When the aliens are landed 
they give receipts to the smugglers and the smugglers return to 
Cuba and present these receipts" to obtain the deposited balance 
of cost of transport. 44 U. S. Coast Guard ships and immigration 
officials occasionally captured would-be immigrants in Florida, and 

42 Note for Files, August 25, 1927, Folder, "Alien Clean-Up-Cuba," Box 60, 
USCGID. 

43 "Report" undated, probably 1924, 811 .1, Vol. 519 (1924), Records of Foreign 
Service Posts, Consular Posts, Havana Cuba, RG 84, NARACP. 

44 Unsigned, Undated report, 3 pages, Case No 5166/31-A, INS. Quote on p. 2. 
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deported them back to Cuba, as the law required undocumented 
immigrants to be returned to where they came from, rather than 
their country of origin. The immigrants merely retrieved the 
balance of their payment in Havana, and waited to try again. 
American officials frequently expressed frustration that they had 
little ability to prevent immigrants from making multiple attempts 
to enter the United States illegally, noting immigrants who had 
made the trip across the Florida straits three and four times 
unsuccessfully, only to return to Cuba to try again. 45 

Bureaucrats saw undocumented immigrants as law violators, 
along with the smugglers who provided them passage. The 
language in these sources betrayed little sympathy for either 
smugglers or the people who sought transportation to the United 
States, though it usually avoided the vitriol that undocumented 
immigrants, or immigration in general, spurred in the popular 
press. Preventing the smuggling of migrants was, in the eyes of 
officials, a problem of enforcement much like the enforcement 
problem involved in preventing the smuggling of liquor. That they 
enforced Prohibition did not mean that officials spurned alcohol 
where it was legal. Indeed, officials in the United States frequently 
corresponded with agents in Havana about their liquor preferences 
and reminisced about drinking together and with other American 
government officials in Havana.46 Nevertheless, government 
officials tasked with enforcing American laws rarely viewed 
would-be immigrants as the innocent victims of traffickers largely 
because they believed the immigrants themselves actively sought 
to circumvent American laws. The media, on the other hand, saw 
undocumented immigrants as a more dangerous and malevolent 
threat, promising to contaminate the wider American population. 
An Atlanta Constitution editorial, for example, called immigrants 
"worthless human scum," while George Creel characterized 
them as "a broad and turgid stream [that] floats little more than 

45 Letter to Mr. I.F. Wixon, Deputy Commissioner, INS from Jame E. Maker and 
Harry A. Ritzke, INS Ellis Island, November 30, 1936, Case File No. 55607 / 457, 
INS. -

46 Conversations about shared drinking figure in the extensive correspondence 
between Charles Root, Commander of Coast Guard Intelligence and Henry 
Kime, an undercover agent in Havana. They also frequently bemoaned the 
bureaucratic difficulties in getting the U.S. government to reimburse agents in 
Havana for their expenses as well as pay them their salaries. See USCG records 
of the Intelligence Division, Kelly's Reports, Box 68, USCGID. 
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human wreckage."47 Article titles like "Breaking into the United 
States" constructed immigrant smuggling notjust as a violation of 
immigration laws, but of the nation itself, and illegal immigrants 
as undesirables whose arrival represented a home invasion.48 The 
Saturday Evening Post ran several articles in the 1920s arguing the 
"[illegal immigrant] came in by the second story ... instead of by 
the front door of the quota. He _really sneaked in . . . . He comes 
in like a burglar yet he wants U. S. to give him an engraved guest 
invitation."49 Unsanctioned immigrants thus threatened the well
being of American society in much the same way that prohibitionists 
believed alcohol did. Both forms of cargo potentially poisoned all 
that' middle-class, white, native-born Americans held dear. 

Yet many of the foreigners who sought entry into the United 
States did not fit such descriptions. Adolinae Marcinskas believed 
herself to be a respectable wife and mother who had already 
established her ability to live appropriately in the United States. 
There were also women, like Fannie Tunic, who traveled alone 
from Russia to Tampa to live with her brother-in-law as a single 
woman appropriately under the supervision of her family. 50 There 
were even a few families who managed to illegally make their way 
to the United States with their small children in tow. Some of them 
had been legal immigrants and residents apparently successful 
enough to afford passage back to their country of origin. They then 
found themselves unexpectedly caught in the web of restrictions 
created by the new immigration laws, and unable to return. Tom 
Koronas, after living in Detroit for twelve years, returned to visit 
Greece in 1922. Upon his arrival, the U. S. consulate in Piraeus 
assured him that he would have no trouble obtaining a visa for 
his return. In 1923, however, he was drafted into the Greek army, 
extending his stay in Greece for twenty-eight months. Despite his 
efforts to return legally, he was unable to obtain a visa to the United 
States because Greece had reached its quota limit. He decided to 

47 "Appearance of Typhus at Any Point is Feared," Anniston Star, February 19, 
1921, p. l; James C. Young, "Breaking in to the United States," World's Work 
49 (November 1924): 55. George Creel, "Melting Pot or Dumping Ground," 
Collier's, September 3, 1921, 9-10; George Creel, "Close the Gates!" Collier's, 
May 6, 1922, 9-10. 

48 Young, "Breaking into the United States," 53-58. 
49 Henry H. Curran, "Smuggling Aliens," Saturday Evening Post,Jailuary 31, 1925, 

p. 12. 
50 U. S. v. Frank Parker et al., Case No. 1526, Box 15, Tampa Cases, 1918-, U. 

S. District Court, Southern District of Florida, RG 21, NARASE, p. 14 of trial 
transcript. 
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take his chances with a smuggler.51 These immigrants had arrived 
initially at a time when restrictions on immigration were few, and 
they freely participated in continuing interaction with family in 
their countries of origin, including travels horn€ for visits. But 
they could not return to the United States unless they could be 
accommodated under their country's quota limits. For them, 
smugglers represented a welcome alternative means of entry. 

Arrival in America for these migrants, however, was neither 
easy nor guaranteed, and Florida's sparsely settled tropical coast 
offered hazards of its own. Numerous would-be immigrants were 
caught as they landed, watched as their smugglers were arrested for 
conspiracy, and then were held until they testified at trial before 
being deported back to where they began (usually Cuba though 
occasionally back to Europe). Smugglers also landed immigrants 
in remote locations on the Florida shore, requiring them to fend 
for themselves. Immigration officials found bedraggled, mosquito
bitten and starving would-be immigrants who had been dumped 
on deserted beaches in the Keys. One group was shipwrecked 
miles from shore and rescued by a commercial ship. 52 Another 
group reported being left to spend two uncomfortable days out 
in the open in April in Key West before being transported to a 
train bound for Miami.53 There was even a report of thirty-five 
skeletons discovered in Florida, people who had starved waiting 
for a boat that was supposed to transport them to the mainland. 54 

Others paid for passage but never made it to the States. Fraudulent 
smugglers would request payment, stow the unsanctioned 
immigrants in the hold, sail along the coast of Cuba for several 
hours until they reached a deserted spot, and then unload their 
cargo, claiming they had reached the United States, deserting 
them with a cheery wave.55 Even worse, smugglers might very well 

51 U.S. v. TomKoronas, Case No. 1410, Box 14, U . S. District Court of the Southern 
District of Florida, Tampa, 1918-, NARASE, pp. 8-10 of trial transcript. 

52 See U.S. v.John Middleton, Case #342, District Court for the Southern District 
of Florida-Key West, Box 5, Criminal Case Files 1908-53, U. S. District Court 
Records, NARASE. 

53 U . S. v. Armando Alfonso, Case #438, District Court for the Southern District 
of Florida- Key West, Box 9, Criminal Case Files, 1908-53, U.S. District Court 
Records, NARASE. -

54 Report of Inspector Fe1i F. Weiss and Inspector Joseph D . Mitchell, "In re: 
Cuban Smuggling," April 4, 1925, p . 20, Folder "Habana Counsel," Box 68, 
USCGID. 

55 "Big Swindles Bared in Alien Smuggling," New York Times,June 29, 1925; "Hoax 
Defrauds Aliens Seeking Entry into US," Clipping dated December 15, 1926; 
Alien Smuggling Information, 1928-41, Box 50; USCGID. 
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jettison contraband cargo, either booze or immigrants, when Coast 
Guard ships appeared. Because "bootleg alien" cargo could testify 
against smuggling rings, some were thrown overboard or were 
killed outright when smugglers believed they spotted authorities .56 

Thus, despite the well-organized aspects of smuggling as a business, 
it remained illegal, and for would-be immigrants caught between a 
panicked smuggler and the Coa§J ..Guard, the results could be fatal. 
For most, however, the greatest risk they faced was being returned 
to Cuba to try again. 

Prohibition laws and immigration quotas thus collapsed 
peo~le and booze into smuggle-able commodities. Smuggling 
operations utilized the same organizations, businesses, and 
transportation networks to accomplish both, all of which was 
possible because of the close proximity of Florida's coast and the 
extensive international networks that connected Cuba, the United 
States, and the rest of the world. The two forms of contraband, 
however, did present some differences. Booze required transport 
to the consumer, and the files of law enforcement are filled with 
notations of booze that successfully made it to Florida's shores 
from Cuba, only to be confiscated on the highways or railroad 
cars while it traveled to its final purchaser. Immigrants, at least 
theoretically, could move themselves . As one government official 
reported, "aliens" were usually "landed and then left to their 
own resources . "57 Once would-be immigrants reached Florida, 
the experience of immigrating without documents or inspection 
transformed according to the immigrant's ethnicity. Smuggling 
European immigrants, many smugglers insisted, was much easier. 
Able to blend in with local populations, they could make their own 
way to their final destinations where they often disappeared into 
the existing immigrant community. 

Chinese nationals, by contrast, faced different challenges. 
Knowing that many Americans viewed all Asians with distrust, 

56 Coast Guard Files contain clippings from newspapers in both the United States 
and Cuba reporting the murder of illegal aliens . They also included memos 
reporting murders as part of their information on suspected smugglers . See 
Havana Post, October 14, 1927; La Prensa, September 15, 1927, Alien Clean
Up- Cuba, Box 60, USCGID. See also "Report 17 Chinese Slain," New York 
Times, January 20, 1927. The murder of Chinese nationals traveling illegally 
from Cuba to the United States also figures prominently in the plot of Ernest 
Hemingway's To Have and Have Not ( 1937) . 

57 Report of Weiss and Mitchell, "in Re: SMUGGLING," March 16, 1925, p. 2, 
Folder "Habana Counsel," Box 68, USCGID. 
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smugglers believed that Asians would inevitably be viewed as 
being in the country illegally. This was not always the case. The 
most convenient route from Asia to the Caribbean, parts of Latin 
America, and perhaps even Europe, was through tihe United States. 
Many Chinese sailed from Asia to San Francisco, disembarked and 
then traveled by railroad through the United States to Florida to 
reach ships that would take them to destinations further south, 
or made the reverse trip . Nevertheless, knowing that their mere 
presence in the United States raised suspicion, Chinese seeking 
to be smuggled often drew up their contracts with smugglers to 
stipulate that they would be delivered to a particular location, 
usually a large east-coast city with a substantial Chinese population 
that made it easier for the illegal alien to assimilate and "pass" as 
legal.58 Networks focusing on traffic in Chinese immigrants thus 
had to extend their operations beyond Florida into the interior of · 
the United States. 

Smuggling networks created procedures that sought to 
transport contraband with as little attention as possible. Some 
organizations utilized the newly built train lines to transport would
be immigrants or alcohol to a larger metropolitan area. Others 
utilized cars driven by hired drivers. Groups weighed the dangers 
of being spotted on the road by a nosey local against the dangers 
of being spotted by an immigration official on a train. 59 Smugglers 
agreed that often the most difficult part of their journey was from 
the beach to what officials called "the bottleneck" of northern 
Florida, where there were only a finite number of possible routes 
north. Immigration or Prohibition officials often waited at well
used bridges and roads stopping vehicles suspected of carrying 
either booze or immigrants.60 To avoid attracting attention, most 
smuggling groups divided their cargo into small groupings for 
travel on shore. 61 

58 Letter from Assistant Commissioner Joseph H . Wallis , to Commissioner of 
Immigration, New Orleans, March 14, 1933, Case No. 55166-318, INS. For a 
discussion of Chinese nationals using the American railroad system to transit 
through the country, see "Smuggling Aliens and Narc_p tics tly'ough Cuba," 
June 28, 1922, p. 5, Case No. 55166/ 31-B, INS. 

59 Letter from Thomas Kirk, Inspector in Charge, Jacksonville, to Commissioner
General oflmmigration, May 10, 1922, Case No. 55166/ 31 , INS. 

60 "Smuggling Activities in State Held Low Despite Growth of Florida Cities," 
Undated clipping, Case File No. 55396/ 10, INS. 

61 Letter from Thomas Kirk, District Director, Immigration Service, Jacksonville, 
to Commissioner-General of Immigration, July 30, 1925, Case File No. 
55396/ 10, INS. 
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Local attitudes along the route shaped the risks that smugglers 
faced. While support for prohibition fluctuated across the country 
and even within communities, the attitude among Americans 
toward the smuggling ofimmigrants, officials suggested, was almost 
entirely a function of one's relationship to the incoming immigrants 
themselves. Folks along the Coast, who feasibly benefited from 
the busi°:ess, might turn a blind eye to smuggling, but the further 
removed from the trade, the less sympathy smuggling evoked. 
Away from immigrant communities and inland from the Florida 
coast, any toleration apparently evaporated. "The ordinary 'Florida 
craclzer' or 'countryman' is very much against the foreigner," one 
customs official wrote, suggesting that in that particular area
inland from Pensacola in very rural and sparsely settled country
most undocumented immigrants had been apprehended by 
vigilant locals. 62 Hostility towards immigrants appeared frequently 
in letters sent to various government agencies from around the 
country as well as from communities caught in the traffic. They 
protested the appearance of foreign workers, or assumed any Asian 
must be in the country illegally. One business owner in Fort Pierce, 
Florida, took his concerns directly to the White House, writing 
President Warren G. Harding prior to the passage of restrictions 
in 1924. It was too easy, he argued, for "skilled runners" to land 
unwanted immigrants and "chaperone [sic] up into the North 
where they can go in hiding." Tougher immigration laws, he 
insisted, would prevent enclaves of ethnicities "within in our midst, 
made up of unassimilated and unassimilatable [sic] material."63 

Floridians protested the presence of what they called "undesirables 
and paupers" arriving from Cuba and pointed out that Cuba 
provided an easy entrance to "the kind of immigrants that the U. 
S. would like not to have come to this country," suggesting that the 
smuggling of immigrants was common knowledge in the area. 64 

Official efforts to thwart immigrant smuggling, however, 
took place in an environment that was not uniformly hostile to 
immigrants. Manywould-be immigrants traveled with the intention 
of joining well-established immigrant communities already in the 

62 Letter from A.G. Watson Jr. Acting Collector, U. S. Customs Service, Tampa 
to the Secretary of the Treasury, October 16, 1924, p. 4 Folder "Miscellaneous 
Data 600-800-listed as 1923-1925," Box 46, USCID. · 

63 Letter to President Warren G. Harding from B. Yorkstone Hogg, September 
19, 1921, and forwarded on to the INS. Case File 55166/ 31A, INS. 

64 Dr. C.E. Berkshire, to INS, December 19, 1922, Case File No. 155166/ 31-73; H. 
Gross to the INS, October 8, 1923, INS. 
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United States- indeed some had even been members of these 
communities before they decided to return to their country 
of origin. Those communities helped facilitate networks that 
aided immigrants, sent them money in Cuba o r- helped with the 
fees smugglers charged for transportation. Officials frequently 
looked with suspicion on particularly visible immigrant groups 
along Florida's coast that they believed helped to smuggle others 
into the country. Officials kept a wary eye on the community of 
Greek sponge divers who made their living from boats off the 
coast of Tampa and Tarpon Springs, Florida, one of whom was 
Sotirios Targakis who transported Adolinae Marcinskas. He was a 
captain of a sponge boat when he was accused of smuggling nine 
immigrants into the United States in 1925. When the prosecutor 
cross examined Nicholas Amourginos and Nick Janeskis, two 
witnesses for the defense, the only question he asked them both 
was whether or not they were Greek, implying their support for the 
defendant stemmed from their common Greek ethnicity. 65 Officials 
were no less attentive in their tracking of networks supporting 
Chinese illegal immigrants. They investigated businesses, such as 
Chinese restaurants and laundries, that they believed harbored 
unauthorized immigrants.66 They did not doubt, and indeed 
frequently confirmed, that immigrant groups were sympathetic 
with the efforts of smugglers.67 

Faced with a steady stream of smuggling attempts, federal 
agents bemoaned the anemic efforts of Florida's law enforcement 
and judicial officers to prevent smuggling. Local sheriffs accepted 
bribes from smuggling syndicates and looked the other way as 
boatloads of booze and immigrants landed on area beaches. 
Judicial officials responsible for trying smugglers of either variety 
were allegedly corrupt as well. Coast Guard Intelligence estimated 
that only one or two counties in Florida were free from corruption 

65 U. S. v. Sotirios Targakis, Case No. 1173, Box 11, U. S. District Court of the 
Southern District of Florida, Tampa, RG 21, NARASE, pp. 30, 32 of trial 
transcript. 

66 Letter from K Hughes (signature illegible) , Commissioner of Immigration, 
Philadelphia to Commissioner-General of Immigration, August 11, 1922, Case 
No. 55166/ 31 , INS. 

67 See Memorandum from Commanding Officer TALLAPOOSA to Commander, 
Gulf Division, RE: Gulf Division commander's telegram 1027-1600, November 
1, 1924, TALLAPOOSA folder, Box 82, USCGID; also Letter from A.G. Watson, 
Jr. Acting Collector, U. S. Customs Service, Tampa to the Secretary of the 
Treasury, October 16, 1924, p. 3 Folder "Miscellaneous Data 600-800-listed as 
1923-1925, Box 46, USCGID. 
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in their law enforcement and judicial systems. A memo from the 
Intelligence Division to the Commandant of the Coast Guard called 
St.Johns and Flagler counties "thoroughly rotten." The sheriff of 
Duval county was "in the smuggling business and is a partner of 
one Paxton who is a notorious smuggler." Smuggling in Brevard 
County was financed by a wealthy woman who was purportedly a 
niece of the local judge. Palm Beach County was "so rotten that I 
cannot attempt to describe the situation in detail. Even the Deputy 
Collector of Customs ... [was] not above suspicion." Dade County 
was "absolutely uncivilized," as was the county surrounding Key 
Wes~. Only Lee and St. Lucie County officials were described as 
clean. 68 U.S. District Courts were apparently little better. Coast 
Guard vessels were instructed to tow seized vessels to either Mobile 
or Savannah when possible, because the District Courts outside of 
Florida were more likely to prosecute smuggling offenses. 

Whether the commodity in question was immigrants or 
liquor, federal government agencies, local law enforcement and 
the military branches occasionally found themselves stepping on 
each other's toes. While there was some evidence of cooperation, 69 

different agencies routinely dismissed the worthiness of their 
counterparts in other agencies. Coast Guard officers disdained 
Prohibition agents. 70 Immigration officials circulated allegations 
made by the Ft. Lauderdale sheriff-that at least one Coast Guard 
unit nearby was involved in the smuggling of"liquor, narcotics, and 
Chinese."71 The Special Deputy collector of Customs in Tampa, 
Florida, in a meeting with the head of Coast Guard Intelligence, 
shared his frustration when two carloads of Customs agents, 
attempting to prevent the landing of a well-known smuggler 
outside of Miami, were detained by local police for alleged traffic 
violations as they sped to the landing site. They were only allowed 
to proceed after proving their authority. 72 Rocky collaboration 
across law enforcement agencies, in short, often worked to prevent 
effective enforcement of the law. 

68 Memo from Intelligence Officer to Commandant, December 12, 1927, Box 10, 
USCGID. 

69 New Smyrna Daily News, May 5, 1926, p. l. 
70 Commander R.L. Jack to Charles Root, August 30, 1929, Folder "Florida 

Seizures," Box 9, USCGID . 
71 Letter to District Director of Immigration, Jacksonville from George Harris, 

Acting Commissioner-General, April 27, 1927, Case File 55166-31H, INS. 
72 Memorandum to File, Charles Root, June 24, 1927, File "Florida Affairs

Confidential", Box 9, USCGID. 
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Such difficulties were compounded by the bureaucratic 
procedures put in place as part of the effort to prevent smuggling. 
One continuing bone of contention was the inability of court 
officials to secure the appearance of witnesses from government 
agencies . The Coast Guard received one blistering complaint from 
a U.S. Attorney in Florida who laid out his frustrations. In so doing, 
he made plain the bureaucratic inefficiencies that made it difficult 
to secure needed testimony, especially of Coast Guard officers 
who were frequently at sea patrolling for smugglers. The District 
Court in Jacksonville attempted to convene a grand jury to bring 
indictments in several smuggling cases. A week before the grand 
jury was scheduled to convene, the court sent a list of its required 
Coast Guard witnesses to the Bureau of Customs at Tampa with 
instructions that Customs should make arrangements to have the 
Coast Guard officers in Jacksonville to testify. On the day Coast 
Guard officers were supposed to testify, the court learned that the 
Bureau of Customs had never taken steps to notify the Coast Guard 
officers and make sure they would be in court. The District Attorney 
noted that as a result of the failure of the witnesses to appear, eight 
to ten cases had to be dismissed. 73 The complex procedures that 
required communication across multiple agencies, even though 
each agency operated within Florida and ostensibly worked together 
to enforce Prohibition and immigration restriction, hindered 
operations. Certainly this was not true in every instance. The Coast 
Guard did successfully seize numerous ships, some of whom were 
towed into port and· their captain, crew, and owner successfully 
prosecuted. But bureaucratic frustrations considerably diluted the 
power to stern the tide of illegal cargo arriving on American shores. 

American officials were certainly frustrated by domestic 
bureaucracy, but they faced additional difficulties. One factor that 
made Cuba such an ideal base for smuggling operations beyond 
proximity and trade relations was the specter of corruption that 
surrounded the Cuban government. 74 Cuban officials themselves 
allegedly profited from the smuggling trade. American government 
officials frequently debated the good faith of Cuban efforts to stern 

73 Letter to Commander Charles Root from W.P. Hughes, Assistant U .S. Attorney 
for the southern District of Florida, October 22, 1928, Folder "Miscellaneous 
Data," Box 48, USCGID. 

74 Rovner notes that sustained political instability and an environment in which 
illegality is rarely or inconsistently punished can foster widespread corruption, 
which in turn allows smuggling to flourish. Such was clearly the case in Cuba 
in tl1e 1920s. Rovner, The Cuban Connection, 6-7. 
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the tide of immigrants heading to American shores from the island 
in violation of United States law. Intelligence officers also noted 
that several smuggling operations bribed Cuban senators and 
Treasury officials to obtain "protection" and assistance for their 
operations, and look away when consular officials from other Latin 
American countries provided forged documents declaring ships 
had unloaded their illegal cargo- in non-American ports. 75 

The experience of smugglers aboard the Antonio Barba illustrates 
the problems of law enforcement across national boundaries. The 
Antonio Barba was a Cuban tugboat with a captain and crew of 
seven. According to the Havana Post, she set sail from Cuba on 
September 10, 1925, clearing port on a charter cruise ostensibly 
to "take a look at Cuba from the waters of the Gulf of Mexico." As 
soon as she was out of the harbor, however, the boat took a turn for 
Florida. Cuban authorities immediately grew suspicious, alerting 
the Naval Station at Key West. An American Coast Guard ship 
sighted the Antonio Barba as she was attempting to unload more 
than forty passengers onto a Florida beach. When confronted, 
these passengers told Coast Guard officers that they had paid for 
passage with the understanding that they would be landed along 
the Florida coast. 76 The Coast Guard boarded and impounded the 
Antonio Barba, arresting her crew. Cqnvicted in October of violating 
immigration laws in federal court in Tampa, the Barba's crew was 
sentenced to two years in the federal penitentiary in Atlanta. 77 

Some American officials considered the conviction of the crew of 
the Antonio Barba as a great victory. "The fact that six aliens-the 
crew of the Antonio Barba-were recently sent to the United States 
Penitentiary in Atlanta from Tampa is having a splendid effect," 
wrote Thomas Kirk to the Commissioner General of Immigration. 
Along with the conviction of another well-known smuggler, Kirk 
believed officials had "smugglers somewhat checked. "78 

75 Memorandum for Intelligence Files, August 14, 1928, Folder "Alien Smuggling 
Information, 1928-41," Box 50, USCGID. 

76 This narrative appeared in the Havana Post, October 12, 1925, a summary of 
which appeared in Coast Guard files. Folder "Alien Smuggling Information, 
1928-41", Box 50, USCGID. 

77 Memo from Officer in Charge L.A. Yancey to Division Commander, "Crew of 
Antonio Barba, conviction of," October 24, 1925, U. S. Coast Guard, Tampa 
Florida, Folder "Alien Smuggling Information, 1928-41," Box 50, USCGID. U. 
S. v. Sam Ferrera et al., case No. 1605, USDC Tampa, Box 17, NARASE. 

78 Letter from Thomas Kirk to Commissioner General of Immigration, 
Department of Labor, November 24, 1925, Case No. 55396/10, INS. 
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Kirk's optimism was short-lived. Within three weeks of her 
capture, the Antonio Barba was released from custody and allowed 
to sail back to her home port with a new captain and crew.79 Upon 
arrival, according to the Havana Post, the Cuban authorities again 
impounded the ship. "The boat has just reached Havana and the 
administration will keep it for its own use, and not return it to its 
former owners, who although not aboard the vessel when she was 
captured, knew of the plans and were willing to charter their vessel 
to smuggle aliens to the United States." The Havana Post cheerily 
assured its readers that the Cuban government was doing its part 
to punish Cubans who violated American laws. Charles Root, 
Commander of Coast Guard Intelligence, was not so sure. His 
scrawled note at the bottom of the transcript of the article conveyed 
his skepticism: "The above is a fraud," he wrote. "If the Antonio 
Barba was held at all it was because some Cuban official needed it 
for his own smuggling ventures."80 Within a year, the Antonio Barba 
had once again come to the attention of American authorities . It 
had been sold to owners of another well-known smuggling outfit, 
renamed the Coco, and was engaged in smuggling liquor out of 
Cuban ports. It was finally put out of the smuggling business 
within a year, but only through the efforts of Mother Nature. It was 
sunk in Havana Harbor in the October 1926 hurricane that would 
decimate Miami as well . 8~ 

The Antonio Barba 's smuggling career ended with the 1926 
hurricane, as did those of numerous other smuggling ships. That 
same hurricane dampened Miami's development as a tourist mecca. 
But despite a momentary lull, the aspects that made smuggling 
between Cuba and Florida a profitable enterprise would continue 
for a few more years. Tied by international trading and travel 
relationships, Florida's location near Cuba, the physical features 
of its coastline, and the long miles of uninhabited beaches made it 
an ideal landing point for both human and spirituous contraband 
from Cuba. The development of rail lines and roadways to facilitate 

79 From Officer In Charge L.A. Yancey to Division Commander, "Antonio Barba, 
release of," October 9, 1925, U.S. Coast Guard, Tampa Florida, Folder "Alien 
Smuggling Information, 1928-41," Box 50, USCGID. 

80 See note at bottom of transcript of Havana Post article, "Alien Smuggling 
Information, 1928-41," Box 50, USCGID. 

81 Letter from L. C. Andrews to Secretary of State, October 18, 1926, 
Correspondence, Diplomatic Posts, Vol. 191 (1926), 8ll.4 Memos on Various 
Smuggling Ships, Diplomatic Posts-Cuba, RG 84, NARACP; Listing of 
muggling ships, Havana, Cuba, June 3, 1927, p . 5, Habana Counsel Folder, 

Box 68, USCGID. 
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the expansion of tourism provided the means by which liquor and 
hopeful travelers could be transported to points further north. 
The willingness of many of its inhabitants to ignore the law allowed 
both commodities to slip through the net of the law enforcement. 
Despite the best efforts of American authorities to force Cuban 
officials to enforce American laws, the black market in transporting 
both liquor and immigrants continued. These factors would cease 
to matter only when the circumstances that made the 1920s a 
smugglers' heyday disappeared. That would happen with the 
repeal of Prohibition in 1933 and arrival of the Great Depression, 
which vastly reduced the number ofimmigrants seeking entry to the 
United States via Florida. But for a time, the parallel restrictions on 
immigration and on the manufacture, sale, and transportation of 
high-end distilled spirits created the potential for a lucrative black 
market for smugglers. Would-be immigrants and liquor became 
profitable commodities for shipment, with the waters between 
Florida and Cuba a convenient transit point for both. This was 
no mystery to the various American officials tasked with enforcing 
prohibitions against both, who sought to extend American law 
enforcement across the Florida straits and into Cuba itself. The 
realities of their bureaucracies, however, made it difficult for them 
to act in concert against the illegal traffic. And regardless, they 
often confronted a local culture of law enforcement in both Cuba 
and Florida that tolerated, and even participated in, the dispersal of 
liquor and was often unwilling to interrupt their operations to deal 
with human contraband, even if they themselves shared the racist 
and xenophobic attitudes enshrined in immigration restrictions. 

The potential of Florida as an entry point enabled the flow 
of illicit alcohol and would-be immigrants to become entangled, 
in the process connecting the state to a transnational commerce 
in goods and people that included Cuba and that continued 
despite the passages of laws to prohibit both. The not unexpected 
side effect of new leg_islation restricting immigration was the 
creation of a ready supply of immigrants eager to take advantage 
of an already existing market. The potential profit for smugglers 
encouraged them to respond to the growing demand for illegal 
entry from Havana into the United States through Florida. For 
immigrants, despite the risks of capture, deportation,. or perhaps 
even death at the hands of unscrupulous smugglers, they crossed 
the globe regardless of the law. For law enforcement, the differing 
perceptions of the two forms of contraband made little practical 
difference. In the 1920s, they could not effectively stop either. 



The Johns Committee: A Historiographic Essay 

byJudith G. Poucher 

Editor's Note: The four pieces included in this section of 
the Florida Historical Quarterly highlight scholarship related 
to the Johns Committee (Florida Legislative Investigation 
Committee). Established in 1956, the Johns Committee 
was created by the Florida Legislature to investigate 
individuals and groups deemed subversive. Readers of 
the historiographic essay and the three reviews also may 
want to read Karen Graves, "Confronting a 'Climate of 
Raucous and Carnival Invasion': The AAUW Takes on the 
Johns Committee," FHQ 85, no. 2 (Fall 2006): 154-176 
and Judith G. Poucher, "Raising Her Voice: Ruth Perry, 
Activist andJournalistfor the Miami NAACP," FHQ85, no. 
4 (Spring 2006): 517-540. 

k more Johns Committee sources become available m 
both traditional and online format, scholars can benefit 
rom an analysis of key primary and secondary sources 

on the Committee. This essay examines the evolution of Johns 
Committee historiography, originating with Steven F. Lawson and 
followed by the works of James Schnur, Stacy Braukman, Judith 
Poucher, and Karen L. Graves. The latter four authors are the only 
scholars who have written both book-length studies and articles 
solely on the Committee. The essay concludes with a review of 
recent developments inJohns Committee histori-0graphy. 

-
Judith G. Poucher is a retired Professor of History at Florida State College in 
Jacksonville. She is the author of State of Defiance: Challengi,ng the johns Committee's 
Assault on Civil Liberties (2014). 

[74] 
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Steven F. Lawson's essay, "The Florida Legislative Investigation 
Committee and the Constitutional Readjustment of Race Relations, 
1956--1963,"1 was the first published scholarship on the Johns 
Committee. Appearing in 1989, his essay was preceded by a 
master's thesis completed by his University of South Florida (USF) 
graduate student, Bonnie Stark, in 1985.2 Although her thesis 
was written before the Johns Committee Papers were unsealed 
in 1993, Stark's interviews with several of the Committee's key 
players, including Chair Charley Johns and Chief Investigator R. J. 
Strickland, give unique value to her work. Lawson also wrote his 
essay before the Committee's Papers were opened, but he used the 
Florida Bar Association's archive, which includedJohns Committee 
transcripts and other documents on the National Association for the 
Advancement for Colored People (NAACP). Lawson's seminal essay 
focused on the NAACP's legal battle against the Johns Committee, 
fought first in Miami and eventually in a 1963 U.S. Supreme Court 
case. Lawson also explored the significance of the case: that the 
Supreme Court's ruling gave the Constitutional right of associational 
privacy higher standing than a state's right to investigate.3 

Johns Committee scholars will always be indebted to James 
Schnur, also Lawson's student, who worked with local legislators to 
unseal the Committee's Papers in 1993. Meticulously researched, 
Schnur's 1995master's thesis was thefirststudytouse the Committee's 
records and is the only full history of the Committee to focus equally 
on the various groups targeted by the Johns Committee. Schnur 
also examined the socio-political climate that both produced the 
Committee and ended it. Despite being unpublished and almost 
twenty years old, his master's thesis is still the benchmark for quality 
Johns Committee research because of his wide, yet in-depth use of 
key primary sources.4 Foremost among Schnur's major primary 
sources are the Johns Committee Records. 5 Schnur also made 

1 Steven F. Lawson, "The Florida Legislative Investigation Committee and the 
Constitutional Readjustment of Race Relations, 1956-1963," in An Uncertain 
Tradition: Constitutionalism and the History of the South, ed. Kermit L. Hall and 

James W. Ely, Jr. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989), 296-325. 
2 Bonnie Stark, "McCarthyism in Florida: Charley Johns and the Florida 

Legislative Investigation Committee, July 1956 to July 1965" (MA thesis, 
University of South Florida, 1985). 

3 Lawson, "Florida," 319, 306-315. 
4 James Schnur, "Cold Warriors in the Hot Sunshine: The Johns Committee's 

Assault on Civil Liberties in Florida, 1956-1965" (MA thesis, University of 
South Florida, 1995). 

5 Florida Legislative Investigation Committee, Records, RG 940, State Archives 
of Florida, Tallahassee. 
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ample use of many other archival sources, including, at USF, the 
papers of President John Allen, USF Public Information Director 
John Egerton, Miami NAACP officer Ruth Perry, and Florida 
NAACP field secretary Robert Saunders. USF's University Archives 
files on the Committee were a major source for Schnur as well. 6 He 
also used key sources from the University of Florida (UF), including 
the NAACP Papers, UF's American Association of University 
Professors (AAUP) chapter records, and Papers of UF professor 
Sig Diettrich and President]. Wayne Reitz. 7 Schnur utilized files 
from both UF's and Florida State University's (FSU's) University 
Archives as well. 8 Making good use of the State Archives of Florida, 
Schnur, an archivist himself, found some missingJohns Committee 
files in the Clerk of the House of Representatives Papers.9 He 
utilized other state documents also, including Correspondence by 
Governors Collins and Johns and the Journal of the Senate,10 among 
others. Other primary sources figure prominently in Schnur's 
work, including interviews and contemporary news accounts from 
major Florida newspapers11 (plus the UF Alligator, the FSU Flambeau, 
and the USF Grade) and from the national gay publication, ONE. 12 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

L_ ___________ -

John Allen Papers, University of South Florida Library, Tampa; John Egerton 
Papers; Ruth Perry Papers; and Robert and Helen Saunders Papers, all at 
the University of South Florida Library, Tampa. USF also holds interviews 
of Robert Saunders in its Florida Studies Collection, available at ~ 
scholarcommons.usf.edu / flstud oh / (accessed July 24, 2014) . See also Lewis 
Mayhew, ed. , Intellectual Tone for a State University (Tampa: University of South 
Florida, 1981) , 1-28. 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Papers, Part III, 
Series C; American Association of University Professors, University of Florida 
Chapter Records; Sigismond deRudesheim Diettrich Papers; and ]. Wayne 
Reitz Papers, all at the University of Florida Library, Gainesville . 
See also ACLU of Florida Papers, 1955-1981; and the William E. Carleton 
Papers, both at the University of Florida Library; Doak S. Campbell, "A 
University in Transition," Florida State University Studies no. 40 (1964); and 
Faculty Dead Files, Florida State University Library, Tallahassee. 
Clerk of the House of Representatives Papers, RG 920, State Archives of 
Florida. 
Governor Leroy Collins, Correspondence, RG 102, State Archives of Florida; 
Governor Dan McCarty and Governor Charley Johns~ Correspondence, RG 
102, State Archives of Florida; Florida Legislature, journal of the Senate. See 
in particular the years 1949 through 1957 (biannually) and the extraordinary 
session of 1956. 
These include the Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, Miami Herald, Orlando 
Sentinel, St. Petersburg Times, Tallahassee Democrat, and the Tampa Tribune, among 
others. 
Many articles from ONE are re-printed in Jim Kepner, Rough News, Daring Views: 
1950s Pioneering Gay Press journalism (New York: Haworth Press, 1998) . 
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Schnur set a high research standard for the three scholars that 
would follow him. 

Schnur synthesized themes from his thesis and examined 
the Johns Committee's targeting of gays across Florida in "Closet 
Crusaders: The Johns Committee and Homophobia, 1956-1965," 
published in 1997. Schnur also analyzed the Committee's various 
definitions of homosexuality, Committee tactics, and how it viewed 
its role in preserving the status quo in a conservative, heterosexual, 
Communist-fearing society. 13 

Having evolved from examining the legal impact of the Johns 
Committee to chronicling its full history, Committee historiography 
took another turn in 1999. As foreshadowed two years earlier in 
Schnur's essay, Stacy Braukman (yet another Lawson student) 
completed her dissertation on the Johns Committee's interweaving 
of communism, sexuality, and race. Braukman delved further 
into issues raised in Schnur's essay, particularly the Committee's 
extension of the Cold War term, "subversive," to encompass not 
only communists but also homosexuals and civil rights activists. 
Although she devoted chapters to the committee's pursuit of 
the NAACP and the investigation of USF, most of Braukman 's 
dissertation focused on the Committee's campaign against gays 
and lesbians. 14 She also published an article in Feminist Studies 
that centered on how the Johns Committee conflated gay men 
and lesbians into a political enemy, seeing them as mentally ill, 
hypersexual predators, and criminals. As an example, Braukman 
examined the Committee's interrogation of former residents and 
a teacher at the Florida Industrial School for Girls, a reform school 
in Ocala. Braukman found that the essence of the questions posed 
by Committee investigators underscored the stereotype of lesbians 
as unstable, oversexed, predatory scofflaws. 15 

Braukman, whose work was more narrowly focused than 
Schnur's, used fewer primary sources. From the State Archives 
of Florida, she used, in addition to the Johns Committee Papers 
and the Clerk of the House of Representative Papers, Governor 

13 James Schnur, "Closet Crusaders: The Johns Committee and Homophobia, 
1956-1965," in Carryin' On in the Gay and Lesbian South, ed. John Howard (New 
York: New York University Press, 1997), 132-163. 

14 Stacy Braukman, "Anticommunism and the Politics of Sex and Race in Florida, 
1954-1965" (PhD diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1999). 

15 Stacy Braukman, "'Nothing Else Matters But Sex': Cold War Narratives of 
Deviance and the Search for Lesbian Teachers in Florida, 1959-1963," Feminist 
Studies 27 (Fall 2001): 553-576. 
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Leroy Collins' Correspondence and the Florida Department of 
Education Records. 16 Braukman also utilized resources from USF 
(including the Allen and Egerton Papers) as well as UF, including 
both the Diettrich and Reitz Papers and other documents from 
the University Archives.17 Like Schnur, she also -made use of the 
NAACP Papers and contemporary news accounts from most of the 
newspapers used by Schnur as well as ONE magazine. 

Two years after Braukman's article was published, Johns 
Committee historiography took another turn with the work of 
Judith Poucher. Her essay, "One Woman's Courage: Ruth Perry 
and the Johns Committee," took Committee studies into the area 
of biographical scholarship. Perry was a Miami NAACP officer, 
and Poucher showed that Perry blatantly defied the Committee 
through her work as a journalist and her testimony during the 
Johns Committee hearings. 18 In 2006, Poucher examined Perry's 
other activist work for the NAACP and her growth as a civil rights 
journalist in "Raising Her Voice: Ruth Perry, Activist and Journalist 
for the Miami NAACP." Published in the Florida Historical Quarterly 
(FHQ) the essay continued Poucher's biographical approach to 
Committee historiography.19 

In the same year, the FHQ also published the work of Karen 
L. Graves, who analyzed the Committee from the standpoint of its 
impact on education. Her essay contrasted the American Association 
of University Women's (AAUW) response to the Johns Committee's 
USF investigation with the reaction of the USF chapter of the AAUP. 
Graves showed that, while AAUP committees studied professors' 
rights and issued legal guidelines but did not openly challenge the 
Committee, the AAUW investigated and publicized the Committee's 
abuse of power and violation of its mandate, seeking openly to 
dismantle the Committee.20 In 2007, Graves' essay, "Doing the 
Public's Business: Florida's Purge of Gay and 1"esbian Teachers, 1959-

16 Florida Department of Education Records, State Archives of Florida. 
17 See Records of the American Association of University Professors, Florida 

chapter, and Gene Baro Papers, both in the University of Florida Library. 
18 Judith Poucher, "One Woman's Courage: Ruth Perry and the Johns 

Committee," in Making Waves: Female Activists in Twentieth Century Florida, ed. 
Jack E. Davis and Kari Frederickson (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 
2003)' 229-249. 

19 Judith Poucher, "Raising Her Voice: Ruth Perry, Activist andJournalist for the 
Miami NAACP," Florida Historical Quarterly 84, no. 4 (Spring 2006): 517-540. 

20 Karen Graves, "Confronting a 'Climate of Raucous and Carnival Invasion': The 
AAUW Takes on the Johns Committee," Florida Historical Quarterly 85, no. 2 
(Fall 2006): 154-176. 
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1964," appeared in Educational Studies. Looking at the roles played 
by the Johns Committee, the Florida Department of Education, the 
Florida Education Association, and the state supreme court, Graves 
demonstrated how oppression of gays and lesbians became a form 
of institutionalized state homophobia. In doing so, she showed how 
the Committee's legacy restricted the lives of gays and lesbians long 
after the Johns Committee's demise. 21 

As is often the case with scho_lars, Graves developed her work 
into a book-length study, published in 2009 as And They Were 
Wonderful Teachers: Florida's Purge of Gay and Lesbian Teachers. The 
book analyzed the reactions of interrogated teachers, contrasted 
the NAACP and USF investigations with the interrogations 
of schoolteachers, analyzed the turf war between the Johns 
Committee and the Department of Education, and definitively 
set the Committee's witch hunt for teachers within the context 
of educational history. Ultimately, Graves argued, freeing gay and 
lesbian teachers from oppression will also be a major step toward 
ending homophobia throughout American society. 22 

Graves' scholarship, focusing on the impact of the Johns 
Committee on education, uses a narrower variety of primary sources 
in contrast to Schnur and Braukman. Surprisingly, Graves' book 
does not have a bibliography. She used the Johns Committee Papers 
but not the Clerk of the House Papers or the Governor Collins 
Correspondence utilized by the three other authors. However, 
like Braukman, Graves used Florida Department of Education 
Records. Unlike the other three authors, Graves employed the 
Broward Culpepper Papers and the Education in Florida series, 
both housed at UF as well as Superintendent Thomas Bailey's 
Papers at the University of West Florida. 23 She also used the Florida 
Education Association Papers from the State Archives. 24 At USF, 
she used the Papers of Representative Terrell Sessums, Egerton, 
Perry, and the AAUW. 25 In regard to interviews, she used the USF 
Silver Anniversary Oral History Series and interviewed Margaret 

21 Karen Graves, "Doing the Public's Business: Florida's Purge of Gay and Lesbian 
Teachers, 1959-1964," EducationalStudies41, no. I (2007): 7-32. 

22 Karen Graves, And They Were Wonderful Teachers: Florida s Purge of Gay and Lesbian 
Teachers (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009) . 

23 J. Broward Culpepper Papers and "Education in Florida" Series, both in the 
University of Florida Library; Thomas D. Bailey Papers, University of West 
Florida Library, Pensacola. 

24 Florida Education Association Papers, State Archives of Florida. 
25 Terrell Sessums Papers and American Association of University Women Papers, 

both in the University of South Florida Library, Tampa. 
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Fisher. 26 In addition to ONE, Graves also used most of the major 
Florida newspapers but not the UF Alligator or the USF Oracle. 

By 2012, Stacy Braukman had also expanded her dissertation 
as well as her article into a well-written book, bringing Johns 
Committee historiography back to an earlier focus on gay history. 
After covering the Committee's assault on the NAACP, Braukman 
examined the Committee's hunt for gays and lesbians at UF, the 
Committee's lengthy statewide battle against gays and lesbians, and 
the USF investigation and its aftermath. She ultimately argued that 
the South's Red Scare, continuing even after McCarthyism was in 
decline nationally, helped to link the conservatism of the Cold War 
era with the culture wars of the New Right in the 1970s and beyond. 
Braukman also compared Anita Bryant's 1977 anti-gay campaign 
with the Johns Committee witch hunts, showing that many of the 
Committee's ideas about gay and lesbian teachers reappeared not 
only in Bryant's evangelical rants but also in later Moral Majority 
rhetoric. 27 

The most recent turn in Johns Committee's historiography has 
actually been a return, in this case to the biographical approach 
to Committee studies. In State of Defiance: Challenging the Johns 
Committee's Assault on Civil Liberties ( 2014), Poucher, like Graves 
and Braukman, developed and expanded her prior work. In this 
collective biography, each chapter is a chronicle of defiance: the 
story of a Floridian who refused to cooperate with the Committee. 
Beginning with Virgil Hawkins' nine-year battle to integrate UF 
Law School and continuing with the story of Ruth Perry, the 
book then shifts to the gay witch hunts at UF, where professor 
Sig Diettrich sacrificed his career rather than cooperate with 
the Johns Committee. The book also includes the story of G. G. 
Mock, a lesbian bartender who refused to name names and was 
sent to prison. The last Floridian featured is Margaret Fisher, a 
USF professor and administrator who confused and frustrated the 
Committee but gave her inquisitors no significant information. 
Poucher argues that the cumulative defiance by these five Floridians 
was part of a groundswell of opposition that eventually put an end 
to the Johns Committee.28 

26 Silver Anniversary Oral History Series, University of South Florida. 
27 Stacy Braukman, Communists and Perverts under the Palms: The johns Committee in 

Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2012). 
28 Judith Poucher, State of Defiance: Challenging the johns Committee's Assault on Civil 

Liberties (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014). 
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Poucher's scholarship used many archival sources in addition 
to the Johns Committee and Clerk of the House Papers. Among 
state documents, she used the Correspondence of Governors 
Collins and Johns, the Journal of the Senate, and the Allen Morris 
Collection.29 At FSU, Poucher utilized the Morris Papers as well as 
the Jackson Ice Papers, a series of interviews by Ice with local civil 
rights activists and state officials of the mid-1950s.30 At UF, Poucher 
employed the Diettrich and Reitz Papers, records of the UF 
chapter of the AAUP, and files from the University Archives. 31 She 
used the Papers of Allen, Egerton, Perry, Saunders, and Margaret 
Fisher at USF, in addition to the Johns Committee files within both 
the Allen and Egerton Papers. 32 Poucher also utilized the NAACP 
Papers as well as the President George Gore Papers from Florida 
Agricultural and Mechanical University. 33 She used a number of 
interview sources, including the Dubin interviews (housed with the 
Florida Law Review) and the Proctor Oral History Series, both at UF, 
as well as USF's Silver Anniversary Oral History Series. 34 She also 
interviewed Ruth Perry's daughter, Robert Saunders, G. G. Mock, 
and Margaret Fisher. Finally, in addition to the UF Alligator and the 
USF Oracle, Poucher utilized all of the major Florida newspapers for 
contemporary accounts and employed articles from ONE as well. 

Developments in Johns Committee studies in recent years saw 
the opening of Margaret Fisher's papers in 2008. Housed at USF, 
the files contain a wealth of primary source material, including 
Fisher's lecture notes, photos, a self-study from her undergraduate 
years, awards, programs from a variety of conferences for which she 

29 Allen Morris Collection, State Library of Florida, Tallahassee. Morris was a 
political columnist and clerk of the House of Representatives for twenty years. 

30 . Allen Morris Papers and Jackson Ice Papers, both in the Florida State University 
Library. 

31 American Association of University Professors; University of Florida Chapter 
Papers, University of Florida Library. See also University of Florida, College of 
Business Administration Archives, University of Florida Library. 

32 Margaret Fisher Papers, University of South Florida Library, Tampa. 
33 George W. Gore Papers, Black Archives, Florida A & M University Library, 

Tallahassee. 
34 The Dubin interviews (transcripts in the files of the Florida Law Review at the 

University of Florida) include Virgil Hawkins' niece; his attorney, Horace Hill; 
and Robert Saunders. The Proctor Series includes Leroy Collins, Charley 
Johns, and Frances (Mrs.J. Wayne) Reitz, as well as some University of Florida 
faculty and staff. The University of South Florida's Silver Anniversary interviews 
include Grace Allen, Charles Arnade, Margaret Fisher, and other faculty and 
administrators. 
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was often a presenter, correspondence, course files, her dissertation 
manuscript, her curriculum vitae, and a list of her publications.35 

In recent years, both the State Archives of Florida and UF 
have made a few Johns Committee documents available online. 
Those documents include the Committee's 1961 transcript on 
the Southern Conference Educational Fund; 1964 investigative 
reports on meetings of both the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference and the Ku Klux Klan (written by the Committee's 
undercover agent); the Johns Committee 's infamous "Purple 
Pamphlet" (officially titled "Homosexuality and Citizenship in 
Florida") from 1964; and the Johns Committee's 1965 report on 
racial unrest in St. Augustine.36 

The year 2012 saw the entrance of the University of Central 
Florida (UCF) into the field of Johns Committee historiography. 
First, honors students under the direction of history professor 
Robert Cassanello and film professor Lisa Mills produced an 
award-winning documentary, The Committee. 37 Students interviewed 
Graves and Poucher, among others, for the film. This is the third 
documentary on the Johns Committee, preceded by Dark Legacy, 
produced in 1994 by WFSU Television (the Tallahassee PBS 
affiliate), and by Behind Closed Doors, Alison Beutke's 1999 film 
produced at UF.38 After the UCF documentary was completed in 
2012, Lisa Mills began work on a Johns Committee website. 39 She 
plans to place the UCF documentary on the site as well as interview 
excerpts. Mills will also post documents from the Committee's 
files, including some transcripts. 40 Most of these documents will be 
available to the general public for the first time in digital format. 

What does the future hold for Johns Committee historiography? 
Certainly such resources as USF's Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender History and Women's History Collections,41 as well as 

35 Fisher Papers, passim. 
36 Available respectively at www.ufdc.ufl.edu; www.floridamemory.com; and (for 

both the Purple Pamphlet and St. Augustine report) http: / / palmm.fcla.edu 
(all accessed July 2 4, 2014) . 

37 The Committee. Dir. and Prod. by Robert Cassanello and Lisa Mills. 2011. UCF's 
Regional Initiative for Collecting the History, Experiences, and Stories of 
Central Florida. 30 mins. http:/ / ucfjcdocfilm.tumblr.com/ (accessed July 24, 
2014) . 

38 Dark Legacy, Dir. by Chris Thompson. 1994; Behind Closed Doors, Dir. Alison 
Beutke. 1999. 

39 See http://riches.cah.ucf.edu/ committee/ (accessedJuly 24, 2014). 
40 Lisa Mills, e-mail to author, June 5, 2013. 
41 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender History Collection and Women's 

History Collection, both in the University of South Florida Library, Tampa. 
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the university's Silver Anniversary Oral History Series, will continue 
to provide ample resources for ongoing projects. The same is true 
of UF's Proctor Oral History Series. Such an online presence for 
Johns Committee sources bodes well for Committee scholarship, 
as does greater student involvement. Just as Johns Committee 
historiography began with professor Steven Lawson, continued 
with his students, and progresses with UCF students today, so 
Committee scholarship could continue to be a result of teacher
student collaboration. 
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Communists and Perverts under the Palms: The johns Committee in 
Florida, 1956-1965. By Stacy Braukman. (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2012. Acknowledgements, photographs, 
notes, bibliography, notes. Pp. xiii, 272. $69.95 cloth.) 

Stacy Braukrnan's history of the Florida Legislative Investigation 
Committee (FLIC) serves not only to recount the complex narrative 
of the state legislative committee that emerged in response to the 
Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decisions. In detailing 
the committee's trajectory from a stance of massive resistance 
to an all-encompassing defense of conservative cultural values, 
Braukrnan makes the case that the Johns Committee (named for 
state senator Charley Johns) employed a vocabulary and fashioned 
strategies that would resurface in late-twentieth-century New Right 
discourse on political, racial, and sexual subversion. Tracing the 
connections the Florida committee drew between communism, 
white supremacy, and homosexuality affords Braukrnan a platform 
for analyzing a paradigm of a conservative ideology that stretched 
beyond the Cold War. 

Communists and Perverts under the Palms is the most 
comprehensive treatment of the Johns Committee, making it 
essential reading for those interested in this intriguing aspect of 
Florida history. Braukman presents the work in chronological 
style, from the 1956 origins of the committee to its 1965 demise 
in chapters that coordinate with biennial se~sions of the Florida 
Legislature. An epilogue focuses on the 1977 campaign to rescind 
an antidiscrimination ordinance in Dade County, infamously 
connected to Anita Bryant and a pivotal point in the national gay 
rights movement. 

The initial concern of the FLIC was to stall desegregation 
by investigating the NAACP. The committee held hearings in 
1957 and 1958 regarding an ongoing desegregation case at the 
University of Florida law school, a bus boycott in Tallahassee, and 
school desegregation in Miami. But it ran into a legal roadblock 
when it demanded access to NAACP membership records in an 
ill-fated effort to expose communist influence in the civil rights 
organization. The maneuver tied up the FLIC in courts until 1963, 
when the U.S. Supreme Court sided with the NAACP. The Johns 
Committee's interest in homosexuality began in 1958 with an 
undercover investigation at the University of Florida. As Braukman 
notes, " [ t] he use of homosexuals as a political target in Florida 
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had ominous consequences for gay teachers and students during 
the years that followed" (74). Scores were expelled and lost their 
teaching credentials. Buoyed by the election of Governor C. Farris 
Bryant, who proved a better ideological fit with the FLIC than his 
predecessor, the Johns Committee took up new lines of investigation 
in the 1960s. The committee collaborated with the Florida 
Children's Commission to root out obscenity, pornography, and 
homosexuality; it took aim at these issues along with communism 
and general teaching practices at the University of South Florida in 
a wide-ranging 1962 investigation; it kept an eye on demonstrations 
in St. Augustine and Gainesville that characterized a new phase 
in the civil rights movement and gathered information on peace 
activists who protested the proliferation of nuclear weapons. In 
1964 the Johns Committee miscalculated the impact of its release 
of Homosexuality and Citizenship in Florida, a report that offended 
many citizens. No attempt was made to extend the committee's 
charter during the 1965 session of the legislature. 

Braukman distinguishes her work from other scholarship on 
the FLIC, by approaching the evidence with an emphasis on the 
committee's perspective. She explains, "[t]o a certain extent we 
must take the committee at its word" regarding fears of political 
subversion and sexual perversion (12). Her goal is "to understand 
the committee's agenda and its supporters' views of a changing 
world in order to explain why its _mission resonated during and 
beyond its lifetime ... " (15). Braukman claimed this conceptual 
ground in her 1999 dissertation, leaving others to analyze the 
impact of the Johns Committee's actions on its targets. 

Braukman is adept at drawing from archival materials that 
support the primary research for this book, and effectively places 
her study in the context of the historiography on massive resistance, 
segregation, anti-communism, and sexuality. Her contribution to 
this literature is clear. First, her analysis highlights the centrality 
of sexuality in the volatile political landscape regarding other 
twentieth-century social issues: desegregation, civil rights, juvenile 
delinquency, and obscenity. Second, Braukman brings her skill as a 
historian to bear in the seamless weaving between salient episodes 
of the Johns Committee history and relevant connections to the 
national context. For example, she reinforces the discussion of the 
committee's attack on the NAACP with information on responses to 
Brown throughout the South. Her examination of the ·committee's 
efforts to purge the school system of homosexuals is placed into 
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the larger context of mid-century conceptions regarding sexuality. 
Similarly, one learns about national battles over obscene literature, 
concerns regarding teen culture, and the 1960s shift in civil 
rights strategies, as information on the broader range of FLIC 
investigations unfolds. The result is, at once, a solid history of the 
Johns Committee and an accessible vehicle for understanding mid
twentieth century American politics. 

Braukman takes great care to underscore the point that 
"Florida was not alone" regarding the action items in the Johns 
Committee's agenda (112). This is evident not only from the 
detailed writing that constitutes the main text; it surfaces, perhaps 
more subtly, in the epigraphs for each chapter. The sources for 
these framing comments range from the Georgia Board of Regents 
to]. Edgar Hoover, with none, save Anita Bryant, speaking explicitly 
to Florida. 

Much as Braukman plumbs Florida history as a means for 
understanding a broader ideological terrain, Communists and 
Perverts Under the Palms appeals to a twofold audience. Some readers 
will appreciate the book for the thorough picture it provides of the 
Johns Committee, period. Scholars interested in civil rights history, 
anti-communism, histories of sexuality and education will value 
the clarity that emerges through a study of one frightful period of 
state-sanctioned impositions. Braukman 's effort to gauge shifting 
cultural currents under the palms enhances our knowledge of the 
politics that followed in the wake of the Cold_ War. 

Karen Graves Denison University 
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State of Defiance: Challengi,ng the Johns Committee's Assault on Civil 
Liberties. By Judith G. Poucher. (Gainesville: University Press 
of Florida, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, 
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xiv, 204. $24.95.) 

The McCarthyite witch hunts of the Florida Legislative 
Investigation Committee (FLIC) have attracted scholarly interest 
for three decades. Frequently known as the Johns Committee due 
to the central role that longtime state senator Charley E. Johns 
had on shaping the FLIC's agenda, this interim committee of the 
Florida legislature attempted to quash civil rights, curtail academic 
freedom and civil liberties, and unearth "subversive" influences 
between 1956 and 1965. Although other states conducted anti
communist investigations and many Southern states also sought to 
connect the nascent civil rights movement to a larger conspiracy 
directed by outside agitators, the Johns Committee's use of paid 
informants to catch "sex deviants" and its obsession with targeting 
gay, lesbian, and bisexual Floridians gave the FLIC a uniquely 
perverted character. 

Judith G. Poucher, a retired professor at Florida State College 
in Jacksonville, has spent more than a decade reconstructing the 
tactics used by the FLIC at different points in its existence. State 
of Defiance focuses on five individuals, offering robust stories of 
their earlier years, their tense maµients interacting with hostile 
committee investigators during interrogations, and how each of 
them moved beyond those difficult episodes. Rather than casting 
these individuals as hopeless "victims" of the Johns Committee, 
Poucher illustrates the way that each of these five helped to weaken 
the committee. 

Poucher's work comes as part of the third generation of 
historiography on the Johns Committee. Most scholarly work 
from the first two generations hailed from faculty and students 
associated with the University of South Florida (USF). In the mid-
1980s, Steven F. Lawson-then a faculty member at USF's Tampa 
campus-served as the major professor for Bonnie Stark's 1985 
master's thesis. Lawson, who reviewed Poucher's manuscript, also 
published an account of the committee in 1989. Neither Lawson 
nor Starke had the benefit of accessing the records of the FLIC 
in their research, since the legislature's lawyers deemed them 
exempt from Florida's public records law. The second generation 
of Johns Committee scholars, Stacy Braukman and the reviewer, 
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both graduates of USF, had access to the approximately 30,000 
pages ofFLIC documents that opened to public scrutiny onJuly 1, 
1993. Judith Poucher and Karen Graves (And They Were Wonderful 
Teachers: Florida 's Purge of Gay and Lesbian Teachers, Univ. of Illinois, 
2009) represent two important researchers of the third generation, 
integrating elements uncovered by scholars during the 1980s and 
1990s, and adding new context in their publications. 

Poucher's book examines the lives of Virgil Hawkins, Ruth 
Perry, Sig Diettrich, G . G. Mock, and Margaret Fisher, emphasizing 
their experiences with the Johns Committee. For those familiar 
with the writings of Braukman, Lawson, Stark, and the reviewer, 
the five "ordinary" people Poucher focuses on will be familiar 
names. Whereas earlier historical treatments described the difficult 
moments they faced before the Johns Committee's investigators 
called their next witness and these five exited the stage, Poucher 
has instead offered a narrative that keeps them in the center of 
the stage as they encountered and resisted the committee. She 
adds rich biographical information that shows their sources of 
support, the strength of their resolve, and their ability to resist and 
persevere. 

Each of the five persons Poucher selected serves as a paradigm 
for the history of the FLIC's investigations. An opening chapter 
describes the Johns Committee's inception by examining how 
Virgil Hawkins's desire to integrate the law school at the University 
of Florida (UF) placed him on a collision course with Charley 
Johns and other "Pork Chop" lawmakers who hoped to preserve 
racial segregation. The second chapter details the February 1957 
hearings that Senator Johns, FLIC counsel Mark Hawes, and 
other committee members hoped would cast Hawkins as nothing 
but a pawn used by NAACP lawyers. Poucher expertly showed 
how Hawkins, despite a lack of formal legal training, frustrated 
committee lawyers and helped to open the doors, allowing other 
African Americans to integrate public institutions of higher 
learning. 

After introducing Ruth Perry in the second chapter as a white 
librarian and officer of the Miami and state NAACP branches, 
Poucher builds upon her previously published work on Perry in 
the book's third chapter. More than a librarian who raised her 
voice, Perry played an important role in building support for the 
Miami chapter's membership, used print and broadcast media to 
raise awareness of the struggle and committee investigations, and 
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protected NAACP membership records while facing incessant 
threats from members of the White Citizens' Council. The 
chapters on Sig Diettrich and G. G. Mock focus on gay and lesbian 
investigations in academe and local bars and community gathering 
places. Poucher reminds readers that Diettrich refused to name 
suspected homosexuals even as his academic career of more 
than a quarter-century at UF had ended. Mock's struggles as a 
lesbian who tended bar in Tampa establishments with gay clientele 
provided Poucher with an excellent transition from the UF police 
who stalked Diettrich to the long list of corrupt and perverted 
politicians, police officers, and judges in Tampa who expected 
lesbians to perform sex acts in front of them or upon them in order 
to avoid arrest. Margaret Fisher's appearance before the FLIC 
symbolized USF's resistance. 

Poucher's book adds new dimensions to the historiography 
of the Johns Committee by focusing on five who thrived, not just 
survived. Lawson's edits strengthened the narrative. While the 
reviewer probably would have selected Charles Arnade, rather 
than Fisher, because of his experience appearing before the FLIC 
while at UF, Florida State University, and USF, Poucher's treatment 
of Fisher in chapter six paints an accurate portrait of the growing 
resistance to the committee by Florida's academic community. 
Readers should remember, however, that an untold number of 
those who faced the FLIC's wrath did not thrive . Poucher's work 
describes five individuals' exceptional journeys, but others did not 
fare as well. 

James Anthony Schnur University of South Florida 
St. Petersburg 
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The Committee. Dir. and Prod. by Robert Cassanello and Lisa Mills. 
2011. UCF's Regional Initiative for Collecting the History, 
Experiences, and Stories of Central Florida. 30 mins. (http:/ I 
ucfjcdocfilm.tumblr.com/) 

The Johns Committee is not a household name, but it ought 
to be, and the documentary film The Committee marks an important 
step in that direction. Formally known as the Florida Legislative 
Investigation Committee (FLIC), the Johns Committee was one 
chapter in the larger story of how the segregationist white South 
grappled with the profound changes that reshaped the region and 
the nation in the decades after World War II. The Committee is a 
welcome introduction to the committee's activities and a moving 
reminder of the lives they touched, a cautionary tale about the perils 
of political extremism, and ultimately a hopeful statement about 
the trajectory of social change related to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender (LGBT) rights in this country. 

The Johns Committee was created by the Florida legislature in 
1956 to hamper the school desegregation efforts of the NAACP by 
investigating the organization and its Florida branches for alleged 
illegal activities and communist infiltration. It was one of several 
such committees established by southern states after the Brown 
decisions of 1954 and 1955. In Florida, the FLIC was met with 
resistance and legal challenges, which limited its effectiveness if 
not its dedication to the cause. In 1958, mired in court battles that 
eventually reached the U.S. Supreme Court, and with conservative 
state senator Charley Johns serving as chairman, the committee 
found a new target in gay and lesbian university professors, 
students, and public school teachers. Until its demise in 1965, 
the Johns Committee would also take up the issues of indecent 
literature, liberals in higher education, and student peace and civil 
rights activism across the state. -

The Committee focuses on the homosexual investigations by 
weaving together the stories of two college students interrogated 
by the committee and one investigator who assisted the committee 
in Gainesville. They share their memories and reflections about 
what happened, what it meant to them at the time, and what their 
lives look like today. Using visually compelling archival film and 
photographs and featuring several Florida historians who provide 
valuable commentary and insights, the narrative is well constructed, 
told from a powerful moral perspective and with a dramatic flair 
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that never verges into the melodramatic-which, given the nature 
of the committee's sometimes outrageous and constitutionally 
dubious tactics, would have been easy to do. 

The film sets the committee's story within the context of Cold 
War crackdowns on communists and homosexuals. At the outset, 
we see black and white footage of an empty college lecture hall 
followed by Senator Joe McCarthy shouting into a microphone 
to thunderous applause, "One communist on a faculty of one 
university is one communist too many!" The documentary does an 
effective job of explaining the regional attacks on the NAACP in 
the wake of McCarthyism. It concludes in the present day, with a 
glimpse into the life of a popular, openly gay teacher in Broward 
County and a genuinely touching meeting between one of the 
Johns Committee's victims and an investigator, more than fifty years 
after the two had been on opposite sides of a tense and unsettling 
interrogation. 

These stories are at the heart of the film, and capture the 
climate of paranoia and fear that the committee fostered. Chuck 
Woods, a student at the University of Florida in the late 1950s, 
heard a knock on his dorm room door one afternoon and was 
escorted to the campus police station by officer John Tileston, 
who had been enlisted by the Johns Committee to help root out 
homosexuals from the faculty, staff, and student body. According 
to Woods, Tileston told him, "We have information that you're 
a homosexual. I said, 'You do? Where'd you get that from?' He 
declined to tell me." He also recounted the investigator showing 
him a letter from university president]. Wayne Reitz offering to 
help him with his "problem," a level of administrative intrusiveness 
that he described as "shocking." "Had I admitted to it, I would have 
been kicked out of the University of Florida." 

Ruth J ensen-Forbel was a sophomore at Florida State University 
in 1964-1965 when FLIC investigators interrogated her for more 
than fifteen hours in the basement of the administration building. 
"All they wanted to know were the names of people. Did you 
have relationships with other women on the campus? Did you see 
anybody doing this or that? They would be pretty graphic in what 
they said." She recalls that she answered no to all of their questions, 
and that afterward, "I was afraid of everything." She stopped going 
to classes, and eventually left the university. 

For his part, Tileston has long maintained that he was a 
grudging accomplice in the gay investigations and campus sting 
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operations, and his recollections reveal a palpable ambivalence. "It 
bothered me a great deal, to be talking to somebody that's a PhD, 
and here we are, we caught this person in a restroom, or somebody 
has told us they're gay, and this guy across from me, I'm going to 
wreck this man's future, or this woman's future. Over this? It's not 
worth it. But," he pauses, "you do what you gotta do." 

The film was produced and directed by two professors at the 
University of Central Florida, Robert Cassanello and Lisa Mills. It 
originated with Cassanello's idea for a student project on the topic 
of gay marriage as a civil rights issue. Beginning in the fall of 2011 
he and Mills began working on it with their Honors Documentary 
Workshop class, and they chose to focus on the Johns Committee 
as a point of comparison with today's LGBT movements. It is aimed 
at the general public and at raising awareness of this chapter in 
Florida's history, and the filmmakers have been screening it at state 
and regional film festivals. Butjust as important, the documentary 
is intended for young people, particularly those in crisis over issues 
of sexual and gender identity. "We wanted to do this film in the 
spirit of 'It Gets Better,' so if there was a young questioning person, 
he or she could watch this and get to meet two people whose lives 
really did get better," Cassanello explains. The Committee succeeds 
on all of those fronts, documenting an important and little-known 
period in Florida history, tracing the impact of massive resistance 
and cold war politics on individual lives, and illustrating how much 
some things have changed. It deserves a wide ~udience. 

Ruth Jensen-Forbel and Chuck Woods went on to enjoy 
successful careers and fulfilling personal lives, and John Tileston 
has made peace with his own past. The documentary closes with 
Woods and Tileston drinking coffee and reminiscing at Tileston's 
Flying Mullet Ranch in Alachua. "It was a horrible time." ''Yes, it 
was shameful." Woods speaks in wonderment about the fact that he 
not only survived the Johns Committee investigation but also later 
became a faculty member at the University of Florida for forty-two 
years. Tiles ton smiles. "Eat your heart out, Charley." 

Stacy Braukman Atlanta, Georgia 
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Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor 

Mission Cemeteries, Mission Peoples: Historical and Evolutionary 
Dimensions of lntracemetery Bioarchaeology in Spanish Rorida. 
By Christopher M. Stojanowski. (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2013. Acknowledgments, figures, tables, 
illustrations, notes, index. Pp. xv, 295. $79.95 cloth.) 

If our skeletons are our final autobiography then the native 
peoples from the Spanish Missions of La Florida speak volumes 
through this compelling study by Christopher M. Stojanowski. You 
may thumb through this book, see the charts, statistical analysis, 
and graphs, and put the book down. If so, you do yourself a disser
vice, for this book fuses bioarchaeology, archaeology, and history to 
breathe new life into Mission Studi~s. This book will be of interest 
to those in Mission and Colonial Studies both in Florida and other 
colonial locations. 

Make no mistake, this is not an easy read for non-bioarchae
ologists. It requires patience and focus for the author's arguments 
form a dance between statistical and ostelogical analysis, cemetery 
burial practices, excavation maps, and archaeological and historic 
analysis, but that is what makes this book compelling. This work 
follows both the author's and other's studies of the health and de
mographics of mission populations that perhaps make La Florida 
(including coastal Georgia) one of the best-studied areas in terms 
of bioarchaeology. This latest research from Professor Stojanowski 
examines individual missions and their cemeteries, considering 
burial practices, as well as health and diet within and between mis
sion communities. Previously research often focused on health 
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and diet at the broader regional level. Here we have a scholar ex
amining mission cemeteries for such processes as burial programs 
defined by lineage, status, age, or sex criteria in terms of who can 
be buried where. He also examines the community health at par
ticular missions, looking for pathologies in the teeth and skeletons 
that would indicate both dietary stress and larger disease patholo
gies that might be exhibited in the bones. 

The book is roughly divided into three sections: the Introduction 
and Chapter 1 provide the background both on the Spanish Mission 
of La Florida, including previous research done and an overview 
of the bioarchaeology of the region. The middle section presents 
the case studies of individual missions and associated cemeteries, 
including Mission Patale- Chapter 2, San Martfn de Timucua
Chapter 3, Santa Catalina de Guale de Santa Maria- Chapter 4, the 
Santa Maria Mission and the Santa Catalina Ossuary-Chapter 5, 
and Mission Santa Marfa-Chapter 6. It is in the case studies that 
questions of burial programs (individuals buried in kin groups ver
sus age or sex groups) and the changing cultural landscape of burial 
practices in the late 16th century to mid-17th century are discussed. 
Each mission has its own set of intriguing questions raised through 
the archaeology and osteological analysis. The author argues for a 
change through time from a kin structured burial program to one 
based more generally on status and age/sex. Each of the missions 
discussed has its own unique history and research challenges. For 
example, Mission Patale, among the Apalachees, is discussed first 
because its use-history is well defined. The cemetery is clearly orga
nized with little evidence of burials placed on top of earlier graves, 
which occurs in some La Florida mission, suggesting longer term 
use. Mission Patale also provides clear evidence of deliberate use/ 
planning within the cemetery. Contrast Mission Patale to San Mar
tin de Timucua and one sees the complexity of mission architectural 
development. At Mission San Martfn, archaeological excavations 
were done over a broader area to define the complex architectur
al history of the mission. From covered chapel to mission church 
to a church with defined clay floors, the mission was transformed, 
as was the local population. The architectural changes reflected 
the site use and development within the western Timucua lands. 
The author demonstrates with the limited osteological data set the 
transformations in diet and behavior that the Western Timucuas 
underwent from first contact with the missionaries to the end of 
Mission San Martin, somewhere around 1670. 
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The heart of the book is Chapters 3,4,5,6, all of which focus 
on the missions on Amelia Island that were excavated back in the 
late 1980s. Amelia Island has a long prehistoric and early historic 
record. Unfortunately, the Spanish documents provide a narrow 
window into that important time. The best documented-both 
historically and archaeologically-of the two missions was Santa 
Catalina de Guale de Santa Maria, which was occupied by a group 

....- of Guale natives that moved to Amelia Island to escape the Brit-
ish raids on their mission on St. Catherine's Island. The British 
ultimately burned this mission ii{ 1702. One of the interesting 
archaeological features discovered and defined during the excava
tions of this mission was an ossuary of human remains located in 
the northeast corner of the cemetery I church. Within the ossuary 
was a coffin with two individuals in it placed at a right angle to the 
mission cemetery burials above it. The question that came out of 
this excavation was: who were these people in the ossuary and why 
was there a coffin at a right angle to what would have been the stan
dard burial protocol for this church? The author provides us with 
an intriguing answer-that this ossuary and coffin burial belong 
to an earlier mission to the south, a mission known simply as San
ta Maria. But the author suggests that it may be an earlier ethnic 
Timucuan Mission based on osteological analysis: that ossuary and 
coffin burial may represent an early deposit of ancestors brought 
with this group as it moved from the interior onto the coast. 

I have simplified here many of the issues Professor Stojanowski 
raises. However, this research will be a foundation for studies on 
cultural and historical questions on the Mission Period for years 
to come. 

Robert L. Thunen University of North Florida 

Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean: Religfon, Colonial Competition, 
and the Politics of Profit. By Kristin Block. (Athens: University 
of Georgia Press, 2012. Illustrations, maps, index. Pp. xiii, 309. 
$69.95 cloth.) 

Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean is a richly documented and 
theoretically sophisticated contribution to the fields of Atlantic and 
Caribbean history. In piecing together a sequence of intriguing life 
histories, author Kristen Block consulted at least ten archives in 
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five countries, working in both English and Spanish manuscript 
materials and rare books. This and the book's ambitious scope
navigating multiple historiographies as well as geographies-are 
remarkable enough, but the proof of Block's achievement is in the 
seamless narrative she weaves, and of course in her thought-provok
ing conclusions. Block compels us to take a closer look at popular 
religiosity and how it drove or inflected economic decision-making 
in the lead-up to the full-blown Atlantic plantation complex. More 
than this, Block grapples with everyday acts of violence that seemed 
to typify the seventeenth-century Caribbean. 

The book is divided into four parts, each tracing the lives of so
cially marginal or 'silenced' individuals. First is an enslaved woman 
in the major Spanish port city of Cartagena de lndias whose per
sonal struggles with a violent master exemplify larger problems of 
religious identity in a Baroque Catholic world. Second is a French 
Protestant who ended up in the same city's Inquisition jails after 
being captured in Jamaica (just a few years before the English 
takeover in 1655). Third is an English sailor who participated in 
that takeover, a religiously charged enterprise aimed at punishing 
Catholic Spain (in Santo Domingo rather than Jamaica) sent out 
by Oliver Cromwell. Fourth are two slaves struggling in the service 
of a Quaker plantation owner on the English island of Barbados, 
the first successful English plantation colony in the tropics. That 
the Quakers went from highly successful slave-owners and slave 
traders to highly vocal abolitionists in the course of a century or 
so is a story hovering in the background, brought into light in the 
conclusion where the author uses Defoe's Captain Singleton (1720) 
as touchstone for the coming age. 

All of these case studies are worthy of their own book and 
each is based on original, archival research. Block's ability to flesh 
out each microhistorical narrative represents a considerable facil
ity with archival materials in different languages and produced in 
quite different contexts. But what makes this book special is Block's 
ability to first tell and then tie these disparate life stories together 
and thus provide us with something new about Atlantic and Carib
bean history. 

And what is new here? A central theme that holds the book 
together is what might be called baroque religiosity, a set of sev
enteenth-century western European conceptions of piety and 
righteousness that could be found in various manifestations across 
confessional lines. Needless to say, they were in flux, , especially in 
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the New World. Block finds surprising points of convergence and 
conflict among Spanish (and occasionally Irish) Catholics, French 
Calvinists, and English Anglicans and Quakers. Most importantly 
for Block, the Caribbean presented early sites of challenge for 
individuals espousing these religious identities when 'national' 
identities remained highly uncertain. There was much space for 
hypocrisy as well as just criticism of one's neighbors and superi
ors, but out of this cauldron there emerged a surprisingly uniform 
economic system. It wasn't long before enslaved Africans replaced 
indigenous and European worke-rs- on the region's growing plan
tations, and despite some early criticisms, a racialized economy 
won out. Block is particularly interested in the religious/ economic 
nexus that led to this development - what she calls 'entangled his
tories.' 

The book represents Block's fearlessness as a historian in at 
least two ways: she approaches a range of seventeenth-century Ca
ribbean religious beliefs and disputes with a critical eye, in part 
inspired by anthropologist Mary Douglas; and she looks at slavery 
and the rise of commercial capitalism in light of religious shifts. 
Block's work with Spanish Inquisition records is judicious without 
aiming at rehabilitating this institution. Her interest is in how In
quisition records might reveal what ordinary people were thinking 
despite what their masters were saying. The story of Isabel Crio
lla's journey down the Magdalena River is heartbreaking, and it 
rings true. Block is similarly critical in her assessment of Cromwell's 
Western Design, and of Quaker slave holding on early Barbados, 
yet she avoids the sometimes moralizing tone of standard works 
on the English plantations such as Richard Dunn's Sugar and Slaves 
(1972). Even so, she admits in the last pages of her wide-ranging 
conclusion how hard it was to suppress her own outrage. In this 
welcome bit of heartfelt reflection, Block recounts how the ghosts 
of the Caribbean past seemed to be daily evoked by current affairs. 

These are all vexed issues of importance to historians of the 
seventeenth century, but very few have been able to dig into them 
in such a thoughtful way from the perspective of ordinary folks, 
enslaved and free, black and white. Block's ability to understand 
the Sp_?.nish side of things enables her to do what Peter Linebaugh 
and Marcus Rediker failed to do in their much-discussed book on 
the seventeenth-century Atlantic, The Many-Headed Hydra (2000). 
That book seems to have begun with a preconceived idea for which 
individuals and events were slotted in as illustrations. Block, by con-
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trast, works from the vast mass of fragmentary empirical evidence 
toward a less definitive but ultimately more compelling vision of 
the Caribbean and larger Atlantic world in a key stage of its forma
tion. Few historians could be this comfortable working in the highly 
volatile and polemically charged seventeenth century. Block's con
clusions might not mesh with those of some economic historians, 
but I think she is right to emphasize the complex interaction of 
moral and economic decision-making. I'd even say that she's gone 
straight to the heart of the matter. 

Kris Lane Tulane University 

Jackson's Sword: The Army Officer Corps on the American Frontier, 1810-
1821. By Samuel]. Watson. (Lawrence: University Press of 
Kansas, 2012. Illustrations, maps, index. Pp. xx, 460. $39.95 
cloth.) 

In this first part of a two-volume work, Samuel]. Watson ex
amines how career officers fostered professionalism and shaped 
borderlands diplomacy during the constabulary missions that the 
U.S. Army undertook in the two decades following the War of 1812. 
He positions the officers as effectual instruments of U.S. expan
sion by focusing on their viewpoint as mediators of imperial rivalry 
and civil-military relations between their civilian superiors, local 
settlers, Native Americans, and Spanish authorities along a succes
sion of military frontiers from the Sabine River, upper Gulf Coast, 
Florida, and the upper Missouri River. He contends that these offi
cers "advanced national objectives and power with remarkably little 
overt violence by extending and enhancing the authority and cohe
sion of the American nation-state along its borders and frontiers" 
(1). 

Watson makes a compelling argument that during the 1810s 
and 1820s U.S. Army officers effectively promoted military profes
sionalism within their ranks. Several interrelated factors, however, 
hindered efforts to create a stable corps of dedicated experts. Many 
if not most of the officers received their commissions during the 
War of 1812, selected by civil authorities not for their military mer
its but for their political connections. Many, like Andrew Jackson 
and Edmund Gaines, were devoutly expansionist and took advan
tage of, or instigated, border conflicts in the Gulf Coast peripheries 
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of the crumbling Spanish empire and Native American homelands. 
The difficulties in establishing efficient communication between 
these frontiers and civilian authorities undermined the command 
structure and abetted insubordination such as when Jackson led an 
unauthorized assault against Florida in 1818. Nevertheless, Wat
son finds that Jackson, Gaines, and their contemporaries actively 
sought solutions to these problems, and as a result, they cultivated 
a greater commitment to their profession, attained practical small
unit experience, and ultimately bowed to civil authority. In return, 
their superiors and the national community protected them from 
partisan politics, granted them a measure of operational autonomy, 
and secured their monopoly over strategic and military command. 

As a stand-alone study in military professionalism, however, 
Jackson's Sword makes an incomplete argument. Watson identifies 
the conditions that contributed to the stability of the officer corps. 
For example, the undeclared war against Spain concluded with the 
signing of the Adams-Onfs Treaty in 1819. During this time, pro
expansionist Jeffersonian officers began retiring which provided 
space for incoming West Point graduates who not only received 
military training but also adhered to the republic doctrine of civil
ian control over the military. Watson presents these conclusions 
in his introduction and a chapter overview as a "broad context" to 
the "archival evidence and the narrative of operations" (226) that 
will follow in the next volume, Peacekeepers and Conquerors: The Army 
Officer Corps on the American Frontier, --1821-1846 (2013). Readers of 
Jackson's Sword will likely find that tliis decision to divide the study 
at this point undermines the persuasive force of one of Watson's 
key arguments. 

Watson also situates Jackson's Sword within borderlands histo
riography and correctly points out that scholars in that field have 
largely ignored the role of the U.S. military. He explains that his 
work does not explore the cultural and social interactions of vari
ous groups that occupy contested spaces- themes typical to this 
field. Furthermore, he narrowly defines these regions as military 
borderlands, or "zones of imperial contact and competition" (30), 
and is more interested in the processes of conquest that destroyed, 
rather than created, American middle grounds. Like other sub
jects of borderlands scholarship, the officers of Watson's study 
exhibited a surprising degree of personal agency that not only led 
to moments of insubordination but also permitted them to serve as 
mediators such as when they attempted to enforce neutrality laws 
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against filibusters vying for Texas or removing Anglo-American 
squatters from Creek lands. On the upper Mississippi and Missouri 
frontiers, army officers established a common ground with many 
Native American leaders who responded to a shared warrior ethic. 

By definition, however, borderlands studies incorporate mul
tiple perspectives and emphasize the impact of social-cultural 
interactions. Watson admits that he restricts his study to one small, 
but influential, group at the expense of understanding the many 
other viewpoints present upon these frontiers. Other than ac
knowledging that the remoteness of their postings engendered 
autonomy and insubordination, Watson does not explore the ways 
in which their frontier experiences shaped the officer corps. In ad
dition, he argues that borderland scholars have ignored "the role 
of national military forces" (29), but the works of David Weber and 
others offer useful comparisons from the Spanish frontier where 
regional commanders often had to mitigate imperial policies with 
local contingencies and where conditions permitted the emer
gence of military caudillos similar to Watson's army officers. 

· · With Jackson's Sword, Watson also explores an under-scrutinized 
period in the study of U.S. expansion. Unlike their Federalist-ap
pointed predecessors, the Jeffersonian officers of the 1810s and 
1820s were devout expansionists, but they did not necessarily fit 
with the narrative of manifest destiny that would gain traction in 
the 1840s. Jackson and Gaines did not invade Florida, for exam
ple, for personal aggrandizement or sense of national mission, but 
rather they saw expansion as the solution to seiurity concerns. Al
though this operation reflected insubordination, Watson reminds 
his readers that these officers acted in "accord with the wishes of 
the frontier citizenry and their elected representatives" (75) and 
their civilian commanders who tacitly supported the results. On 
the upper Missouri, however, officers like Henry Leavenworth and 
Henry Atkinson, also Jeffersonian-era appoip.tees, exhibited re
straint. In the 1810s and 1820s, Watson explains, U.S. settlers had 
not yet targeted the Great Plains and brought little pressure for 
their military proxies to destroy the middle grounds there. 

Even as a stand-alone volume, Jacksons Sword is an achieve
ment. Watson has extensively researched this subject as the need 
for a second book testifies. This is not a military history, nor is it 
a social history, but it succeeds as a study of a crucial institution 
of the early American republic. The division of his work into two 
volumes interrupts his otherwise convincing argument regarding 
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military professionalism, and he effectively positions career army 
officers as influential actors on the stage of imperial borderlands 
and U.S. territorial expansion. 

Jimmy L. BryanJr. Lamar University 

Moses,Jesus, and the Trickster in the Evangelical South. By Paul Harvey. 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2012. Acknowledgments, 
map, illustrations, notes, index:-Pp. xi, 200. $28.95 cloth.) 

In this fine study, Paul Harvey, Professor of History at the Uni
versity of Colorado, Colorado Springs, offers a creative analysis of 
religio-cultural paradox in the "Evangelical South." In a society in 
which religion often seems all encompassing for black and white 
alike, why is there so much violence, cruelty and racial violence? 
Harvey's response itself begins with a question, found in a song by 
gospel blues slide guitarist Blind Willie Johnson that asks: "What is 
the soul of Man?" His creative analysis explores the diverse, even 
contradictory, ways in which southerners have sought to respond 
to that question. In doing that he uses four archetypes, two rath
er obvious-Moses and Jesus-and two less so-Absalom and the 
Trickster. For Harvey, these themes have biblical, theological, lit
erary and popular roots and implications. As organizing motifs, 
Moses and Jesus captured the spirit~ality of black and white alike. 
Harvey notes that while the liberationist elements of the Exodus 
and the Gospel were clearly empowering to Christianized slaves, 
they were also coopted by white southerners as a coping mecha
nism for dealing with defeat and Reconstruction in the post-Civil 
War South. Indeed, he contends that this led to the creation of 
what David Sehat called a "moral establishment" that could be used 
to justify slavery with the language of biblical revelation. The Mo
ses story helped explain southerners' "experience of wandering 
through deserts and searching for promised lands" (15). Yet when 
these motifs failed to address other southern cultural realities, in
dividuals could turn to tricksters, "conjure men, witches, drifters, 
gamblers, devils and imagined demons," or to the character of Ab
salom, David's rebellious son, a representative from both scripture 
and literature, specifically in the writings of such renowned south
ern writers, as William Faulkner, Flannery O'Conner and Toni 
Morrison. He concludes that "folktales, mythologies, .blue notes, 
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country tricksters, and spirit posses_sion were as integral to south
ern evangelical culture as theological treatises, hymns, baptisms, 
and beliefinJesus" (17). 

The book's historical insights are particularly helpful as Har
vey surveys the evolution of the decision to allow evangelization 
of slaves, no easy political and religious judgment for the white 
masters. The detail he provides as to the process is exceptional as 
is his assertion of the early "whiteness" of southern conversionism 
in the minds of a great many church folk. Thus he insists that "as 
a religious culture (as opposed to a legal polity), Anglo-American 
Protestantism was both liberating and hegemonic" (56). Here 
Harvey documents the multiple ways in which evangelical Prot
estantism became the unofficial yet privileged southern religious 
establishment. 

Harvey also gives attention to the nature of evangelical conver
sion as it became the entry point to faith as articulated by revival 
preachers and revival culture in the South. The importance of 
conversion for all who would claim salvation and escape hell be
came particularly problematic for southern whites as related to 
religious liberty and soul freedom . This was particularly evident 
in the hermeneutic developed by some of the South's most promi
nent gentlemen theologian/preachers through "biblical defenses" 
of slavery, and elaborate explanations regarding redemption and 
racial stratification. All this was challenged by tricksters such as Nat 
Turner who received and acted upon revelations that carried him 
beyond the religious and cultural "norm," especially since he was 
the slave of Christian masters who were supposedly in sync with the 
Pauline regimen of treatment of human chattel. 

Then there is Jesus. Harvey sketches the centrality of Jesus 
within black and white evangelicalism, even as he distinguishes be
tween the contradictory Christology of each racial group. Here he 
also shows how southern music, black and wQ.ite, presented com
plementary and dueling visions of the savior of the world. This is 
one of the most intriguing elements of the book and incorporates 
elements of the burgeoning southern Pentecostal movement that 
burst into the South in the early 20th century. He also explores the 
use of the black Jesus in popular art and liturgy, a distinct contrast 
with the ever popular, Anglo-appearing Head of Christ painted by 
Warner Sallman, a favorite icon of white southern churches across 
the years (the book includes various illustrations of the black 
Christ). Harvey concludes by asserting that the complexity and 
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"ambiguity" of Jesus from slavery to civil rights was not sufficient 
for southern evangelicals. The rebel Absalom and the multifac
eted trickster implicitly and explicitly served to fill in the cultural, 
religious and popular gaps in southern spirituality. 

This study, originally presented at Mercer University's Lamar 
Lectures in the heart of the Deep South, offers multiple motifs 
for examining, perhaps even understanding, the manifold contra
dictions in southern evangelical piety and practice. Reading this 
insightful analysis, I recalled a story from Will Campbell's Brother 
to a Dragonfly (1977) in which the southern writer tells of the night 
when he was "sitting up with the body" of a relative who had passed 
away. Another Mississippi relative who had long been critical of 
Campbell's participation in the civil rights movement joined him 
in the wee hours. Campbell's haunting comment anticipates Har
vey's creative, albeit often troubling, study. Said Campbell: "Until 
dawn I sat in the redemptive company of a racist Jesus." What a 
trickster! 

Bill]. Leonard Wake Forest University 

Reconstructing the Native South: American Indian Literature and the 
Lost Cause. By Melanie Benson Taylor. (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 2012. Acknowledgements, notes, bibliography, 
index. Pp. x, 248. $59.95 cloth.) _ 

In several respects, Reconstructing the Native South is an improb
able book. Although some scholars have noted a neat overlap 
between the culture area of pre-contact Southeastern Indians and 
what was to become "the South," others have borne witness to the 
surprising frequency of indigenous figures in artworks produced 
by black and white southerners, and still others have been fascinat
ed by certain Native American artists' claim on a special southern 
identity for themselves, this is the first attempt to put such notions 
together. Also, these notions have been either ignored by main
stream commentators or, at best, judged marginal. 

Taylor's book is not improbable only from a conceptual stand
point. We might well wonder-at least initially-about the viability 
of her evidence base: literature by Native and non-Native southern
ers fixated "on storied pasts and insurmountable loss [that] forms 
a shared Lost Cause more present, more prescient, and uncanny 
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than we might imagine" ( 1). Can the meaning of the expression 
"Lost Cause" be generalized sufficiently to accommodate the differ
ent experiences of the darker peoples of the region? They each, for 
sure, have "storied pasts" and have suffer~d "insurmountable loss," 
but does this coincidence amount to "a shared Lost Cause"? Part of 
Taylor's "answer" is the invocation of global capitalism as a kind 
of bogeyman-often suitably vague, if menacing-that threatens 
from outside, as it were, many of the writers, critics, and fictional 
characters (of whatever ethnicity) she discusses. This recourse
entirely logical for someone who has already written perceptively 
about southern literature as "postcolonial," complete with all the 
political overtones ' of the term-sometimes blunts the specificities 
of both Native and southern histories and identities. But it also 
serves to legitimise her otherwise digressive (if interesting) com
ments on a host of contemporary artefacts, such as the Indian but 
non-southern films of Chris Eyre, the exemplary pan-Indianness 
of the criticism of non-southern Gerald Vizenor (Anishanaabe), 
or the invocation of Southwestern "Apache" barbarism in Quentin 
Tarantino's film Inglorious Basterds. A further initial question, at the 
pragmatic level, must be: could the literature by Native and non
Native southerners to which she points really be extensive enough, 
rich enough-and open enough to the lifeways, beliefs and vulner
abilities of the full triad of ethnicities-to make her effort, let alone 
her results, worthwhile? 

An examination of Reconstructing the Native South shows that it 
has the reach, punch, and authority to enable rnaders to leave their 
doubts behind-or at least to one side. A sampling must suffice. 
The discussions of some of the works of Louis Owens (Choctaw I 
Cherokee/Irish), especially The Sharpest Sight ( 1995), surpass those 
of most previous critics, except perhaps Vizenor, in getting at what 
makes their racial politics credible and moving. The treatment 
of the manner in which the characters in The Way We Make Sense 
(2002 ) by Dawn Karima Pettigrew (Creek/Cherokee) do "make 
sense" of their mixed heritage in turn registers the significance of 
the novel. We see-this new reader for the first time-both the 
anguish and the formal beauty of such a poem as "The Collectors" 
(2007) by Janet McAdams (Creek), part of .which is devoted to 
the truly terrible abuse, after his death, of the bodily remains, of 
Florida Seminole chief Osceola. Taylor underlines the fraudulence 
of the "Indian" works of Forrest Carter, opens up and emphasizes 
the Native element in Julie Dash's famous African-American film 
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and novel Daughters of Dust ( 1991), and offers what, surprisingly, 
constitutes the very first sustained analysis of the Indian figures in 
Barry Hannah's Mississippi novels. She is even able to add insights 
on much-discussed Faulkner, both by showing his influence on the 
Cherokee writer Diane Glancy and by enabling us more forcibly to 
feel the "partnership" of Sam Fathers and Ike McCaslin in Go Down, 
Moses (1942 ) as encompassing "a veritable trinity of the dispos
sessed: the contrite white southerner, the freed slave, and the tragic 
Chickasaw" (33). 

I would have preferred Taylor to have spent slightly longer with' 
some of the texts-especially as several of them must be new to most 
non-specialist readers-but she makes up for any "loss" in this re
spect by providing brief biographical asides and good guidance on 
further reading. Indeed, the study is well documented throughout. 
Finally-to return to my opening comment on the book's concep
tualization-Taylor unpicks with ease knots of complexity in her 
selected texts. She does the same in the broader critical discourse 
to which she draws attention, whether work by such ethnocritics 
as Arnold Krupat, postcolonial theorists, or writers on capital and 
globalization, and one may feel that this treatment of discourse be
comes the book's key feature. At any rate, she replaces tangles with 
a patterned weave of her own, one sturdy enough for any weather. 
Reconstructing the Native South may not be the final word on its un
justly neglected topic, but because it is adventurous in its coverage 
and so critically nuanced it constitutes a fine, in-depth first word 
that is more than a mere introduction. 

Mick Gidley University of Leeds 

Life and Labor in the New New South. Edited by Robert H. 
Zieger. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2012. 
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. x, 360. 
$74.95 cloth.) 

This collection by the distinguished emeritus professor Rob
ert Zieger points to new directions for understanding post-WWII 
southern working-class history. Its contributors confirm the South's 
repressive labor atmosphere, which in the l 960s-l 970s seemed dis
tinct but, by the 1980s, became the model for the nation's declining 
union density coupled with growing economic inequality. Yet, the 
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authors in this volume also resurrect hopeful historical models of 
working-class activism even if these formations proved unable to 
reverse the corporate push for unfettered free market capitalism. 

The post-WWII South changed in part due to industrial loca
tion and relocation. Tami Friedman's chapter shows how capital 
migration to the South became synonymous with anti-union con
ditions. Mississippi journalist Rodding Carter complained, "We 
should have more to offer the cruising industrialist than docility, 
labor, and a blank check" (34), but towns like Greenville provided 
that exact package. Local elites targeted their sectional fury at the 
federal government, Friedman explains, not northern business
men who came south with assurances that progressive unions would 
never take root. Michael Honey and David Ciscel underscore this 
theme powerfully in their look at Memphis in the half-century after 
the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the sanitation strike 
of 1968. What they find is cause for alarm. Deindustrialization, cor
porate opposition to labor, and low wage jobs that offer workers 
little control has caused massive economic inequality in Memphis, 
especially for minority workers. By juxtaposing the Memphis tour
ist industry's embrace of its Civil Rights Museum with local workers 
in a "free fall" with "no end in sight" (249), the authors leave no 
doubt about the urgent need to reclaim King's call for phase two of 
the civil rights movement for economic equality. 

Other chapters offer counter-narratives to the more prominent 
Tennessee and Mississippi models of postwar southern labor de
clension by focusing upon understudied sectors of the working class 
in Arkansas, Missouri, and Maryland respectively. Michael Pierce's 
essay describes an insurgent biracial coalition that emerges in an 
unlikely place-Arkansas-during a time-the 1950s-known more 
for Cold War conservatism. This essay provides new insight into 
how the Teamsters, and particularly its African American leaders, 
provided much of the grassroots labor support for the governorship 
of Sidney McMath and thereafter put an anti-poll tax candidate into 
office named Orval Faubus. Moreover, Pierce shows how Senator 
John McClellan used the Senate Select Committee not just to serve 
his anti-labor agenda in Washington but also to ensure his politi
cal survival in Arkansas. This political context then proves crucial 
to understanding the Little Rock school desegregation crisis and 
the abandonment by Governor Faubus of the very constituency that 
brought him to power. Similarly, Robert Bussel analyzes the stew
ards program of the Teamsters union in St. Louis. The largest local 
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in Missouri in the 1950s, Local 688 had a vision of a "community 
bargaining table" (102). Union members, in coalition with com
munity organizations, battled privatization of St. Louis city services, 
defeated a proposed revision of the city charter that would have led 
to greater corporate dominance, and fought for basic human rights 
such as police protection in the Pruitt-Igoe housing projects and rat 
control programs in working-class neighborhoods. The McClellan 
hearings on Teamster corruption at the national level similarly put 
the Missouri local on the defensive. The Teamsters would reemerge 
in the 1960s to make war on slums in St. Louis, but by then, much of 
the urban decay and exodus to the suburbs had already changed the 
city dramatically. Jane Berger's essay on. African American women 
in Baltimore shows how activists in the understudied public sector 
leveraged the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and War on Poverty initia
tives to gain access to governmentjobs. Berger reminds the reader 
that this narrative of job access, specifically for African American 
females (bureaucrats classified these "helping" jobs as female po
sitions), did not counteract the massive job loss that occurred in 
manufacturing. But it did provide a foothold for black workers in 
the newly unionized public sector. With the loss of industrial jobs, 
public sector jobs became one of the only places for minorities to 
find stable employment with benefits, an achievement recently at
tacked by conservatives in Wisconsin and elsewhere. 

Another key theme of The New New South is the importance of 
Mexican immigrants to postwar southern labor. In his essential 
essay, Max Krochmal explores the hidden history of Mexican
American workers in Texas. By looking into the biographies of 
grassroots leaders, he finds much more generational continuity 
between labor-based activism of Mexican-Americans and the Chi
cano movement than previously assumed. Moreover, Krochmal 
highlights the importance of black-brown coalitions from the late 
1940s to the 1970s. Farther away from Mexico, Georgia has more 
recently become a place for Mexican migration. Michael Bess ex
plains how financial crises in Mexico and Texas in 1982 and 1994, 
new transit connections, and the growth of jobs in the poultry in
dustry made Georgia a new migration destination. Due to their 
ambiguous immigration status and the need to send money home 
to Mexico, these workers have often been hesitant to protest the 
exploitive conditions of their employment. But with more than $4 
billion in buying power in Georgia, these Latino workers represent 
a crucial segment of the workforce. Their protest politics, and co-
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alitions with other workers, may determine the fate of southern 
labor across the South. 

The final chapters of the volume provide recent evaluations of 
working-class activism in the South. Tim Minchin takes a familiar 
southern labor story of the textile industry and brings it up to date. 
He counters the "Sun Belt" myth by tracking how two thirds of laid 
off mill workers who found new employment took lower paid jobs 
and how cities like Charlotte rose at the expense of the decima
tion of mill towns in its hinterland. Minchin makes a convincing 
case that this form of deindustrialization has had a more traumatic 
impact than the more studied "Rust Belt" industrial closures in the 
North. Last, Bruce Nissen and Michael Dennis provide contem
porary models for how to organize workers in the South. Nissen 
describes the successful struggles of Florida Health care workers 
of the Service Employees International Union in the last two de
cades; his summary of this union's strategy should serve as a model 

• for successful organizing despite corporate attacks and a slow fed
eral response to protect labor's right to organize. Dennis describes 
the Virginia Organizing Project from 1995-2004, showing how it 
established a form of interracial participatory democracy even if it 
"provided the model, not the instrument" for a mass movement of 
working-class southerners. 

These essays complicate and topple assumptions about the 
South's labor force over the past half-century but also point to 
living history outside of the academy. Thus, not only should this 
volume change how scholars think about the South's recent his
tory, but it could also suggest a wider set of options for its citizens 
to use in struggles against economic and racial exploitation in our 
current century. 

Erik S. Gellman Roosevelt University 

The Land Was Ours: African American Beaches from Jim Crow to the 
Sunbelt South. By Andrew W. Kahrl. (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2012. Acknowledgments, notes, maps, index. 
Pp. ix, 376. $39.95 cloth.) 

Everyone remembers their first trip to the beach. The sound, 
smell and feel of water are powerful anchors for memory. Perhaps 
that is what makes Andrew Kahrl 's new monograph simultaneously 
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familiar and surprising. At the most basic level, The Land Was Ours 
chronicles the relationship between African Americans and the 
Southern shoreline, but that dynamic merely scratches the surface 
of the stories and conflicts contained ill this volume. Kahrl, an as
sistant professor at Marquette University, introduces readers to the 
worlds black Americans made at the beach, a far more complex 
and socio-economically diverse (and simultaneously striated) en
vironment than one might imagine. The author not only narrates 
how leisure time was spent, he also explores the culture that was 
created amidst the int~rtwining worlds of real estate, capitalism, 
and law in what he deftly describes as "the evolving spatial structure 
of Jim Crow" (14). 

That evolution takes root mainly in Maryland, Louisiana, 
and North Carolina though Florida, Mississippi, and Georgia are 
discussed and clearly share many characteristics of Kahrl's study. 
Given the geographic range and incredible entrepreneurial char
acters that Kahrl uncovers, the larger narrative ·inevitably exposes 
the disturbing implications of our nation's environmental man
agement and the contradictions of racial progress when money is 
thrown into the mix, and as Kahrl sometimes sadly implies, when is 
money ever totally absent? In this sense, The Land Was Ours exposes 
the volatile combination of capitalism and racism, simultaneously 
narrating a history rich in nostalgia but also rife with the contradic
tions of progress. 

"Washed away in Americans' ru&.h to the sea," Kahrl explains, 
"are the mom-and-pop restaurants, do-drop inns, nightclubs and 
seaside amusement parks that sustained black social life, nourished 
cultural traditions, and gave rise to forms of black business activ
ity and struggles for economic empowerment throughout much of 
the twentieth century" ( 4). The main victims of an evolving obses
sion with oceanfront real estate, as one might imagine, are African 
Americans, many of them owners of virtually worthless land un
til white people decide that the land is desirable. These changes 
also unleash "the undemocratic, ruthlessly exploitative, and capital 
driven features" of American progress, particularly as shoreline 
Southern communities undergo "sudden and profound changes 
in their political economy and ecology" (18). It is refreshing that 
Kahrl does not let anyone off the hook in this story, and his many 
black protagonists, some villains among them, are showcased "not 
in order to de-emphasize the devastating effects of antiblack rac
ism, but to magnify them" (18). 
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One of the most touching and harrowing histories in this re
gard is a family saga that begins in the 1850s. A free black couple 
named Alexander and Charity Freeman purchase 180 acres in 
coastal North Carolina "from failed whites seeking a new start else
where and from absentee owners looking to cash out" (155). By 
1900, the Freemans' son Robert had become one of New Hanover 
County's largest landowners. In the decades that follow, hapless de
scendants, opportunistic developers, the Army Corps of Engineers, 
and many others pool together to destroy the Freemans' real estate 
empire. Kahrl's gift to readers is that the Freemans' story, like so 
many in this book, has some one-dimensional racist villains, but 
the family itself, along with the environment, played central roles 
in writing themselves off the North Carolina coast. Kahrl, in other 
words, captures the contingency, agency, and accident that drive 
any good drama, albeit one underwritten with pathological eco
nomic and racial discrimination. 

While Kahrl's stories are always compelling, the chapters can 
read like distinct case studies. In this sense, the dissertation archi
tecture is a little too evident, and the argumentative through-line 
is not always as clear or coherent as one might hope. Perhaps this 
is inevitable in a study that ranges from excursion boats plying the 
Potomac River to Chuck Berry playing at Carr's Beach Music Pavil
ion, but the book suffers for this minor fault. 

Such concer~s are only passing, however, and Kahrl's strength 
is always keeping the human stakes of this story in sight. One par
ticularly telling incident involves land owned by African Americans 
being bought, in this case by the town of Hilton Head, for a mere 
pittance. Their historic land, occupied mainly by mobile homes, is 
purchased for green space and to insure a developer will not sully 
the road into town. As the displaced, disgruntled, and partially 
culpable residents take their $34,000 payoff to try and find new 
homes, the Hilton Head town manager explains, "this has noth
ing to do with race" (257). In response, you want to grab the man 
by the lapels and quote Kahrl, that it is impossible to "untangle 
the ties that bind race, power, and pleasure to the land" (19). But 
it would probably be easier to tell him to read this engaging and 
important book. 

R. Blakeslee Gilpin University of South Carolina 
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Blood and Bone: Truth and Reconciliation in a Southern Town. By 
Jack Shuler. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 
2012. Acknowledgements, illustrations, chronology, notes, 
bibliography, index. Pp. xv, 247. $29.95 cloth.) 

Readers of Blood and Bone, Jack Shuler's book about his home
town, Orangeburg, and home state, South Carolina, are likely to 
remember it more as sensitive social commentary than pure his
toric monograph. The author chooses to base his scholarly, yet 
youthful and personal, examination of matters of race, class, south
ern history and community dissonance on the tragedy of February 
1968 when a series of events led to the shooting deaths of three 
young African American men. Shuler's efforts to engage the specif
ics of that sixties era confrontation (he was not yet born) between 
national, state and local law enforcement officials, and local high 
school and college students is, however, credible. Seeking to un
derstand not only the events themselves, but the refusal of his own 
family members and many others to talk about the issues, he duti
fully interrogates written and oral sources in an attempt to unravel 
the still unresolved exact sequence of events that forever marks 
the small, semi-rural community. The range of interviewees allows 
readers an opportunity to understand multiple reactions and in
terpretations in ways more nuanced then simply trooper versus 
student versions available in much earlier newspaper accounts, the 
seminal work by Jae).<. Bass and Jack Nelson (The Orangeburg Mas
sacre, 1970) or the book by scapegoated community activist (now 
college president), Cleveland Sellers (The River of No Return, 2002). 
The greatest benefit of Shuler's book is the realization that so many 
years have passed and the issues remain vivid in the minds and 
hearts of many in the community. 

Readers follow the author's steps as he attempts to answer 
several questions, the first and foremost being whether or not stu
dents on the campus of South Carolina State University initiated a 
bullet exchange that would end in state troopers being" justified" 
in the volley of buckshots that felled three individuals permanently 
and wounded dozens of others (almost all wounded from behind). 
Beyond the discussion and investigation into versions of who shot 
first, the book offers relevant background about the historical na
ture of violence against Blacks in the city, county and state, the 
long held attitudes of White paternalism and Black accommoda
tion, and the enduring inability of the commun.ity as a whole to 
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find a way to acknowledge the "massacre" and put it into some use
ful framework for moving forward. It is significant that Shuler takes 
the time to describe in more detail than other accounts some lesser 
known participants and additional tensions within multiple subsets 
of the city's population. These details remind even the most po
litically uninformed reader to avoid putting large groups into one 
philosophical basket. Shuler successfully depict:S all his informants 
as human beings living out the conditioning of their circumstanc
es, most having grown beyond the confines of the events described. 
Such an approach makes this book easily accessible to a general 
audience. 

Because he is unable to add few new "facts" to the existing ac
counts, his inquiry becomes more an invitation to examine both 
the power and failure of memory. He gains access to some people 
involved directly in the incidents because he is White and local, 
and uses such opportunities to his advantage. Having an uncle 
who had been a member of the highway patrol and present during 
the shootings enabled the conversation to take place on a more 
personal level, and sets the stage for the author to convince the 
reader of his authenticity. Shuler's family members and friends 
reveal attitudes and .doubts, as well as excuses and regret for the 
killings, that had never before been shared. Some of the Black 
informants, eager to see someone White, of a newer generation, 
seeking insights into the events, offer responses that may have 
become easier to share because of the time that has passed. It 
is possible that in spite of many unchanged or even deteriorated 
social and economic circumstances in this deep southern arena, 
Blacks found it easier to talk to Shuler because, over time, at least 
the ability to speak openly of these matters now comes without fear 
of retribution. The author suggests that regardless of race, there 
are many who want to see the community to remove the seemingly 
indelible negative reputation it has borne since 1968, or even as 
importantly,1970, when the state troopers were exonerated of all 
charges. Attempts to have a state sanctioned full investigation into 
the killings continue to stall, with no indication that such an in
quiry is forthcoming. 

Shuler uses the reflective, often poetic, style of writing to of
fer his own frustration at the lack of meaningful dialogue needed 
to transform the place of his birth and rearing. He situates him
self as someone wanting to "go home again" if that home could 
come to terms with its past and its present. Well-meaning as they 
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may be, bi-racial committees and integrated public facilities have 
done little to create the equal opportunity landscape espoused 
during the height of the civil rights movement. That is not a new 
realization, Shuler posits, because even at the time of the shoot
ings, White fears of an increased demand for racial power sharing 
turned this community on its head. Gnawing on the tragic deaths 
and wounds (psychological and physical) to determine the "truth" 
not only makes residents uncomfortable, be they Black or White; 
it also offers no serious critique of why substantive change and rec
onciliation is improbable. 

Readers will be wise to see Shuler's work as an invitation for 
public engagement all over the country, not just in South Caro
lina. He effectively presents- tlle challenge, and to this reviewer's 
mind, naively wishes for, a transformation of attitudes towards a 
more humane and accepting body politic that seems a long way re
moved from present day options being given to African Americans 
and poor people. Facing an institutionalized inferior educational 
system some fifty years after school desegregation in the state, un
restrained urban gentrification, rural displacement by corporate 
agribusiness and highly contested attempts at voter suppression ad
vanced from the sitting state government's seats of power, residents 
of Orangeburg seem poorly positioned today to meet Shuler's re
quests for serious reflection and mending. The past would in fact 
have to be shown as actually being in the past, which it clearly is 
not. Like many cities and towns that have moved to a compara
tively greater degree of racial co-existence, the more fundamental 
issues still loom large. 

Millicent Ellison Brown Claflin University 

Joseph W. Young,jr., and the City Beautiful: A Biography of the Founder 
of Hollywood, F/,orida. By Joan Mickelson. Qefferson, NC: 
McFarland, 2013. Acknowledgements, notes, bibliography, 
illustrations, index. Pp. viii, 203. $49.95 paper.) 

Joan Mickelson, author of this first biography of Joseph Wes
ley Young, Jr. (1882-1934), is by education an art historian but by 
profession a museum director and curator. This is the author's 
second offering on her native city, Hollywood, Florida. The au
thor's father, Anton Christopher (A.C.) "Tony''. Mickelson, served 
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as Joseph Young's chief surveyor in laying out Hollywood. It is the 
story of the life and work of Young in developing the City of Hol
lywood from a square-mile parcel of bare land in 1920 to a city 
encompassing thirty-five square miles with a population of twenty
one thousand five years later. 

While the author uses the words "Biography" and "City Beautiful" 
in the book's title and text, this work is almost exclusively a biogra
phy. During the course of his life, Young made and lost fortunes 
buying and selling raw land, locating prospective developments with 
close access to transportation. Young rarely developed the land ex
cept for needed infrastructure such as roadways and utilities. 

To this reviewer, the author's use of the term "City Beautiful" 
in the title is somewhat problematic. Mickelson devotes few pages 
to explaining the City Beautiful and how it may have influenced 
Young in planning his "dream city." Nor does the author include 
source materials, such as works by William Wilson, on the City 
Beautiful Movement in her otherwise comprehensive bibliography. 
As well, there is nothing about the City Practical movement for 
comparison and contrast, nor anything about Richard Schermer
horn,Jr., a major exponent of this opposing movement and author 
of Fort Lauderdale's city plan in 1926. In the end, this book is 
principally a biography, with little on city planning. 

The author is at her best in describing the architecture of 
early Hollywood. Mickelson's discussion ofYoung's preference for 
Spanish architecture demonstrates close attention to architectural 
detail and cogent analysis. Her sharply drawn descriptions reveal a 
thorough knowledge of architectural styles. 

Mickelson narrates the story of Young chronologically. Young 
began his lifelong career of buying and selling land in Long Beach, 
California. In every case, Young bought bare land, surveyed it, and 
subdivided it for sale. Unable to settle on any one location for an 
extended period of time, Young relocated to Globe, Arizona, fol
lowed a few years later by another move to Phoenix. By 1918, the 
peripatetic Young moved again to Indianapolis. There, he assem
bled a tract of land in neighboring suburban Speedway. For the 
first time, Young organized a sales force, hiring Oliver Behymer to 
train Young's sales people, as well as Tony Mickelson, the author's 
father, for surveying, and Ed Whitson to raise capital. 

In 1919, at the age of th irty-seven, Young traveled to Florida 
to build his "dream city," initially coined "Hollywood-by-the-Sea." 
Young set his sights on land between Hallandale and Fort Lauder-
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dale, first buying a square-mile piece of property and platting it 
for sale. He brought along his core team to raise capital, subdi
vide the lots, and sell the land. In attempting to determine the 
ownership of the land, the author unnecessarily delves into early 
Florida public land history best left to public land historians. For 
example, the author reaches back to Hugh Taylor Birch's purchase 
of beachfront property in Fort Lauderdale. The author's sources 
fail to support the assertion that Birch bought the land "directly 
from the state," an unnecessary aside in any event (45). 

The author notes that Young alone did not follow the scheme 
for selling land formulated by early land promoters in Dania, 
Hallandale, and Fort Lauderdale. Until the mid-1920s, these pro
moters sold outlying farm lands at considerably higher prices than 
those sought for both town lots and beachfront lands. Remarkably, 
among these Florida settlements, Young's Hollywood in the 1920s 
was the first to develop and sell beachfront property, with no atten
tion paid to farming. 

In describing Young's platting of Liberia as a separate city for 
blacks, the author asserts that Young decided to develop Liberia 
"[p] robably upon discovering that his black workers could not own 
property in his city nor live there due to state segregation laws" (94). 
The author cites no support for that assumption. Likewise, Mick
elson paraphrases Young's publicist without support: "Members of 
the colored race cannot own property in any other Hollywood ter
ritory except Liberia (this was not Young's decision; it was Florida 
law and remained so until mid-century)" [emphasis added] (94). 

In 1925, Young boasted $30 million in sales and the construc
tion of over a thousand homes at his 'dream city.' A year later, on 
September 17, 1926, a great hurricane smashed into south Florida, 
thoroughly devastating Miami, Hallandale, Hollywood, and Fort 
Lauderdale. A tidal wave pushed through Young's beach proper
ties, leaving over a thousand homeless in Hollywood. 

By 1929, Young's companies had lost ownership to much of 
Hollywood to creditors. By the end of the decade, the population 
dropped from 21,000 to barely 2,000. Undeterred, Young began 
developments in New York State, including a resort named, "Hol
lywood in the Hills," in the Adirondack Mountains and a Queens 
subdivision called "Thorneycroft." In June 1933, Young still consid
ered new developments although he was beginning to show signs 
of illness, returning to Hollywood in January 1934. On February 
27, 1934, Young died at his home at the age of 51. 
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This well-indexed book is richly illustrated with black-and
white maps, plats, and photographs. The illustrations complement 
and enhance the text. This book is the first volume on the life 
and work of Joseph Wesley Young, Jr., a long-awaited text. It is 
so well-researched and so rich in detailing Young's development 
of Hollywood, it may well be the best early history of the city, 
surmounting in quality the two recognized city histories already 
published. This book should appeal to those interested in Florida 
biography, early south Florida city planning, and the evolution of 
south Florida architecture. 

William G. Crawford Jr. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Inside Bush v. Gore. By Charley Wells. (Gainesville: University Press 
of Florida, 2013. Illustrations, index. Pp. xiii, 136. $24.95 
cloth.) 

For an event of comparatively recent origins, Florida's 2000 post
presidential election crisis (commonly referred to by the name of 
the U.S. Supreme Court case that ended the crisis: Bush v. Gore) has 
generated an enormous amount of popular and scholarly writing. 
First came the journalists, presenting morality tales of administrative 
incompetence and partisanship, political machinations, and legal 
strategizing. Following on their heels were the legal scholars, who 
issued analyses, critiques and defenses of the rulings issued by both 
the Florida and United States Supreme Courts. These writers ei
ther attacked or defended each as a runaway court whose members, 
motivated by crass partisan objectives, blatantly ignored precedent 
and even common sense in issuing their rulings. Meanwhile, par
ticipants in these events-mostly the political operatives and their 
lawyers-either gave published interviews or published their own 
recollections of the events of November ancfDecember 2000, adding 
their 'spin' to our collective understanding of Bush v. Gore. Finally, 
with the passage of time, more nuanced works oflegal and historical 
analysis sought to figure out exactly what happened in Florida while 
explaining (without overtly judging) the actions of the two Supreme 
Courts that ruled on these matters, seeking in the process to place 
these events within a wider legal-historical context. 

Taken together, these varied works of analysis and storytelling 
would seem to leave little to be said about Florida's 2000 post-elec-
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tion meltdown. There remains, however, one significant blank spot 
in our well-established narrative of Bush v. Gore. the inside story of 
what went on within the two Supreme Courts that ruled on this 
case. Though an "inside narrative" examining actions and mo
tivations of the Justices of the U. S. Supreme Court remains to be 
written, Charley Wells, Chief Justice of the Florida Supreme Court 
in 2000, has given us a judicious peek into the workings of the Flor
ida Supreme Court as it struggled to resolve, in a short time, the 
disputes over Florida's presidential ballots. Wells writes that he is 
speaking only for himself, forsaking "what was said in conference 
or in conversations between individual justices" ( 4). Even so, he 
has illuminated for us the doings of his court. 

Using a day-by-day (at times hour-by-hour) approach to nar
rate Bush v. Gore from his own perspective, Wells efficiently and 
clearly tells the story of the 2000 post-election crisis in Florida. 
Wells's narrative is especially good at succinctly explaining the liti
gation's legal issues. Though written by a judge and focusing on 
legal disputes, general readers should have no difficulty following 
his account of the legal wrangling, no matter how technical it got. 
In fact, Wells's book may be the best summary and non-technical 
explanation of Bush v. Gore yet written. 

Wells has two clear underlying objectives in writing this book 
(though he never makes them explicit). First, he seeks to defend 
his court from.attacks made at the time (and since). These include 
the claims that his was a runaway court; that the Florida justices 
were partisan hacks appointed by a Democratic Governor and 
motivated largely by political expediency in their efforts to 'give' 
the election to Gore. Wells counters this view by setting out in 
clear detail the issues the Florida Supreme Court faced, the legal 
questions and arguments presented to the justices, and finally the 
reasoning behind their rulings. To this, he adds a harsh critique of 
the U . S. Supreme Court, arguing that they did not understand the 
intricacies of Florida election law-which Wells saw as "dispositive" 
(109). Most important, Wells defends his court by stressing the ex
treme time constraints under which he and his colleagues had to 
adjudicate an electoral dispute, a time pressure exacerbated by the 
often contradictory state election laws that the court was forced to 
interpret without adequate time for reflection or research. Indeed, 
Wells adds, the legislators who framed those statutes never expected 
them to be used in such a crisis . Given such constraints, Wells ar
gues, the Florida Supreme Court did the best job that it could. 
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Wells's second objective is more personal. In the dispute's 
waning days, Wells broke with his fellow justices on the issue of state
wide recounts-issuing a fervent dissent asserting that the need for 
closure in these matters was more important than achieving factual 
accuracy in picking a winner. By setting out the challenges faced 
by the Florida Supreme Court, outlining his differences with his 
colleagues, an~ explaining his own motivations, Wells' book serves 
as a defense for this judicial opinion. Without criticizing the oth
er justices' views, Wells makes clear his differences with them and 
asserts that his actions were motivated solely by his overriding con
cern that a failure to provide a clear line of succession in picking 
the president posed a serious threat to "the health of our democ
racy and representative form of government" (3). 

Overall, Wells achieves both his objectives. His book vividly 
conveys the escalating pressure that he and his fellow justices expe
rienced as they struggled with the issues raised by the post-election 
litigation. It also makes clear that much of the criticism heaped on 
the court at that time and since grows out of a failure by most out
side observers to understand both the specific legal and procedural 
issues confronting the court and the practical and legal constraints 
under which the Florida justices operated. Finally, Wells makes 
clear his own perspectives and motivations in ruling as he did. The 
result is a valuable addition, both readable and informative, to the 
existing popular, legal, and historical literature on Bush v. Gore. 

Charles L. Zelden No_va Southeastern University 

Pineapple Anthology of Florida Writers, Volume 1. Edited by James C. 
Clark. (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple Press, 2013. Acknowledgements, 
bibliography, index. Pp. vi, 364. $18.95. paper.) 

James C. Clark, the editor of Pineappre Anthology of Florida Writ
ers, Volume 1, tells us in his Introduction that it is the first of three 
projected volumes to mark the five-hundredth anniversary of the 
first European encounter with Florida in 1513. Volume 1 is an 
entertaining collection of twenty-four pieces of fiction, non-fiction 
and poetry that date from 1834 to 1995. The selections range from 
amusing stories to essays and poetry, both celebrating Florida's 
beauty and critical of the state's social peculiarities and environ
mental challenges. 
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The earliest works reflect the experiences of 19th century 
visitors to Florida. The naturalist John James Audubon recounts 
a tale of the violent and lonely death of a pirate in the Florida 
Keys ("Death of a Pirate," 1834). Dime novelist Ned Buntline's 
story of the hazing of a new naval recruit in the Panhandle ("The 
Fast Duel," 1861) is a kind of extended joke. A chapter from John 
Muir's A Thousand Mile Walk to the Gulf (1916) describes his stay on 
Cedar Key; and Harriet Beecher Stowe offers advice on "Buying 
Land in Florida," from her collection of popular journal articles, 
Palmetto Leaves (1873). 

The selections from the late 19th and early 201.h Centuries are 
the most varied. Jules Verne compares Texas and Florida as suit
able launching sites for a ~00n shot in his science fiction novel, 
From the Earth to the Moon (1867). Stephen Crane's much antholo
gized story, "The Open Boat" (1897) is the longest piece in the 
anthology. Frederick Remington ("Cracker Cowboys of Florida," 
1895) and Wallace Stevens ("Cattle Kings of Florida," 1930) 
offer contrasting, yet complementary, views on the lawless, hard
scrabble life on the frontiers of Southwest Florida. Zora Neale 
Hurston reports on the 1920 Ocoee election riot in a collection of 
papers from the Works Progress Administration. James Weldon 
Johnson wrote "Lift Every Voice and Sing" (1900) for the students 
at the Stanton School in Jacksonville. The poem was later set to 
music by his brother and named "The Negro National Anthem" 
by the NAACP in 1919. Ring Lardner ("Gullible's Travels," 1917) 
and Damon Runyon ("Palm Beach Santa Claus," 1938) poke sa
tiric fun at the high society of Palm Beach and those who wish to 
emulate them. 

Mid-20th Century authors are pretty much confined to the 
writers' colony of Key West: Ernest Hemingway, John Dos Passos, 
Elizabeth Bishop, and Tennessee Williams, with the odd inclusion 
of John F. Kennedy's 1961 Inaugural Address, purportedly written 
at the family compound in Palm Beach. Dos Passos remembers 
the times when he and his wife palled around with Hemingway and 
Pauline, fishing and sailing throughout the Caribbean ("Under the 
Tropic" from The Best Times: An Informal Memoir, 1966). The Labor 
Day hurricane of 1935 drove Hemingway to write a scathing indict
ment of the federal government's ineptitude in "Who Murdered 
the Vets? A First-Hand Report on the Florida Hurricane." Bishop 
and Williams are each represented by a single poem ("Florida," 
1946 and "The Diving Bell," 1977, respectively). 
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The end of the 20th Century bring stories of aging loneliness 
by Isaac Bashevis Singer ("Alone," 1987) and Patrick Smith ("Fried 
Mullet and Grits," 2007). Magazine and newspaper articles by 
Hunter Thompson, Russell Banks, Carl Hiassen and Dave Barry 
tap into both the imperiled beauty and deep-seated weirdness of 
life in Florida. 

The editor declares in his Introduction that "Selecting the 
authors was difficult as there were literally hundreds of choices. 
Some were selected because of their role in bringing attention to 
Florida with their writings" (v). But there seems to be no other 
criteria for the inclusion of these particular pieces. While it is dif
ficult to criticize the choice of pieces in the anthology as it is the 
first in a volume of three, unfortunately, Clark does not give the 
reader an overview or plan for the forthcoming two volumes. The 
Introduction to this volume is very brief and does not illuminate 
why the author decided to venture on this project. Certainly any 
attention brought to Florida literature is welcome, but why these 
volumes and why now? If it is to acknowledge the quincenten
nial of the encounter of Florida and the Europeans, shouldn't it 
include some works from the early Spanish, French and English 
explorers and settlers? Perhaps Clark felt that territory had been 
covered in the much praised 1991 Pineapple Press anthology, The 
Florida Reader: Visions of Paradise from 1530 to the Present, edited by 
Maurice O'Sullivan andJack C. Lane. 

While these selections are presented chronologically, little 
historic context is presented. The author biographies preceding 
each selection are informative and generally do put the work in 
the context of the author's life and overall output. At the risk of 
being labeled "politically correct," I can't help but notice that the 
overall selection of writers seems to be slanted toward Northern, 
white, male authors who wintered in or visited Florida, particu
larly the South Florida of Palm Beach, Miami and Key West. Of 
the twenty-four writers represented, three are women (Stowe, 
Hurston, and Bishop), two are African-American Qohnson and 
Hurston), three were raised in Florida Qohnson, Hurston and 
Hiassen), one is from the Caribbean (Audubon-though Clark 
does not acknowledge his birth place), and one is a Jewish im
migrant (Singer). None is Seminole or Cuban or Mexican or 
Bahamian or Haitian or Ukrainian or Vietnamese. Half of the 
selections are set in South Florida; of the remaining, three each 
are set in North Florida, Central Florida and Southwest Florida. 
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Certainly Florida has been indelibly impacted by tourists and visi
tors and snowbirds, but this volume largely misses the rich stew 
of its population, both native-born and transplants from across 
the country and the globe, who have chosen make Florida their 
home. Hopefully the following two volumes will provide a more 
inclusive range of writers with a wide variety of insights into the 
Florida experience. 

Jane Anderson Jones State College of Florida, 
Manatee and Sarasota 



End Notes 

THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
INSTITUTE (FHSAI) 

The Florida Historical Society (FHS) has established a new de
partment focusing on the intersection of history and archaeology. 
FHS launched the Florida Historical Society Archaeologi~al Insti
tute (FHSAI) on March 4, 2014. 

Established in 1856, the Florida Historical Society has been 
supporting archaeology in the state for more than a century. 

FHS was the first state-wide organization dedicated to the pres
ervation of Florida history and prehistory, as stated in our 1905 
constitution. We were the first state-wide organization to preserve 
Native American artifacts such as stone pipes, arrowheads, and pot
tery, and the first to actively promote and publish archaeological 
research dating back to the early 1900s. Archaeology enthusiast 
Clarence B. Moore became a Member of the Florida Historical 
Society in 1907, and donated his written works to the Library of 
Florida History. 

From the early twentieth century to the present, leading Florida 
archaeologists have had their work published in the FHS journal, 
The Florida Historical Quarterly. The Florida Historical Society was 
instrumental in the creation of the position of State Archaeolo
gist and the establishment of the Florida Anthropological Society 
(FAS) in the 1940s, and served as host of the Florida Public Archae
ology Network (FPAN) East Central Regi_on from 2010 through 
2013. Under the direction of FHS, the East Central Region was one 
of FPAN's most successful. 

Today, FHS is continuing our long tradition of supporting 
archaeology in the state with the Florida Historical Society Archae
ological Institute (FHSAI). The mission statement says that FHSAI 

[122] 
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"is dedicated to educating. the public about Florida archaeology 
through research, publication, educational outreach, and the pro
motion of complimentary work by other organizations." 

FLORIDA FRONTIERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF 
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida His
torical Society, airing on public radio stations throughout the state, 
continues to be one of our most successful educational outreach 
projects. The program is a combination of interview segments and 
produced features covering history-based events, exhibitions, ac
tivities, places, and people iIJ.. Florida. The program explores the 
relevance of Florida history to contemporary society and promotes 
awareness of heritage and culture tourism options in the state. 

The first section of the program each week is a long-form 
NPR-style piece from Florida Frontiers producer and host Ben Brote
markle, Executive Director of the Florida Historical Society. He 
talks with authors of books about Florida history and culture; takes 
listeners to historic sites around the state; discusses important is
sues dealing with education and preservation; and demonstrates 
how learning about our history and culture can provide a sense of 
community to Floridians today. 

The second section of the program is a conversation between 
Ben Brotemarkle and FHS Educational Resources Coordinator 
Ben DiBiase about various items in our archive at the Library of 
Florida History in Cocoa. Recent discussions have focused on slave 
documents from the El Destina Plantation; the 1821 decree from 
Spain informing residents of Florida that they were now living in a 
territory of the United States; 19ct1 century Florida money; and the 
FHS collection of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings materials. 

The third section of the program is produced by Robert Cas
sanello, Associate Professor of History at the Universicy of Central 
Florida and an award-winning podcaster. Cassanello's segment has 
recently featured a look at urban planning in 1920sJacksonville; a 
discussion about wooden Gothic churches in Florida; a visit with 
Ernest Hemingway's cats in Key West; and a conversation with 
Gilbert King, Pulitzer Prize winning author of Devil in the Grove: 
Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, and the Dawn of a New America. 

Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical 
Society is currently broadcast on 90.7 WMFE Orlando, Thursdays at 
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6:30 pm and Sundays at 4:00 pm.; 88. l WUWF Pensacola, Fridays at 
5:30 p.m.; 89.9 ~CT Jacksonville, Mondays at 6:30 pm; 89.5 WFIT 
Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; 88.9 WQCS (HD2) Ft. Pierce, 
Wednesdays at 9:00 a.m.; 89.1 WUFT Gainesville, Saturdays at 6:00 
am and Sundays at 7:30 a.m.; and 90.1 ~UF Inverness, Saturdays 
at 6:00 am and Sundays at 7:30 a.m. Check your local NPR list
ings for additional airings. The program is archived on the Florida 
Historical Society web site and accessible any time at www.myflori
dahistory.org/ fr on tiers. 

Florida Frontiers: The Weekly R.adio Magazine of the Florida Historical 
Society is made possible in part by the Jessie Ball duPont Fund and 
by Florida's Space Coast Office of Tourism, representing destina
tions from Titusville to Cocoa Beach to Melbourne Beach. 

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLYPODCASTS 

The Florida Historical Quarterly has entered a new era of me
dia. Dr. Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the 
University of Central Florida and a member of the FHQ editori
al board, has accepted a new role as the coordinator for podcast 
productions. In conjunction with the Public History programs at 
UCF, Dr. Cassanello will produce a podcast for each issue of the 
Quarterly. Each podcast will consist of an interview with one of the 
authors from the most recent issue of the Quarterly. The podcasts 
are uploaded to iTunes University and are available to the public at 
http:/ I publichistorypodcast. blogspot.com/. 

Dr. Jack E. Davis on his article "Sharp Prose for Green: John 
D. MacDonald and the First Ecological Novel," which appeared in 
Volume 87, no. 4 (Spring 2009). 

Dr. Michael D. Bowen on his article "The Strange Tale of Wesley 
and Florence Garrison: Racial Crosscurrents of the Postwar Florida 
Republican Party" appeared in Volume 88, no. 1 (Summer 2009). 

Dr. Nancy]. Levine discussed the research project undertaken 
by her students on the Hastings Branch Library that appeared in 
Volume 88, no. 2 (Fall 2009). 

Dr: Daniel Feller, 2009 Catherine Prescott Lecturer, on "The 
Seminole Controversy Revisited: A New Look at Andrew Jackson's 
1819 Florida Campaign," Volume 88, no. 3 (Winter 2010). 

Dr. Derrick E. White, on his article "From Desegregation to In
tegration: Race, Football, and 'Dixie' at the University of Florida," 
Volume 88, no. 4 (Spring 2010). 
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Dr. Gilbert Din was interviewed to discuss his article "Wil
liam Augustus Bowles on the Gulf Coast, 1787-1803: Unraveling a 
Labyrinthine Conundrum," which appeared in Volume 89, no. 1 
(Summer 2010). 

Deborah L. Bauer, Nicole C. Cox, and Peter Ferdinando on 
graduate education in Florida and their individual articles in Vol
ume 89, no. 2 (Fall 2010). 

Jessica Clawson, "Administrative Recalcitrance and Govern
ment Intervention: Desegregation at the University of Florida, 
1962-1972," which appeared in Volume 89, no. 3 (Winter 2011). 

Dr. Rebecca Sharpless, "The Servants and Mrs. Rawlings: Mar
tha Mickens and African American Life at Cross Creek," which 
appeared in Volume 89, no: 4 (Spring 2011). 

Dr.James M. Denham, "Crime and Punishment in Antebellum 
Pensacola," which appeared in Volume 90, no. 1 (Summer 2011). 

Dr. Samuel C. Hyde Jr., Dr. James G. Cusick, Dr. William S. 
Belko, and Cody Scallions in a roundtable discussion on the West 
Florida Rebellion of 1810, the subject of the special issue of the 
Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 2 (Fall 2011). 

Dr. Julian Chambliss and Dr. Denise K Cummings, guest 
editors for "Florida: The Mediated State," special issue, Florida His
torical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 3 (Winter 2012). 

Dr. David H. Jackson, Jr., on his article '"Industrious, Thrifty 
and Ambitious': Jacksonville's African American Businesspeople 
during the Jim Crow Era," in the Florida Historical Quarterly Vol
ume 90, no. 4 (Spring 2012) and Dr. Tina Bucuvalas, 2012 Jillian 
Prescott Memorial Lecturer and winner of the Stetson Kennedy 
Award for The Florida Folklife Reader. 

Dr. Claire Strom, Rapetti-Trunzo Professor of History at Rollins 
College, on her article, "Controlling Venereal Disease in Orlando 
during World War II," Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 91, no. 1 
(Summer 2012). 

Dr. Matthew G. Hyland, on his article, "The Florida Keys Hur
ricane House: Post-Disaster New Deal Housing," Florida Historical 
Quarterly Volume 91, no. 2 (Fall 2012). 

Dr. Paul E. Hoffman, guest editor of Volume 91, no. 3 (Winter 
2013) on sixteenth century Florida. 

Dr. Christopher Meindl and Andrew Fairbanks were inter
viewed for the Spring 2013 (Volume 91, no. 4) podcast on their 
article (with Jennifer Wunderlich). They talked about environmen
tal history and the problems of garbage for Florida's environment. 
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Dr. Samuel Watson was interviewed about his article, "Con
querors, Peacekeepers, or Both? The U.S. Army and West Florida, 
1810-1811," Volume 92, no. 1 (Summer 2013). His article chal
lenged some of the work published in the Fall 2010 special issue 
on the West Florida Rebellion. In his interview Dr. Watson spoke 
about the discipline of history and the way in which the field ad
vances as historians debate larger interpretative issues. 

Richard S. Dellinger, Esq., attorney with the Orlando firm of 
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed and Vice President for 
the 11th Circuit Court, was interviewed for the Fall 2013 Special 
Issue on the 50th Anniversary of the United States District Court, 
Middle District of Florida. 

Dr. Jane Landers, guest editor for Volume 92, no. 3 (Winter 
2014) on seventeenth century Florida, the second issue in the 500 
Years of Florida History series of special issues. 

Dr. Matthew Clavin was interviewed on the topic of his research 
on abolition in the antebellum Gulf South for the Spring 2014 is
sue (Volume 92, no. 4). 

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY 
AVAILABLE ON JSTOR 

. The Florida Historical Quarterly is available to scholars and re
searchers through JSTOR, a digital service for libraries, archives, 
and individual subscribers. JSTOR editors spent more than a year 
digitizing FHQ volumes 3-83; it became available to academic li
braries and individual subscribers in August 2009. The FHQ has 
reduced the 5-year window to a 3-year window for greater access. 
More recent issues of the Quarterly are available only in print copy 
form. JSTOR has emerged as a leader in the field of journal digi
tization and the FHQjoins a number of prestigious journals in all 
disciplines. The Florida Historical Quarterly will continue to be avail
able through PALMM, with a 5-year window. 

FLORIDA filSTORICAL QUARTERLY ON FACEBOOK 

Join the Florida Historical Quarterly on Facebook. The FHQ 
Facebook page provides an image of each issue, the table of con
tents of each issue, an abstract of each article. There is also a link 
to the Quarterly podcasts and the Florida Historical Society. Go to 
the FHQ to find information on recent "Calls for Papers" for con
ferences in Florida and the South. 
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Note: In the "Florida History in Publications, 2013" published 
in the Florida Historical Quarterly, 92, no 4 (Spring 2013), the follow
ing MA thesis should have been included: 

Dawn Cioffoletti. "The St. Augustine Protests of 1964, Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and the Civil Rights Act of 1964: A Revisionist Ap
proach." M.A. thesis, Florida Gulf Coast University, 2013. 

The editors of the Rorida Historical Quarterly regret that it did not 
appear with the other MA theses. 

S Y M P 0 S I U M 

Please join us at the fourth annual Timucuan Ecological and 
Historic Preserve Science & History Symposium on Friday, January 
23, 2015 at the Ribault Club on Fort George Island inJacksonville, 
Florida. We invite submissions for paper and poster presentations 
from scholars and students relating to the theme "Looking Back: 
450 Years in the Place Where the Waters Meet." The echoes of 450 
years of European influence and interaction impacted the local 
historical, cultural, and natural landscape, and the effects rever
berate to this day. Proposals may cover all fields and approaches of 
natural, cultural, historical and other scientific scholarship related 
to the Timucuan Preserve. Exhibitors are also encouraged. 

Cultural and natural resources have a shared history of over 6,000 
years within the Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve. The 
interaction between nature and humans is evident. .. from the spoil 
islands to the altered wetlands, from the shell middens of the Theo
dore Roosevelt Area to the tabby structures of Kingsley Plantation and 
from the boat docks of neighboring subdivisions to the introduction 
of exotic animals and plants. The Timucuan Ecological and Historic 
Preserve is a place where natural and cultural resources connect. 

Papers should be presentations based on completed or on-go
ing research. Symposium organizers will assign individual papers 
to sessions that include presentations of complementary subject 
matter. Presentations should be 15 minutes in length although re
quests for additional time will be considered. 
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Posters should be mounte~ exhibits with text and graphics that 
illustrate completed or on-going research. The exact specifications 
for poster and exhibitor displays will be distributed upon participant 
selection. Posters are to be set up the morning of the Symposium 
and should be staffed 15 minutes prior to and after breaks as well as 
during the designated poster session of the Symposium. 

1. Paper, poster and exhibitor proposals must be 
submitted online at: https:/ /www.surveymonkey.com/ 
s/2015timusymposium 

2. Submissions should include a short abstract (200 words) 
describing the research and any findings along with a short 
biography (150 words) of the presenter. 

3. Proposals should be submitted no later than September 30th. 
4. Presenters will be notified of their selection in October. 
5. Please direct any questions regarding the proposal submis

sion process to TIMU _science@nps.gov 

Registration for the Symposium will open in September 2014. 
A finalized list of presenters will be announced in late 

October 2014. 
Please visit http:/ /www.nps.gov/timu/naturescience/ 

symposium.htm for more information. 

THE IAWTON M. CHILES, JR., CENTER FOR FLORIDA IIlSTORY 
PRESENTS THE FLORIDA LECTURE SERIES 2014-2015 

Founded in 2001, the Lawton M. Chiles, Jr., Center for Florida 
History strives to enhance the teaching, study, and writing of Flor
ida history. The center seeks to preserve the state's past through 
cooperative efforts with historical societies, preservation groups, 
museums, public programs, media, and interested persons. This 
unique center, housed in the Sarah D. and L. Kirk McKay, Jr., Ar
chives Center, is a source of continuing information created to 
increase appreciation for Florida history. 

In its 18thyear, the Lawton M. Chiles, Jr. Florida Lecture Series 
is a forum that brings speakers to the Florida Southern College 
campus to explore Florida life and culture from a wide range of 
disciplines, including history, public affairs, law, sociology, crimi
nology, anthropology, literature, and art. The overall objective of 
the series is to bring members of the community, the faculty, and 
the student body together to interact with and learn from leading 
scholars in their fields. 
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SEPTEMBER 18 

CARLTON WARD, JR. Photographer and writer 

"The Florida Wildlife Corridor: Journey through the Heart of 
Florida" 

Branscomb Memorial Auditorium 

Join photographer Carlton Ward,Jr., as he shares photographs 
from the 2012 Florida Wildlife Corridor Expedition: Everglades to 
Okefenokee. He and a small team of explorers led a 100-day, 1000-
mile trek, traveling by kayak, mountain bike, horse and foot from 
Everglades National Park to Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge 
in Southern Georgia. Their journey discovered that we still have 
a chance for a viable natural corridor through Florida. This pre
sentation will also include a preview of the 2014 Expedition which 
will take the team from Central Florida around the Gulf Coast to 
Alabama. 

Carlton Ward, Jr., is an environmental photojournalist from 
Clearwater with graduate training in ecology and anthropology. 
Through his photographs, he aims to promote conservation of 
natural environments and cultural legacies. 

OCTOBER9 

JAMES CLARK, Lecturer in History, University of Central Florida 

"Red Pepper and Gorgeous George: The Pepper-Smathers Senate 
Race of 1950" 

Hollis Room, Thad Buckner Building 

Claude Pepper was first elected to the U.S. Senate in 1944. He 
was an ally of Franklin Roosevelt and encouraged cooperation with 
the Soviet Union. Although McCarthyism was later named after 
the junior senator from Wisconsin, it was George Smathers who 
first-and successfully-used such divisive tactics in what became 
a vicious, bare-knuckled campaign. Smathers' resounding victory 
inspired others, including Richard Nixon and Barry Goldwater, to 
adopt similar tactics. It also helped set the stage for the complete 
reversal of the political power structure that had ruled the South 
for nearly a century. 

James C. Clark, former editor of Orlando magazine, teaches 
history at the University of Central Florida. He is the author of 
four books, including Faded Glory: Presidents Out of Power. 
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NOVEMBER13 

JEFF KLINKENBERG, Journalist and Columnist for the· Tampa Bay 
Times 

"Improbable Tales from the Real Florida" 

Hollis Room, Thad Buckner Building 

Jeff Klinkenberg writes the Real Florida column about Florida 
culture for The Tampa Bay Times. Born in 1949, Klinkenberg grew up 
in Miami and began exploring the Florida Keys and the Everglades 
as a small boy. He started working at The Miami News when he was 
16 and is a graduate of the University of Florida. He's in the UF 
Journalism College's Hall of Fame. He has worked at the Times 
since 1977. In 2013, Klinkenberg won a Green Eyeshade Award 
for work that was judged the best feature writing in any Southern 
newspaper. He is a two-time winner of the Paul Hansell Distiguished 
Journalism Award, the highest honor in state journalism, given by 
the Florida Society of Newspaper Editors. His stories have been 
published in Esquire, Travel and Leisure, and Audubon, among others. 

His latest collection of essays, Alligators in B-Flat, was published 
by the University Press of Florida. Previous books, including Pilgrim 
in the Land of Alligator, Seasons of Real Florida and Dispatches from the 
Land of Flowers, have been best sellers. 

JANUARY15 

PEGGY MACDONALD, Assistant Professor of History, F/,orida 
Polytechnic University 

"Marjorie Harris Carr: Defender of Florida's Environment" 

Hollis Room, Thad Buckner Building 

A self-described "housewife from Micanopy," Marjorie Harris 
Carr in reality struggled to balance career and family with her 
husband, Archie Carr, a pioneering conservation biologist. For 
35 years, Carr tirelessly led a coalition of citizen activists in the 
continuing battle to protect and restore the Ocklawaha River. 
To this day, this little-known river in the heart of Central Florida 
remains blocked by the remnants of the Cross Florida Barge Canal, 
a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project that Carr and her fellow 
Florida Defenders of the Environment (FDE) activists stopped 
before its construction was completed. 

Peggy MacDonald is a native Floridian. She is an assistant 
professor of history at Florida Polytechnic University and a 
freelance writer, editor, and photographer. 
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FEBRUARY5 

JOHN AND MARY LOU MISSALL, Writers 

"Voices from the Seminole Wars" 

Hollis Room, Thad Buckner Building 

131 

The Seminole Indian Wars were the longest, costliest, and 
deadliest of all the nation's Indian wars and spanned a period of 
40 years. Taking place between the War of 1812 and the Civil War, 
all three conflicts drew wide national attention. They were also the 
only Indian wars in which slavery played a key part. Through the 
poetry, journals and letters of the participants-both Seminole and 
white-the Missalls recreate the experience of this early period of 
Florida history. 

John and Mary Lou Missall are writers whose primary work 
focuses on the Seminole Indian Wars. They are authors and editors 
of several books, including The Seminole Wars: America's Longest 
Indian Conflict from the University Press of Florida, and Hollow 
Victory, a novel of the Second Seminole War, and This Miserable Pride 
of a Soldier: The Letters and Journals of col. William S. foster in the Second 
Seminole War. 

MARCH26 

LARRY RIVERS, Professor of History, Valdosta State University 

"Rebels and Runaways: Slave Resistance in the Nineteenth Century" 

Hollis Room, Thad Buckner Building 

Using a variety of sources such as slaveholders' wills and probate 
records, ledgers, account books, court records, oral histories, and 
numerous newspaper accounts, Larry Eugene Rivers discusses the 
historical significance of Florida as a runaway slave haven dating 
back to the seventeenth century and explains Florida's unique 
history of slave resistance and protest. Rivers argues persuasively 
that the size, scope, and intensity of black resistance in the Second 
Seminole War makes it the largest sustained slave insurrection ever 
to occur in American history. 

Larry Rivers is professor of history at Valdosta State University 
and the author of Slavery in Florida: Territorial Days to Emancipation 
and Rebels and Runaways: Slave Resistance in Nineteenth-Century 
Florida. 
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GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO THE FLORIDA 
HISTOPJCAL QUARTERLY 

The Florida Historical Quarterly is a peer-refereed journal and 
accepts for consideration manuscripts on the history of Florida, 
its people, and its historical relationships to the United States, the 
Atlantic World, the Caribbean, or Latin America. All submissions 
are expected to reflect substantial research, a dedication to writ
ing, and the scholarly rigor demanded of professionally produced 
historical work. Work submitted for consideration should not have 
been previously published, soon to be published. ' '"under consid-
eratiOJ"' by anothf'T journal or r.n"'"' '" I\.· "'·

1
• .;-r: · 'ngaged in 

open ~ . ,~ h' . \ ,cript avail-
able through an open souice s1le as "Draft Under C~nsideration." 

Authors should submit an electronic copy in MS Word to the 
Florida Historical Quarterly, at Connie.Lester@ucf.edu. 

Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced (excluding 
footnotes, block quotes, or tabular matter). 

The first page should be headed by the title without the au
thor's name. Author identification should be avoided throughout 
the manuscript. On a separate sheet of paper, please provide the 
author's name, institutional title or connection, or place of resi
dence, and acknowledgements. Citations should be single-spaced 
footnotes, numbered consecutively, and in accordance with the 
Chicago Manual of Style. Use the reference feature to create foot
notes rather than the superscript button. 

Tables and illustrations should be created on separate pages, 
with positions in the manuscript indicated. 

In a cover letter, the author should provide contact informa
tion that includes phone numbers, fax number, email address, and 
mailing address. The author should provide a statement of the 
substance and significance of the work and identify anyone who 
has already critiqued the manuscript. 

Images or illustrations to be considered for publication with 
the article may be submitted in EPS or PDF electronic format at 
300 dpi or higher. Xeroxed images cannot be accepted. All il
lustrations should include full citations and credit lines. Authors 
should retain letters of permission from institutions or individuals 
owning the originals. 

Questions regarding submissions should be directed to Con
nie L. Lester, editor, addressed to Department of History, PO Box 
161350, 12790 Acquarius Agora Dr., Suite 551, University of Cen
tral Florida, Orlando, FL 32816-1350, by email to Connie.Lester@ 
ucf.edu, or by phone at 407-823-0261. 
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